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Hizbullah vows to retaliate for shooting
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12 Lebanese
civilians

injured in
IDF attack

DAVID RUDGE
I

HIZBULLAH threatened yester-
day to retaliate for “Israeli aggres-
sion," after 12 Lebanese civilians
were wounded Friday during the
IDF shelling of Hizbullah targets-

In a separate incident on Friday
night, IDF troops killed two gun-
men from the Axnal movement and
wounded a third.

In the past, Hizbullah's retalia-

tion for the wounding of civilians

took the form of Katyusha rocket
attacks on the Galilee, such as

those that led to Operation Grapes
of Wrath in April.

The understandings which ended
the cross-border fighting then, and
the five-nation monitoring commit-
tee that was established to super-

vise them, were designed to pre-

,
vent such attacks by defusing ten-

sion through negotiations.

The committee is to meet at

UNIHL’s headquarters in Nakoura
tomorrow to hear Lebanon's com-
plaint about the incident, in which
the 12 civilians were wounded -
four of them seriously.

There have been reports in the

Lebanese press, however, that

Hizbullah activists, especially the

hard-liners, are becoming increas-

ingly frustrated over what they see

as the ineffectiveness of the moni-
toring group.

According to some reports, the

hard-liners have been pressing to

take direct retaliatory action, which
would not be confined to the secu-
rity zone, despite Syria’s present

insistence that Hizbullah adhere to

the understandings.

The incident on Friday, in which
IDF gunners accidentally hit sever-

al buildings in a village north ofthe
zone, has fueled the demands ofthe
radicals.

The first official indication ofthis

trend came in the form of a state-

ment issued shortly after the inci-

dent by Mohammed Fheish, odc of
Hizbullah's parliament members
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Lebanese Red Cross workers treat a Lebanese civilian, wounded in Israeli shelling Friday.

who declared that “our patience is

limited."

He called on the monitoringcom-
mittee to “stop the aggression of
the Zionist enemy,” while warning
that Hizbullah would “choose the

time and place to retaliate for this

latest [Israeli] crime.”

The incident occurred on Friday

evening, when Hizbullah gunmen
fired several mortars at rDF troops

in the Barasheet area in the western

sector of the security zone.

Originally,, it was reported as a
shooting ax a South LebaneseArmy
position in the area, and that there

were no casualties and EDF and
SLA gunners returned fire.

Later, the array spokesman
issued a statement that the mortars

aimed at the SLA position and IDF
forces in the Barasheet area had
been fired from within Safed aJ-

Battikh, a village nearTibnin, north

of the security zone. The IDF
Spokesman said the firing from
inside the village was a brehch of
the Grapes of Wrath understand-

ings, which ban Hizbullah or any
other organization from using resi-

dential areas or public facilities as
cover for launching attacks.

It transpired, however, that the

mortar fire had originated from the

outskirts of the village, rather than

inside - a ploy often used by
Hizbullah to avoid breaking the

precise terms of the understand-

ings.

The IDF Spokesman said last

night that OC Northern Command
Maj.-Gen. Arniram Levine had
conducted an inquiry into the

exchange of fire on Friday night.

It revealed that at around 9 p-ra.,

Hizbullah gunmen had fired sever-

al mortars from the outskirts of

Ubnin and Shfed al-Bamkh vil-

lages.

The statement said that in

response. EDF gunners had fired

several artillery rounds 3t the

source of the mortar shooting and
that as a result a number of
Lebanese civilians had been hurt.

TheIDF Spokesman stressed that south Lebanon yesterday with m'or-

Hizbullah was greatly endangering tar attacks aimed at two SLA posi-

the lives of Lebanese civilians liv- tions in the western sector of the

ing in the villages by firing from zone. There were no casualties and
the outskirts of residential commu- no damage was caused.

Egyptian, Jordanian ties still on ice

Mubarak won’t meet Netanyahu
until Hebron solution is reached

Silence continues

between PM, Hussein
EGYPTIAN President Hosni
Mubarak said yesterday that he

told Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu the two leaders would

not meet until Israel reaches a

solution with the Palestinians

regarding Hebron.

Mubarak told a group of jour-

nalists and others that he informed

Netanyahu of this on October 4,

just after the Middle East summit

in Washington, which Mubarak

had refused to attend.

Mubarak said that in a telephone

conversation on October 4,

Netanyahu briefed him on the

Washington agreement to hold

more meetings between the

Israelis and the Palestinians on

IDF redeployment in Hebron.

“Netanyahu said, ‘You’ll see

within a week or 10 days, I’U

solve something on Hebron,’”

Mubarak said.

“And I said: ‘Solve Hebron and

I’ll meet you. Short of that I won’t

be able to.’ If he does a redeploy-

ment and adheres to the agree-

ment, then he’s, welcome,”

Mubarak added.

“The situation is still complicat-

ed. There’s no [Israeli] commit-
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ment to what was agreed,” he said.

Mubarak’s remarks were broad-

cast truncated on Egyptian state

television and it was not fully

clear if . Mubarak's refusal to see

Netanyahu still stood.

Mubarak also said that Egypt
welcomed a European role in

making Middle East peace, as

long as it was in coordination with

the US.
“We don’t want disharmony, in

which the cause would be the

loser. Europe has a role but that

doesn’t dispense with the US role,

because that is fundamental;” he

said.

Mubarak dismissed official

complaints by Israel that Egyptian
newspapers had repeatedly slan-

dered Netanyahu. Mubarak did

ask the press to eschew “base”

comments, but said he had no
power to restrict its freedom.

Foreign Minister David Levy
summoned Egyptian Ambassador

Mohammed Bassioimy to the

Prime Minister's Office on Friday

to protest the recent attacks on

Israeli leaders in the Egyptian

media.

“This is not how you build a

future and this is not how you
fashion peace between countries,"

Levy told Bassioimy. adding that

such attacks influence other Arab
states’ attitudes toward Israel.

Bassioimy said he would relay

the message to Cairo. He said the

Egyptian government opposes the

attacks and pointed out that some
of the offending newspapers were
distributed, but not printed, in

Egypt.

As an example of hostile press

coverage by Egypt, on Friday

Israeli newspapers reprinted a

photo depicting Netanyahu with a

large swastika on his forehead and
a moustache like Nazi leader

Adolf Hitler. The photo appeared

in the private newspaper al-

D ustour, which is written by
Egyptians, printed in Cyprus and

subject to government censorship

when it enters Egypt
National Infrastructure Minister

Ariel Sharon said be would not

visit Egypt for energy talks until

Cairo stopped attacking

Netanyahu.
(Continued on Page 2)

DAVID MAKOVSKY

JORDAN'S King Hussein and
Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu have not talked to each
other in the last 10 days. The
silence comes amid recent warn-

ings from the Jordanian ambas-
sador here that relations between

the two countries have deteriorat-

ed.

Sources hint that Netanyahu is

personally hurt by comments the

Jordanian monarch made at the

White House summit earlier this

month, charging the premier with

an “arrogance of power.” Hussein
then gave an interview suggesting

that Netanyahu could be leading

the region to war.

The prime minister thought he
had established a personal rapport

with the monarch over the last

year and a half, and believed that

the two viewed the Palestinian

issue through the same prism,
hence deepening his disappoint-

ment with Hussein’s latest com-
ments.

However, Hussein telephoned

President Ezer Weizman on
Thursday and invited him to visit

Jordan shortly.

Though Netanyahu and Hussein
are not talking, lower-level con-
tacts are taking place. The prime
minister’s foreign policy aide

Dore Gold and Jordan’s

Ambassador to Israel Omar Rifai

are to meet today. There are also

contacts between officials in

Jerusalem and Hussein’s aides in

Amman.
However, signs of a worsening

of ties are evident It took Israel's

ambassador Shimon Shamir many
days to convince Jordanian Prime
Minister Abdul Karim Kabariti to

meet him. Moreover, Jordan’s

Crown Prince Hassan has yet to

reschedule a canceled trip to Israel

planned for earlier this month.
Jordanian officials have said

that ties between the two countries

cannot be mended until after the

IDF redeploys in Hebron.
Meanwhile, scores of Jordanian

activists, political parties and
trade unions called on Arab and

Moslem governments yesterday to

reconsider ties .with Israel as a
(Continued on Page 2) -
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THE cabinet will meet in special session

today to discuss die Brodet Committee report

on the reform of The capital markets.

The main aim of the recommendations,

compiled under the chairmanship of Treasury

Director-General David Brodet, is to divert

short-term savings into long-term alterna-

tives.

While the proposals have been fully

endorsed by Finance Minister Dan Meridor,

others, including Prime Minister Binyamin

Netanyahu, have expressed strong opposition

to certain elements. Netanyahu and Bank of

Israel Governor Jacob Frenkel have raised

objections to the proposed taxation of the

currently popular short-term savings plans.

The issue is particularly sensitive from

Netanyahu’s viewpoint, since during the

election campaign, and since taking office,

he has repeatedly promised not to impose any

new taxes. .

,

Absorption Minister Yuh Edelstem said

over the weekend that he would fully support

die report

DAVID HARRIS

Brodet said last month he was “still opti-

mistic the recommendations will be accept-

ed,” despite the criticisms, which have also

been leveled by both coalition and opposition

MKs.
Among the committee's recommendations

are: Taxing short- and mid-term savings

accounts by 5 percent to 10%; offering tax

breaks for savings plans of 10 years or

longer, and instituting a series of reforms in

Tel Aviv’s stock and bond markets.

Retirement plans - including pension

fUnds, life insurance, and provident funds -

would, enjoy higher tax breaks than at pre-

^Savings plans for periods longer than 10

vears would be fully. tax-exempt, while a

10% tax would be imposed on training funds

for periods shorter than 10 years.

In the capital markets, die report recom-

mends reducing taxes on negotiable bonds,

dividends, and gains on foreign securities.

and the establishment of a second mortgage
market based on the US model.
“Taxing short-term savings is a needed

step,” said Edelstein. “It will hopefully bring
people back to the stock market and encour-

age long-term savings.”

While Edelstem admits there are one or two
points in the document that warrant further

discussion, he also welcomed the proposed
changes that are likely to encourage better

mortgage terms for young couples, new
immigrants and the poor.

At the weekly cabinet session on Friday,

the government discussed a number of eco-

nomic issues, including reducing staff in the

public sector.

The government decided that the civil ser-

vice commissioner would work to identify

those divisions or activities that can be

removed from the civil service ‘or where per-

sonnel can be reduced .

Meridor stressed that the decision did not

mean that the government planned to fire

workers, but to curb hiring.

to US I

^Press Israel

to implement
Hebron pact

JON IMMANUEL

nines.

The second incident Friday hap-

pened near the Karkum area in the

Western sector ofthe security zone,

when IDF troops spotted the terror-

ist squad.

The soldiers who were on opera-

tional duties in the area opened fire

at the gunmen, killing two of them
and wounding a third. It later tran-

spired that they were members of
Amal, which has recently intensi-

fied its activities against the IDF
and the SLA in the security zone.

Meanwhile, fighting continued in

AFTER one week of unproductive
calks', the Palestinian Authority

has called on the US to pressure

Israel to implement the redeploy-

ment in Hebron. The PA says
Israel is demanding changes in the

Hebron redeployment agreement
itself and not merely changes in its

practical implementation, which
was the basis for the current talks.

The talks resume in Eilat and
Taba tomorrow, with the contin-

ued participation of US peace
talks coordinator Dennis Ross.

“We hope the US administra-

tion, taking part in the talks, will

press Israel to implement the

accord signed and witnessed by no
other but President Bill Clinton,'’

chief Hebron negotiator Saeb
Erekat told Reuter.

Starting today, Israel will raise

the number of Palestinian workers

from the territories allowed into

Israel to 35.000 from 14,000. All

of the internal closures in the West

Bank except for in Nablus also

will be lifted. The Kami and Sufa

Crossings will also resume fijU

operation in order to ease the

movement of goods in and out of

the Gaza Strip.

Ross met with PA leader Yasser

Arafat in Nablus yesterday for the

second time in four days. Arafat

also participated in a joint meeting

of the PA cabinet and PLO
Executive Committee in the town,

where he was cheered by hun-

dreds.

The meeting called for unity

behind the PA's “legitimate” posi-

tion on Hebron and dialogue with

all opposition groups, including

Hamas and Islamic Jihad, one
cabinet member said.

Labor Party leader Shimon
Peres will meet Arafat today in

Nablus, Israel Radio reported last

nighL
During the Washington summit

TO days ago, US President Bill

Clinton insisted that the agree-

ment itself would not be reopened,

but that there is room for flexibil-

ity on implementation. Secretary

of State Warren Christopher last

week spoke of “practical ques-

tions” arising in the implementa-

tion which “now involve the

recent violence."

Legitimate changes on Hebron,
according to die PA can involve

elaborating on points which have

not been fully spelled out. This

can include the manning of a spe-

cial higher committee for Hebron,
broadening the scope of interna-

tional observers, increasing joint

patrols and the range of joint

mobile units, and spelling out

general points on civil control,

negotiator Hassan Asfour said

yesterday.

However, he said that it could

not involve changes in actual

specifications of the agreement
For example, in an interview with

The Jerusalem Post on Friday,

Defense Minister Yitzhak
Mordechai said he wanted
Palestinian police to be equipped

only with pistols, although the

agreement says they will have
"100 rifles for the protection of

(Continued on Page 2)
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Peasouper takes a sharp knife to the underbelly of
Victorian morality and serves up a sepia coloured slice

of murky sewers and dining-room decadence. Squeezing
the best of Charles Dickens, Indiana Jones and Buster

Keaton into a hige speed blender. Rejects Revenge
turns the dial to maximum for master chef concoction

of sharply observed wit and ridiculously energetic

lunacy.

"The three performers directed by Bim Mason - give as
splendid -a display of physical theatre as you could hope
to see — small wonder they won a fringe first at last

yearis Edinburgh Festival. At the end I shouted

"hoorah!" twice. I cannot remember when last I felt like

doing that”.
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Kahalani: Extremists
may try to block opening

of Solomon’s Stables
JEWISH extremist groups may try

to torpedo the opening of the ren-

ovated Solomon's Stables on the

Temple Mount scheduled, for this

week. Internal Security Minister

Avigdor Kahalani warned last

nighu
Kahalani said police were taking

measures to keep Jewish extrem-

ists away from the mount in the

coming days.

“There are extremists groups
that I am sure will try to force

their way onto the mount and
Solomon's Stables.” Kahalani

told Israel Television. “We are

ready for diem, and are taking

steps to prevent any type of
provocation.”

Solomon's Stables, known to

bill HUTMAN

Moslems as the.Marawani prayer
area, may officially open as early
as today, according to Palestinian
sources. On Friday, several
Moslem worshipers were allowed
to visit the underground chambers
that make up the site, though not
during prayer times.
Wakf officials are playing down

the opening, saying there will be
no special ceremony to mark the
event, and emphasizing that
Marawani was open to Moslem
worshipers even before it under-
went renovations.
Tourists will also be allowed into

Solomon’s Stables during non-
prayer times, Wakf officials said.

Islamic Trust director Adnan
Husseini said Friday that no date

had been set yet for the mosque's
opening.
Two groups - the Temple Mount

Faithful and Hai Vekayam - have
asked the Supreme Court to order
die work on the mosque stopped
and to prohibit its opening.

The First group told the court on
Friday drat the Moslems want to

wipe mit all traces of the Jewish
heritage on the Temple Mount, but
the court rejected the petition.

A hearing was scheduled for

today on a similar petition by Hai
Vekayam.
The opening of the site will also

be discussed at today’s inner cab-

inet meeting.

Yosef meets Yusef on peace process
PALESTINIAN Police comman-
der Maj.-Gen. Nasser Yusef met
with Shas mentor Rabbi Ovadia
Yosef on Friday, and urged
Yosef to press Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu to advance
the peace process.

Yosef, in mm, urged Yusef to

tell Palestinian Authority
Chairman Yasser Arafat to mod-
erate his statements about and
actions toward Israel, stressing

that only if Israelis feel secure
would it be possible for the
peace process to progress, Shas

News agencies

sources said.

Yusef replied that escalation
and nasty remarks could come
from both sides.

The meeting took place in
Yosef’s home in Jerusalem's Har
Nof neighborhood.
Yusef had tried to meet the

chief rabbis before the High
Holidays.' but a scheduled meet-
ing was canceled under pressure
from religious elements.
Palestinian sources said that
Yusef is interested in meeting

haredi figures, since peace is

supposed to be made between all

Israelis and all Palestinians.

Meanwhile, Palestinian securi-

ty chief Col. Jibril Rajoub said
on Friday he was “100 percent"
certain Israel and the PLO
would soon come to an agree-

ment on the Hebron redeploy-
ment.
“There is no choice but to

reach an agreement...! am 100
percent certain that the two of us
will soon arrive at an agree-
ment," Rajoub told Army Radio.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Reserve officers write critical letter to PM
Thirty-three reserves officers and soldiers wrote a letter to Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu, criticizing his peace policies and
warning that they were harming morale.

“To our sorrow, since you took office, we get the impression that

you are making every effort to drag us into an unjustified war and to

melt any chance for peace. In light of recent developments, we are

losing our fighting spirit, without which we don’t see how we can

function,'' die letter said.

They added that they were proud to do their share for the nation’s

defense, but could only maintain their morale if they were assured the

government was doing all it could to prevent wan
The officers were of die rank of captzrip. lieutenant, staff-sergeant

arid sergeant They said they do Dot belong to any organization, nor

were any of diem scheduled to do reserve duty in the near future, lorn

Hebron University reopens
The director of Hebron University defied a closure order by
reopening the institution at a new location in the city, where
registration began yesterday, Palestinian sources said Since the

campus was shut by the IDF, director Nabil al-Jaabari rented a

building in Hebron. But an army spokesman said later. “Contrary to

media reports the Hebron University was not opened this afternoon.

We're talking about registration far die university that was done in an

adjacent budding. This was not against the closure order._which

relates to the university building." Reuter

MUBARAK
(Continued from Page 1)

Mubarak, opening a new print-

ing press for the government
newspaper al-Ahrom in Sixth of

October City outside Cairo, noted

that no date had been set for

Sharon's visit

“Whether be comes or not the

press in Egypt enjoys complete

freedom, like the press in Israel

which also attacks us,” he said. ‘T

cannot stop die press because the

law and the constitution do not

give me the right to [limit the} the

freedom of the press.

“But I would like the press to

keep away from base expres-

sions,” he added.

The campaign continued yester-

day, just two days before

President Ezer Weizman is sched-

uled to meet with Mubarak in

Cairp.

“Weizman We Don't Want
You in Egypt ... You Are No
Better Than Netanyahu," the

Islamic-oriented newspaper Al

Haqiqa said.

At its weekly meeting on

Friday, the cabinet approved

Weizman’s trip to Egypt, though

several ministers expressed reser-

vations in light of the recent

media attacks.

However, Netanyahu expressed

his confidence that Weizman
would convey to Mubarak the

government’s stance on the peace

process and the effects Cairo's

negative press has on IsraeL

PA
(Continued from Page 1)

police stations.”

In principle, the PA would not

agree to accept pistols only, but it

might be able to accept that police

armed with rifles will not patrol

hills overlooking the Jewish quar-

ter of Hebron. That could reduce

Israel's insistence on an IDF pres-

ence on the hills.

However, the Palestinians’ cur-

rent sentiment is that “if the set-

tlers feel insecure under the cur-

rent agreement they can leave,"

said PA Transportation Minister

Ali Kawasmeh, a Hebron resi-

dent. _

The PA also rejects Israel’s

demand for ‘hot pursuit" of ter-

rorists into PA-controlled Hebron
areas (H-l) and buffer zones
around the IDF-controlled area

(H-2), as well as for final say over

civilian matters in H-2, since

under the agreement Israel has

civil control only over “Israelis

and their property.”

Asfour said the PA will “never

agree to hot pursuit" and rejects a
reduction in the number of police

or their weapons. “I think Israeli

interests are better served if drey

ask us to increase the number of
rifles." he said.

HUSSEIN
(Continued from Page 1)

response to its policies.

The call, made in a statement,

takes on added importance

because it was made by, among
others, nine moderate political

parties which have long advocat-

ed strong ties with IsraeL

Other signatories included 10

Moslem fundamentalist and leftist

parties, trade and labor unionists,

women's federations, charities

and religious organizations, busi-

nessmen and writers.

In tbeir statement, they called

for “resisting all forms of normal-

ization of ties with the Zionist

enemy" and boycotting Israeli

products.

It also condemned what it

branded as the “continued US
bias towards Israel and against

Arab rights."
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Lester and Sally Entin Faculty of Humanities

We would like to express pur condolences to

our colleague and friend, Mrs. Helen Sarld

on the passing of her father
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Israeii-Arab
leader:

Jordanians’
outlook
for peace
is bleak
DAVID RUDGE

JORDANIAN businessmen have
cancelled proposed visits by
their Israeli counterparts and
there is concern over the future

of joint investment projects,

according to an Israeii-Arab

council leader who returned last

week from a short visit to

Jordan.

“The atmosphere in Jordan is

very bleak and people are con-

cerned about the future of the

peace process in general and
Jordan-Israel relations in partic-

ular," said Hussein Suleiman,
spokesman for the Forum of
Arab Council Heads.
He said that he saw far fewer

Israelis in Jordan during his vis-

its to Irbid and Amman than in

the past, and that the number of
people crossing via the Jordan
River bridge was also much less

than usual.

Suleiman, who went to Jordan
to discuss investments, said that

during one meeting in an
Amman office he heard
Jordanian businessmen on the

telephone telling their Israeli

counterparts not to visit now
because of the tense situation.

“This was a group that was
supposed to come over, but the

Jordanians told them not to

come," said Suleiman, who is

head of Mash ’had Local Council

near Nazareth.
“Generally, there is a great

deal of concern,about the deteri-

oration of relations [between
Jordan and Israel]. You hear it

all the time and you can feel it.

“People are bitter and upset

over the opening of the tunnel in

Jerusalem, which provoked the

violence in the West Bank and
Gaza. You have to bear m mind
that around 75 percent of
Jordanians are Palestinians, as

well as foe fact that the Ai-Aska
mosqoe is one of the holiest of
Moslem shrines.

“The people in Jordan are not

cut off from what is happening

in the West Bank and Gaza and
they feel a great deal of solidar-

ity with their brethren there."

Suieiman said these appeared to

be main reasons for the recent

deterioration in relations

between Jordan and Israel.

“It should also be remem-
bered that Jon}an is part of the

Arab world and has more in

keeping and is more obligated to

Arab countries than it is to

IsraeL peace accord or no.
“For those reasons, people

there fear, deeply, that every-

thing that has been achieved and
built-up over the past two years

is now in danger of falling apart.

“I am also afraid that if no
progress is made with the

Palestinians, the whole of the

region will become like a pow-
der keg which could be explod-
ed by even . a small spark,"
Suleiman added.

DRIVE
CAREFULLY!

Foreign Minister David Levy complains to Egyptian Ambassador Mohammed Bassumny (center) on Friday about the Egyptian

media’s attacks on Israel. Foreign Ministry director-general Eitan Bentsur also participated in the meeting, held al the Prime

Minister’s Office. rY’nh*k Hha:rai/Sc000 «n(Yitzhak Elbann/Scoop 80)

Northern town heads
to press for promised

aid package

3 killed in weekend
road accidents

DAVID RUDGE

LEADERS of northern border
communities plan to stage a
demonstration outside the Prime
Minister's Office in Jerusalem this

week to protest the government’s
failure to honor special aid agree-

ments for the region.

Hie special aid package, total-

ing nearly NI5 1 billion, was
promised by the previous govern-
ment to help northern towns and
villages following Operation
Grapes of Wrath.
Shlorao Bouhbut, chairman of

the.confrontation line forum, said

Prime Minister? Binyamin
Netanyahu and government min-
isters had promised to uphold the
commitments after the elections,

but so for nothing bad been done.

The forum met at the Upper

Galilee regional council offices on
Friday to discuss the situation, and
it was decided to launch a cam-
paign to press die government to

honor its promises.

As a first step, it was agreed that

the council heads would hold a sit-

in protest opposite the Prime
Minister’s Office this week,
although the date and time was not

fixed.

Bouhbut noted that foe money
promised by the government had
been destined to improve facilities,

services and develop infrastructure

ip the front-line communities as

well as build new bomb shelters

and refurbish existing ones.

He stressed that nobody could

..guaranies that foe Katyusha rock-

et threat-haddiminished—

THREE people were killed and

eight were injured in weekend
road accidents.

Mordechai Papiniak, 78, was
killed, his wife was seriously

injured and five other people suf-

fered tight-to-moderate injuries

when his car crashed into another

vehicle as he was making a left

turn at foe EJyakim junction near

Yokne’am.
Police suspect that be did not

yield to the oncoming car, but are

investigating. All of the injured

were brought to Haifa’s Rambam
Hospital

A Hatzor Haglilit man was
killed on the Kiryai Shmona-Rosh
Pina road Friday night when his

friend, who was driving, veered

off the road and crashed into a

ditch. Police believe the driver

was intoxicated.

Yaniv Shalom. 22, was killed at

dawn Friday when the truck in

which he was riding crashed into a

tree on a sharp bend in the road on

the Ashkelon-Kfar Silver road.

Police said foe driver, who suf-

fered light-to-moderate injuries,

was speeding and lost control of

the wheel. Police are investigating

whether the driver was drunk, as

the two were apparently headed

home after a night out
Last week. 12 people were

killed cm the roads, three of them
pedestrians. Since the beginning

of the year, 470 people have been

killed on the road. (Him)

Syrian newspaper accuses

Netanyahu of warmongering

Meridor supports unity government
FINANCE Minister Dan Meridor announced last night that he supports

foe formation of a national unity government, Israel Radio said. -

Meridor also said he expected the negotiations over Hebron -rede-

ployment to be completed soon, and that foe government was wilting to

do more to improve the economic conditions in the territories.

Jerusalem Post Staff

DAMASCUS (Reuter) - The offi-

cial Syrian newspaper yesterday

accused Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu of trying to start war in

the Middle East and urged Arab
countries to unite their ranks in

preparation.

“Such a foolish man (Netanyahu)

is crazy enough to take an impor-

tant decision that could explode

and destroy the region,” wrote

Ameed al-Khouli, director-general

of al-Thawra newspaper.

“It is true that he could always

start war and aggressions, but he
cannot decide how and when that

war will end and what are foe dis-

asters that would be dragged to the

region,” he said.

This was not foe first time since

Netanyahu’s election in May that a
Syrian newspaper has accused
Israel of warmongering.
The Syrian newspaper urged

Arabs to prepare for foe possibility

of war.

“It is a dangerous period ... and
;

we as Arabs should stand with

extreme caution before foe situa-

tion of this man [Netanyahu] and
prepare for this possibility [of war]

seriously and with a national deci-

sion that is up to the challenge fee-

ing us,” al-Thawra said.

Settlers demonstrate in Hebron
HUNDREDS of settlers demonstrated in Hebron yesterday against its

future partial handover to Palestinian rule. Israeli security sources and
Palestinian witnesses said.

The settlers blocked a toad between Hebron and Kiryat Arba, security

sources said. The IDF said it was checking foe report Police spokesmen
were not immediately available to commenL
Witnesses said the,demonstrators chanted: “We don't want Arabs" and

“Don’t bring rifles to Hebron."
Reuter
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Bosnian cave yields terrible secret:

Bodies of Moslems killed in 1992
KUUC, Bosnia (AP) - Fifteen meters straight
down it is dark and wet and the cave floor is
run of bodies. Some were dumped in a sitting
position, some kneeling. All are thought to be
Moslems Jailed by Serbs.

^
A few kilometers away, a cold school gym

smells of death. Other bodies, lifeless for moreman four years, are lined up on the floor.
Relatives seeking to end the anguish of uncer-
tainty look for a bit of clothing or'paper, watch-
es
„
or even pencils that they recognize.
Since last week, Bosnian officials have been

excavating some of the most gruesome mass
graves anyone has found so far in Bosnia.
They are located in parts of western Bosnia

captured from Serbs just before fighting
stopped a year ago. Survivors say the victims
were gathered by local Serbs on June 1, 1992,a™ shot. They say die cave at Laniste and a
nearby meadow hold some of the biggest mass
graves in the area.
So far, 70 bodies have been pulled from the

cave and laid out on the muddy grass nearby.

None have been identified. Workers also have
found two plastic bags neatly tied - each con-
taining a human head pierced with nails. It’s

not certain whose heads they were, or how
many more bodies are there.

Seventy-nine bodies - those taken to the
school gym - were unearthed from the mead-
ow. Last’ week, dozens of bodies were taken
from a third site, including those ofwomen and
children. A baby bottle and pacifier were found
on the site.

Workers, dressed in sweaters and trousers,

are soaking wet when they come out of the
cave, a natural depression 33 meters and about
five irfeteis across. They seem on the verge of
collapsing.’

“We’re now at the 15th meter,” said Israel

Dizdarevic, a medical worker from Bihac, to

the north. “It’s terrible down there.”

“It’s full of bodies, bodies are everywhere. I

can’t explain how hard and difficult it is,” he said

-All sides in the Bosnian war have been
accused of atrocities, but Serbs have been

blamed for roost of them - including their

efforts to expel Moslems from areas like this at

the beginning of the war.

Bosnian government officials believe about
1 .500 people are buried in mass graves around
Kljuc.
Adi! Draganovjc, the Bosnian government's

regional war crimes investigator, said die inter-

national war crimes tribunal in The Hague,
Netherlands, had been informed of the site. But
no one from the tribunal was there Wednesday.
One survivor, who spoke on condition of

anonymity, said local Moslem men ages 18 to

60 were ordered by Serbs on June 1. 1992. to

come to a local school to be issued new identi-

ty documents.
Instead, he said, about 2Q0 men were lined

up and shoL The survivor said he was only
slightly wounded, overheard the plans to bury
the bodies at Laniste, and escaped in the dark.

His story about how the men were gathered
was corroborated by others who came to identi-

fy die blackened bodies on the school gym floor

New Zealand in suspense

after tight election result
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Ousted military chief
sends in jets to bomb
Afghan Talebans

weekend

dents

KABUL (Reuter) - Ousted
Afghan military chief Ahmad
Shah Masood sent his jet fight-
ers into action against the
Islamic Taleban militia in, a
town behind the front lines yes-
terday, putting scores of black-
turbanned warriors to flight.

Masood forces also fired an
estimated 300 shells and mortar
bombs into Kabul's main air-

base of Bagrara 50 km north of
the capital overnight and the
Taleban responded with bomb-
ing raids by two MiG-21 s. wit-
nesses said.

It was not clear what damage
was done by the MiGs or in the
overnight shelling.

Yesterday, Masood struck
Charikar, a mainly Tajik town a
30-minute drive from the
Taleban front-line headquarters
at Jabal-os-Siraj at the mouth of
the S&lang Pass through the
Hindu Kush mountains which
divide Afghanistan.
Taleban guards refused to talk

about fighting that appeared to

be going on in Charikar, order-

govrnmer

ing journalists to leave.
Journalists saw a co:Journalists saw a convoy of

Taleban trucks and pick-ups,
along with a mobile, rocket
launcher truck, drive round a
Taleban roadblock and speed off

.towards- Kabul.

On Friday, the. Taleban faced

its worst day of. setbacks as

fighters loyal to Masood, mili-

tary chief in the ousted govern-

ment of President Burhanuddin
Rabbani. launched guerrilla
attacks on supply lines north of
Kabul, witnesses said.

Acting Taleban information

minister Amir Khan Mutaqi told

Reuters correspondent Jeremy
Wagstaff his forces had sup-
pressed insurgents and still held
all towns on the plains north of
the capital, including Bagram
airbase, as well as the main
highway.
“We are of the belief that with

the aid of God no force can stop

us in carrying out this work," he
said.

“Our operation in the north of
Kabul is against bandits and
those- forces which destroyed
Afghanistan. looted the treasury

and defamed Jihad and Islam.”

On Friday local commanders
spuned on by Masood cut a
vital highway running from
Kabul to the Taleban ’s northern

frontline against Masood and
militia chief Abdul Rashid
Dostum, employing hit-and-run

tactics the Taleban have not
faced before.

The Taleban. which swept
from the south to take Kabul a

fortnight ago after overrunning

much of the country, have found
their supply lines under attack

from small" well-aimed units

using the guerrilla tactics per-

fected by Masood in his suc-

cessful strikes on Soviet forces

in the 1980s.

Bosnian Serbs snub
international

community again
SARAJEVO (Reuter) - Bosnian

Serbs snubbed the international

community again yesterday,

rebuffing high-level efforts to per-

suade them to cooperate with post-

war democratic institutions in the

former Yugoslav republic.

Momcilo Krajisnik, the Serb

member of Bosnia’s three-man

presidency, marie his first visit to

central Sarajevo since his farces

ended their siege of the capital for

talks with German Foreign

Minister Klaus Kinke! and US
envoy John Kornblum.

Kinkel described the talks at the

German Embassy as a step for-

ward but said the hardline Serb

leader had not reversed his refusal

to sign a declaration of loyalty to

Bosnian statehood.

Krajisnik and Serb deputies

infuriated die international com-
munity last week when they boy-

cotted the opening of Bosnia’s

multi-ethnic parliament and

refused to swear the oath to

Bosnian statehood.

Kinkel told a news conference

that efforts to persuade Krajisnik

to change bis mind had foundered

over die choice of venue for a

signing.

“I would have liked there to

have been a signing," he said. “We
have not yet reached that point but

we have taken & few steps for-

ward.”

Fifty villagers killed in

attacks in eastern Zaire

Ha**

BUJUMBURA, Burundi (Reuter)

- Zp in>ftn gunmen killed at least

50 villagers in attacks this week in

the Goma region of eastern Zaire,

forcing an estimated 9,000 people

to flee, aid officials said yesterday.

They, said violence m Goma,

already' destabilised by some

700,000 Rwandan Huto refugees,

followed ethnic conflict to the

south which was also threatening a

new humanitarian disaster.

.

Aid workers in Goma and

Nairobi said between 50 and 60

people were killed in a series of

attacks on Bambu village and

other settlements from
Wednesday

night by members of Ingflima. an

aimed group of indigenous

Zaireans in North Kivu province.

They said foe raids prompted
some 9,000 Hutuvillagersto flee for

more than 50km on foot fo Rntshuru

town, where yesterday drey were
ramping around a soccer pitch.

“Most of the Hutus are formers

who have been here for genera-

tions but some of the people

attacked were 1994 refugees from

Rwanda, including Interahamwe

[Hutu militiamen}, living outside

camps,” an aid worker said by

telephone from Goma.
The Ingilima are opposed to all

' Banyarwanda, majority Hutus and

minority Tutsis originally from

what are now neighboring

Rwanda and Burundi.

Banyarwanda are the majority in

Goma region.
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Russian newspaper prints names

of military dead in Chechnya

M°SC°W (AP) '

a

XiSaE Sounder of the high costs of the ^popular

W
*‘Remember Them By Name.'’ read A* bam** headline of the military

time an official list of all the mili-

SSSSSmooths offigtamgm

names appears to be further

acknowledgment that the war is over.

Moslem Brotherhood condemns US court’s ruling
to extraditeAbu Marzook to Israel

CAIRO (Reuter) - The Moslem Brotherhood of Egypt condemned a US
federal court ruling in favor of extraditing MoussaAbu Marzook to Israel.

The brcrtheihood said in a statement that the the ruling was clearly meant
to please American Jews ar presidential election time and would add to ten-

sion in the Middle East.

“It is clear that the political dimension in the court's rating is fundamen-
tal, with the aim of winning the approval of Americans Jews in the heat of
the competition between the two candidates in the elections,” the group said.

WELLINGTON (AP) - The rating

party won the most votes in parlia-

mentary elections yesterday, but the

margin was so slim it was unclear if

the conservative government would
remain in power.

Hie leading opposition Labor
Party was considering a coalition

that could give it control over the

120-member Parliament if voting

trends continued.

New Zealand's elections -
marked by anti-immigration and
economic themes - were the first

using anew format designed to pro-

duce coalition governments.

With 97 percent of the vote count-

ed, electoral officials said the rating

National Party had 34 percent of the

count to 28 percent for Labor, 13

percent for the New Zealand Hist

Party. 10 percept for the Alliance

Party and the remainder to smaller

parties.

Official final results will not be
known for several days.

Labor leader Helen Clark predict-

ed that.she would form a coalition

and become New Zealand's first

female prime minister.

She said sbe would invite New
Zealand First and the Alliance par-

ties to join. “1 am very positive,”

she told Television New Zealand.

New Zealand Prime Minister
James Bolger casts his vote at
his home constituency of
Taranaki/King Country yes-
terday. (Reiner)

“But let us see how foe talks go."
However, both small parties said

their cooperation was not guaran-

teed.

Incumbent Prime Minister Jim
Bolger refused to concede defeat

and said he, too, would try to set up

a coalition.

'

‘1 am not rating any party in or

out.” be said in a speech to National

supporters.

Analysts have been predicting

that Bolger’s six-year-old conserva-

tive National Party might not attract

sufficient votes to continue to gov-

ern in its own right, despite his

warnings that only his party could

maintain economic stability.

Some small parties have pledged

support for Bolger, but it is unclear

whether this will be enough to keep

him in office.

The outcome is expected to hinge

on whether Labor or National can

secure foe support of the New
Zealand First, led by populist Maori

politician Winston Peters, who
wants curbs on immigration and
foreign investment
Peters said he would talk with

both Bolger and Clark during the

next 48 hours, but “it will probably

take weeks to negotiate a coali-

tion.”

In one of foe highest turnouts in

years, about 90 percent of 2.4 mil-

lion eligible voters cast ballots in a
new and complex election system

that favors foe formation of multi-"

party governments.
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WORLD NEWS

Nobel Peace prize to two E. Timorese
BELINDA GOLDSMITH

OSLO

NORWAY'S Nobel Committee

ended the 1996 award season on

Friday by giving the Peace Prize

to two East Timorese indepen-

dence campaigners in a move that

garnered global praise but angered

Indonesia, the territory *s ruler.

The award to East Timor

Bishop Carlos Befo and resistance

leader Jose Ramos-Horta, who
now lives in Australia, was highly

praised by ex -colonial ruler

Portugal, the United States, the

United Nations and the Vatican.

The US said it hoped the award
would help efforts towards a solu-

tion to problems in East Timor.

Indonesia, condemned the award.

The country ’s foreign minister, Aii

Alalas, said he was ''astounded”

Ramos-Horta had won, calling him
a “political adventurist” He did not

comment on Belo, SO. an outspoken

and often fiery Roman Catholic

bishop-

international human rights

watchdog. Amnesty International,

warned there could be a backlash

by Indonesia.

“The international community
must watch developments closely

over coming days to ensure there

is no new crackdown” in East

Timor, Amnesty said in a state-

ment
Human rights activists say up to

200,000 people - a third of the

population - died in the military

invasion of 1975. subsequent mil-

itary crackdowns and a famine in

the eastern half of Timor island,

500 kms north of Australia.

Indonesia’s annexation of the

former Portuguese territory in

1976 has never been recognized

by the United Nations, which has
brokered several rounds of talks

with Jakarta and Lisbon.

East Timor Bishop Carlos Felipe Xiznenes Belo speaks yesterday
during a mass in Dili, capital of the former Portuguese colony
that Indonesia invaded in 1975. iAJn

Diplomatic and political ana-
lysts in Indonesia said the award
could delay the drawn-out peace
process.

“It's a difficult decision for

Indonesia,” a diplomatic source in

Indonesia told Reuters.

“In a sense it represents the

acknowledgment of the interna-

tional community that Indonesia’s

claims to successful integration

[of East Timor3 haven’t been
accepted.”

There was also concern
Indonesia hardliners could see the

award as proof of a conspiracy

Economist dies three days
after winning Nobel Prize

NEW YORK (AP) - William
Vickrey waited 45 years for his

economic theories to be recog-

nized with a Nobel Prize. He
enjoyed it for only three days

before dying Friday, collapsing in

his car on the way to an academic
conference.

The 82-year-old retired

Columbia University professor

had been relishing his sudden
honor as a Nobel winner since

Tuesday, enjoying a champagne
party with colleagues and giving

interview after interview with the

media.
“We were all a bit concerned

that maybe this was too much.”
said Professor Ronald Findlay,

chairman of Columbia's econom-
ics department “He said, ‘No, no,

don’t worry. I’m perfectly OK.'
"

Findlay described Vickrey as an
“absent-minded professor type”

who used to park several blocks

horn Columbia and roller-skate to

work. The vigorous, heavy-set

man never lost his enthusiasm for

his ideas.

Vickrey, who had been driving

alone to Boston for an academic
conference, was found Thursday
night slumped over his steering

wheel in a northbound lane of a
parkway in Harrison, about 48
kilometers north of New York
City, said Columbia spokeswoman
Suzanne Trimel.

Vickrey had focused on practical

matters like efficient use of public

transportation. He failed to per-

suade New York’s City’s transit

authority to use a progressive fare

system, charging more for long

trips than for short rides and
putting a premium fare for rush-

hour travel.

Vickrey had greater success at

applying his theories on auctions,

another example of asymmetric
information. In the form of auc-

tion now known as a “Vickrey

auction.” bids are sealed, but die

person who submits the highest

bid pays only the price stated in

the next-highest bid - a system the

Nobel committee called “socially

efficient”

Lars Werin,. chairman ; of the

prize committee, said it was not

immediately clear what wouldlie
done with the money. Another
committee member. Peter

Englund, said the disposition of
the prize would be up to the Nobel
Foundation.

Rage Against Age tops poetry poll
LONDON (AP) - Rock legends John Lennon and Bob
Dylan finished well but of the running. Famed poets

Dylan Thomas, Philip Larkin and W.H. Auden did bet-

ter but still lost

When British viewers were asked to vote for their

favorite post-war poem, rock or pop lyrics, they chose

an ode to growing old disgracefully by Jenny Joseph,

whose past careers include running a pub with her hus-

band.

The phone-in poll, set up by die BBC as part ofPoetry

Day last Thursday, wasn’t scientific or official. There

wasn’t even a prize. But the result made headlines in

many of yesterday’s papers, perhaps because Joseph

taps into what The Times called the “rage against age.”

The BBC said her poem. Waning, was easily the top

choice of about 7,000 callers. But it would not disclose

the scores.

Warning, is about a young woman, bowed down by

the the demands of bringing up children and paying the

rent, who looks forward to an irresponsible old age -

including learning how to spit.

Actress Julia Sawalha read the winning poem when
the results were announced Friday night on BBC- 1 tele-

vision. It begins:

“When 1 am an old woman I shall wear purple

“With a red hat which doesn’t go. and doesn’t suit me.
“And I shall spend my pension on brandy and summer

gloves

“And satin sandals, and say we’ve got no money for

butter.”

Joseph, now 64, wrote the poem when she was in her

thirties.

In second place was Stevie Smith’s Not Wa\'ing But
Drowning, followed by Do Not Go Gentle Into That

Good Night by Dylan Thomas, and two Philip Laritin

poems. ThisBe The Verse and The Whitsun Weddings.

The highest-placed rock or pop lyric in the poll was
Imagine, by former Bearie John Lennon, which reached

number 32.

Other nominated pop and rock entries, which finished

even lower, were two Bob Dylan numbers - Blowing In

The Wind and The Visions OfJokannah.
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come in different shapes and sizes
...the long and the shon and ilie tall and iliey come with ditfereni talents and ambitions,

and they come rich and poor and mostly in between. And some come, usually through

no fault of their own. disadvantaged.

Thatis wltere we coine in.

For nearlv flftv vears. readers of The Jerusalem post, both in Israel and in some to?

countries around the world have been sending money to help tltose less fonunate.

The Forsake-Me-Not fund, together with social workers and volunteers in the field, use

your donations to help okl folks liv ing in distressed arnimsrances.

Willi your help we've been able ro alleviate suffering and provide a liule hope.

Help us to help people by sending a contribution today to:

Tlie Jerusalem Post. P.O. Box 81

,

Jerusalem 91000 . Israel

Friends of The Jerusalem Post Funds,

20 East 50th Street. New York, N.Y. 10022. U.S.A

Together, we shall overcome.

Jose Ramos Horta celebrates yesterday at a gathering of East
Timor community members in Sydney, Australia. The award
will be presented in Oslo on December 10. iapj

'against their country.

The peace prize was the last of
the six 1996 Nobel prizes, each

worth SI. 12 million.

The annual jamboree began on
October 3 with Polish poet
Wislawa Szymborska, 73, receiv-

ing the literature award.

WORLD BRIEFS

Vatican urged to condemn Bible edition
PARIS (Reuter) - French Jews urged the Vatican on Friday to

refuse to endorse an edition of the Bible sold in the Third World
after French bishops withdrew their support in a row over its

antisemitic bias.

The religious body which runs Jewish affairs in France, the

Consistoire Central, said the Bible of Christian Communities had
sold 21 million Spanish copies in Latin America and 700,000
English copies in the Philippines and Papua New Guinea.

It welcomed a decision by French bishops last week to refuse

their official imprimatur to a third French edition of the 2,000-page
> Bible, which has sold about 60,000 copies in France and Belgium,
even, after publishers axed offensive passages.

In April, a French court ruled the bible could “revive

antisemitism” and ordered its publisher to cut offending passages.

-One of foeexttacts described the Jewish practices of circumcision
and wearing skullcaps as "folklore.” Another said that “for

-

centuries people have spoken of the Jewish people as those who
killed God. It was true in a sense, because this people was unable

ro overcome its fanaticism."

Jewish center to get WW1I Jewish census
PARIS (AP) - Ending months of debate. French President Jacques

Chirac has decided Jewish files amassed during the Nazi

occupation will be preserved by a private Jewish center and opened

to the public, a newspaper reported Friday.

Officials, historians and Jewish groups had disagreed over where

the precious historical documents amassed by the pro-Nazi Vichy

regime should repose as a symbol of France’s complicity in the

“Final Solution."

A panel of historians that studied the documents over four years

recommended in a recently published report that the lists be handed over

to foe stale-run National Archives, open to only a handful of researchers.

Jewish groups, however, wanted the documents given to the

Center for Jewish Contemporary Documentation on the site of

Paris' Memorial to Jewish Martyrs. Chirac sided with them, the

newspaper Le Monde said.

One page of each UN document costs $916
UNITED NATIONS (Reuter) - It costs $916 to produce each page

of the mountain of UN documents issued in the organization's six

official languages, and each meeting costs 54,553, according to the

chairman of the UN Committee on Conferences.

In a recent letter urging cost-saving measures, El Hassane Zahid,

a member of Morocco’s delegation, said many UN bodies seemed
to be under the impression chat conference-servicing resources

were abundant, if not unlimited.

As an example, he said the “notional cost of a single page of

documentation in the six official languages is 5916. of which $602
stems from translation.” The rest is accounted for by such things as •

editing, reproduction and distribution.

~
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Adams: Ulster

on edge of abyss
BELFAST (Reuter) - Sinn Fein

leader Gerry Adams, Facing

Anglo-Irish isolation after a lethal

IRA bomb attack, called for new

all-party .talks to pull troubled

Northern Ireland back from the

brink of disaster.

“We are at the moment on the

edge of an abyss and what we

have to do is try to steer in a very

calm, reflective and even-handed

way... through this critical point,

Adams, head of the Irish

Republican Array’s political wing,

said on BBC radio yesterday.

“What is required is a viable

process which people know has all

of the parties to the conflict around

the table led by the two govern-

ments [British and Ireland,."

As a pro-British Protestant truce

hung in the balance in the wake of

IRA resurgence, Adams con-

demned British Prime Minister

John Major for blocking Sinn Fein

fiom full talks and squandering a

17-month IRA truce.

Britain and Ireland say they will

not allow Sinn Fein into talks until

the IRA removes all threats of vio-

lence by renewing a truce that it

broke in February.
.

Adams argues for unconditional

talks and says Sinn Fein merits

seats because it won 15.5 per cent

of the poll at June elections in the

British-ruled province.

“Major was given what he him-

self described as the best opportu-

nity for peace in 75 years and

unfortunately Mr. Major made a

complete mess of that opportuni-

ty,” he said.

Declaring personal commitment

to what he termed Sinn Fein’s

peace strategy, Adams asked:

“How are we going to get a peace-

ful conclusion to this conflict if it

is not through sitting around a

table and talking."

Asked if he would repudiate

Monday’s fatal double car bomb
blast at the British garrison in

Lisburn, south of Belfast, Adams
replied: “No, I regret what hap-

pened on Monday.”

All prizes will be presented at

glittering award ceremonies in

Oslo and Stockholm on December
10, the anniversary of foe death of

Swedish scientist Alfred Nobel,

the inventor of dynamite, who
founded the awards that began in

1901. (Reuter)

Major slams Sinn
Fein leader after

soldier’s death
BOURNEMOUTH, England (Reuter) - Prime Minister John Major

launched an emotional attack on Friday against Geny Adams, leader of

foe IRA’s political wing, after the death of a British soldier in an IRA

bomb blast in Northern Ireland.
’

“Don’t tell roe this has nothing to do with you. I don’t believe you,

Mr. Adams, I don’t believe you,” Major said in his keynote speech to the

annual Conservative Party conference.

“He [foe soldier] was murdered in cold blood in foe United Kingdom.

I sent him there, Mr. Adams, so spare me any crocodile tears.”

Major’s outburst marked a departure fiom his prepared text after he

received news of foe death of fafoer-of-faree James Bradwell in hospital

on Friday.

Bradwell succumbed to 60 percent bums sustained in Monday’s dou-

ble car bombing of the British Army’s headquarters in the province at

Lisburn. 16 km fiom Belfast The Irish Republican Army has admitted

responsibility for the attack. ___

FBI report: Violent

crime occurs in US
every 18 seconds

WASHINGTON (Reuter) -A vio-

lent crime is committed every 18

seconds, a rape every five minutes

and a murder every 24 minutes hi

the United States, an FBI report

issued today said.

The good news is that violent

crime, and foe homicide rate in

particular, is falling.

The report, which contains final

1995 crime statistics, said the

number of violent crimds declined

by 3 percent, while foe number of

murders totaled 21,597 last year,

down 7 percent fiom 1994 and foe

lowest rate in a decade.

The overall number of crimes

declined by I percent in 1995, foe

Federal Bureau of Investigations

said.

President Bill Clinton, who is

under attack by Republican chal-

lenger Bob Dole for being soft on
crime, said the numbers showed his

anti-crime strategy was working.
“We can be proud of the

progress we have made, but there

is still much work to be done.” he
said in a statement issued by the

White House.

The FBI's annual report on
crime said 544,880 crimes were
committed in foe United States in

1994 in which foe victims had
been murdered, robbed or assault-

ed with a firearm.

The 387-page report said foe

surge in violent crime in foe

United Stares during the past

decade had corresponded with a
rise in foe use of firearms by crim-
inals. It said gun-related crimes
were mainly responsible for a 42
percent increase in murders, rob-

beries and aggravated assaults

from 1985 to 1994.
“The 1990s have become the

decade most prone to firearm use
in [US] history” for violent
offenses, the FBI report said.

After remaining stable or
declining from 1980 to 1985,
firearm-related murders, robberies
and assaults followed an upward
trend for the next 10 years.
Assaults showed the greatest gain,
soaring 76 percent in 1994 from
1985.

Refugee offers son to pay for fetter's hospital

SIDON (AP) - A seven-year-old

boy is fra: sale, says his father who
warns to help his own bed-ridden
father.

The Palestinian refugee offered at

a news conference Friday to sell one
of his five sons to pay medical costs.

Nabil Rifai, like the majority of
the 75,000 Palestinians living in foe
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teeming refugee camp of Ein el-

Hilweh on this southern port city’s

outskirts, could not afford to pay his
father’s hospital bill.

So he put his son Bilal up for sale,

hoping to attract attention to his 57-
year-okl father’s plight and raise
money.

Rifai said a hospital in south
Lebanon stopped treating his father,
who is suffering fiom kidney failure,

after he failed to pay an overdue bill

of 40 million Lebanese pounds
($25,000).

^
**We are poor and everyone has

abandoned us,” he said at foe news
conference, showing his son to the
press.
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• n Memories of a polio victim
and his beautiful world 'mm-
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Violen?

s in US

cowls

JUDY SIEGEL-ITZKOV1CH

I
F only the Salk vaccine had
arrived In Israel before 1955,
when it was already available

in the US, Yitzhak (Tzahi)
Halperin would still be alive
today. But this remarkable Ramat
Gnn resident, who contracted
poliomyelitis at the age of 20
months, was almost completely
paralyzed except for a couple of
fingers on his right hand.
One of the most seriously dis-

abled victims of the polio epidem-
ic in the Fifties, Tzahi courageous-
ly overcame his handicap, loved
life, people and animals, attended
the Tzeidin religious high school
and earned high marks on his
matriculation exams. He died
from complications of polio in
1977 at the age of 23, but left a
legacy in the form of hundreds of
drawings painfuHy but painstak-
ingly etched out. often with the
paper suspended above him as he
lay in bed.

Dc Ya'acov Roicm, who treated
Tzahi as a toddler at Sheba
Hospital's pediatrics department
and who is today editor of the
Israel Medical Association's
Harefuah medical journal, recent-
ly met Tzahi's mother Leah by
chance. She told him thar with her
late husband she had, several
years earlier, produced a special
volume with many of Tzahi's
drawings, in his memory. Rotem

wrote an article in the medical
journal's July edition that was
illustrated by a number of the eye-
catching sketches.

Although a polio outbreak in the
late Eighties struck over a dozen
Israelis and forced the Health
Ministry to provide a Sabin vac-
cine booster to everyone under 40.
polio is today regarded as a con-
quered disease. One merely takes
infants for a few shots or a couple
of drops of vaccine on the tongue

to breathe on his own. be spent
100 days inside an iron lung and
was gradually weaned away from
it He returned home totally para-

lyzed except for those few ringers,

and his aims were deformed. His
physical limitations almost com-
pletely prevented him from
enjoying activities with the other

children.

At the Abrahams institution for

polio victims in Tel Aviv-Jaffa,

kindergarten teachers and volun-

bered everything by heart. He
even tutored classmates who had
difficulty with their studies.

He was always optimistic and
never complained. Leah recalls

that one Pessah. the family spent
some' time in a hotel. Another
guest was an elderly paraplegic in

a wheelchair who had been dis-

abled by a stroke. Sitting next to

the man in the hotel garden on a

lovely spring day, Tzahi said he
couldn't understand the man's bit-

MS drug soon
to get approval

JUDYSIEGEL-rrZKOVlCH
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and stops worrying about it

But in the Fifties, polio was a
more dreaded word than cancer,

and parents even kept their chil-

dren out of school or kindergarten

out of fear that they would con-
tract it Many youngsters were dis-

abled. suffering weakened legs

and forced to wear braces or use
crutches.

But Tzahi was even more unfor-

tunate, and struggled for his life at

the Tel Hashomer hospital. Unable

3i

leers worked with each child indi-

vidually and tried to look for their

strong points. One, says Leah,
serendipitously stuck a pencil into

Tzahi’s hand and said: Try to

draw.” He sat in his wheelchair

and started to sketch birds and
other animals. “Drawing became
almost his only activity," Tzahi's

mother recalls. “As time passed,

we tried to give him a paintbrush

dipped in one hue or another, and
thus Tzahi exercised his talents in

colors as welL"
The drawings were mostly in

black on white, so he wouldn’t
have to change colors, and always
small, because of his limited

reach. Many of them are of ani-

mals, but others are full ofaction -
charging horsemen, marching
trumpeters and soldiers - to make
up for his own immobility.

Tzahi attended a special-educa-

tion elementary school, but did so

well that he was able to move on
to a regular high school. He sat in

class for about three hours a day,

propped up in his wheelchair and
held in place with straps. Leah
recalls that the position became so

uncomfortable that his body
slumped and they had to take him
home for the rest of the lessons for

which he didn’t have to see the

blackboard. He was connected to

his classroom by a special phone
line and was tested orally, always
doing excellently as he rcmem-

Higher risk of bronchiolitis for

bottle-fed babies

B OTTLE-fed babies are

significantly at higher POST HEALTH REPORTER
risk than breast-fed babies

HEALTH SCAN

m m iioa mou
forgetting bronchiolitis, a viral

infection of the lower respirato-

ry tract, according to new
research carried out at

Jerusalem's Shaare Zedek
Hospital.

Bronchiolitis is a seasonal dis-

ease that occurs mainly in

infants under the age of IS
' months. According to US statis-

tics, 10 out of every 1.000

infants will get it. usually in

winter.
'

The symptoms are fever,

- wheezing, ear infection, cough

* and a rapid heartbeat. The chest

- may appear barrel-shaped and
•• breathing becomes more shal-

low.
. j-

It usually passes by itself

: untreated in a few days, but in

serious cases, the baby has to be
!

hospitalized for respiratory dis-

^According to the hospital’s

I ska’ or Patuah newsletter, the

L bronchiolitis research was car-

I ried ont by Dr. Mali Unger

I under the guidance of Dr. Eitan

Kerem of the pediatric pul-

monary unit and Dr. Meir

Isaacson of the infectious dis-

eases unit.

They studied 88 young chil-

dren who reached the emergency

unh and were diagnosed with

bronchiolitis.

A similarly sized sample of

healthy children brought to a

family health center served as a

!
C<
Unger°looked at a number of

I variables, including nursing,.

1 ™£ine or asthma m the family,

I hifth weight, and found that the

I most Significant factor was

I “tether ite l«by was breast-fed

I or bottle-fed.

I MIRACLEFETUS
i a Jerusalem couple, both ot

? them suffering from severe »r-

duty problems, have achieved a

pregnancy at Bikur Hohm

Hospital, thanks to a rare combi-

nation of techniques. The

woman has been suffering for

ease, which makes ovulation

very difficult. Her husband suf-

fers from impotence of psycho-
logical origin.

In most cases of this type of
impotence, an electrode current

is introduced into the rectum to

cause the patient to ejaculate

semen.
This is carried ont under gen-

eral anesthesia in an operating

room. But in many such proce-

dures, the resultant sperm are of
very low quality.

Medical literature around the

world records only a handful of

pregnancies produced with

sperm from men with psy-
chogenic impotence.

The situation was complicated

by the woman's own fertility

problems. An inter-disciplinary

team of Bikur Holim doctors

that included Dr. Miriam

Almagon and Dr. Irit Kafka, sur-

gically removed some of the

woman's ova. Her husband lay

in the adjoining .operating the-

ater to undergo electro-ejacula-

tion. Individual sperm were shot

into the ova by micromanipula-

tion. A number of embryos
developed in vitro, and a single

- very rare - pregnancy was pro-

duced a few months ago.

file implant claims
The Dow-Coming Corporation,

which manufactures silicone

breast implants, has applied for

bankruptcy, thus women who
want to sue the company for

health damages related to the

implants should do so by
February 14.

The Israel Cancer Association

said that Dow-Coming has sup-

plied the raw material to other

companies making the implants

as well as manufactured its own

under the firm’s brand name.

The implants are used for recon-

struction after breast-cancer

surgery and also for cosmetic

breast enlargement.

The ICA noted that medical

data available so for has not

«Kif> tr» nmve that silicone

leaking into the body causes any
disorders, including auto-

immune diseases.

The US and Israeli health

authorities have allowed the use

of silicone implants for breast

reconstructions after cancer
surgery after halting its use for

cosmetic purposes.
However, numerous women

have filed suit against Dow-
Coming for alleged damage to

their health, as well as concern
that they will develop diseases

in the future.

Women who have already filed

a claim in the global settlement

against a group of implant man-
ufacturers should present a sepa-

rate claim against Dow-Coming
to preserve their entitlements,

the ICA said.

Those who don’t file by
February 14 will not be able to

do so later; filing a claim does
not guarantee that claimants will

get any compensation, the ICA
said.

Anyone who wishes to get
examples of forms for making
claims may call the ICA at (03)
571-7888.

HEART-SICK IMMIGRANTS
A quarter of all the heart

patients who underwent
catheterization at Bnai Zion
Hospital in Haifa over the past

rive months are recent immi-
grants from the CIS.

According to a survey con-

ducted by the government hospi-

tal, the immigrants far out-

weighed their relative share of
Haifa’s population, which is

13.8%.
Prof. Edward Avinder. director

of Bnai Zion’s cardiology insti-

tute, said that the immigrants

also suffered from more serious

heart conditions than more vet-

eran Israelis.

Many of the immigrants had

three clogged coronary arteries

that needed cleaning out by

angioplasty. A quarter of them

continued smoking even though

this was very risky, while a large

percentage had other high-risk

factors, including high blood

pressures and elevated choles-

terol levels.

ter complaints. “The world is so

beautiful,” the boy said. “There
are colorful flowers all around,

beautiful birds in every corner that

sing lovely songs. One merely has
to open one’s eyes, sharpen one's

senses, see, feel and enjoy,” Tzahi
suggested to the old man.

He was an amateur bird watcher

and could identify all the species.

He dreamed of going to Africa and
other faraway lands to see their

exotic animals, but he was never

able <o leave the country.

Realizing how much Tzahi loved

nature, the Halperins (Avraham
was a prominent educator) took

him to zoos, parks and- forests to

drink in the sights. These trips

recharged his batteries and
inspired his drawings.

But fate was cruel, and as the

years passed, he found it more dif-

ficult to sit up. His condition dete-

riorated and he was forced to

spend all Ins,time lying in bed.

More than once, Tzahi threw his

paintbrush away and broke down
crying because he could no longer

control the motions of his band.

His parents nevertheless found a
way to allow him to draw lying

down, even though this was very

tiring. Instead of his moving his

hand from one edge of the small

piece of paper to another, his par-

ents moved the paper to allow him
to continue drawing.

Two days before his death, his

father was sitting next to his sleep-

ing son in the hospital bed, aware
of the fact that Tzahi's end was
near. Thinking of the 23 years of
joys and sorrows that were about

to come to an end, the father burst

into tears. Tzahi woke up and
asked: “Why are you crying?”,

forcing the father to mumble
something about having a cold.

Avraham later related: ‘7 didn't

succeed in meeting Tzahi’s test of

toughness.”

Passing down an
allergy to peanuts

Rx FOR READERS
POST HEALTH REPORTER

*M MYparents are both allergic

/!/# to peanuts, but I am not. I

J.VJL gave birth recently and
. want to know whether I should
avoidpeanats while I’m nursing so
it doesn't instigate such an,aSergy

in my daughter. PJC, Ra'anana
Dr . Yael Levy, a pediatric allergy

expert at die Schneider Children’s

Medical Center of Israel in Petah
Tikva,. comments:
You are correct to think about this,

and I would advise you to stay away
from peanuts and peanut products,

and probably also egg whites, while

you are nursing. Cow’s milk and
formulas based on it can also cause

allergies, but there is no reason to

avoid this totally; one should try a

bit and see if there is a reaction.

There is a familial tendency of aller-

gies; however; if a parent or grand-

parent is allergic to one thing, it

doesn’t mean a grandchild will be
fllfergir to the same thing or to any-

thing. Allergens can pass in breast

milk to a baby. One can’t know in

advance ifa child will getan allergy,

and if so to what, but being safe is

advisable.

Peanut allergies in the US, where

kids’ eating peanut butter is very

widespread, are quite common.
Israeli children aren’t keen on
peanut-butter spread, bat they do
tend to eat Bamba and other peanut-

based snacks from a youngage. Ctae

beats mare here about peanut aller-

gies, but I think it’s a matter of

greater awareness and not that the

incidence is increasing.

The symptoms of peanut allergy

can be minor, from a skin rash to

replies:

In general, the cotton wool is

meant to prevent movement of the

pills during shipment from the fac-

tory until they reach the patient It

can also help prevent moisture from
entering, but closing die cap tightly

is important Over-the-counter cold

medicines are roost often sold in

“blister” packaging and not in bot-

tles. The cotton wool is not a very
important factor in protecting drugs,

so you can remove it if you want

RxForReaders welcomes queries

from readers about medical prob-

lems. Experts will answer those we
find most interesting, and replies

will be printed in the twice-monthly

column on the Health Page.Write

Jtx For Readers, do Judy Siegel-

Itdcovich, TheJerusalem Post, POB
81, Jerusalem 91000, fax it to 02-

5389527 or e-mail it to

jusie@jpastco.il, giving your ini-

tials, age andplace ofresidence.

serious, causing anaphylactic shock,

including a sudden reduction in

blood pressure.

Is it important to put the cotton

wool in medicine bodies back in

after taking out a pHL or can one

just throw itaway afteropening the

bottlefor thefin*time? Is hpmsv-

Me duttgermsfrom aperson wiA a

cold couldbepassed on viathe cot-

ton? BJt, Savyon.

AM.. a pharmacist at one of

Jerusalem's Superpham branches.

C OPAXONE is the answer
to those who argue that
basic scientific research -

aimed at learning about how
things work' rather than having a
practical application - is a waste
of time and money. The only
approved drug in the world
specifically designed to combat
multiple sclerosis, Copaxone was
developed as the result of a very-
theoretical 1967 doctoral thesis

on The use of polymers of amino
acids as a model for protein.

Dr. Dvora Teitelbaum, who
conducted the basic research at

the Weizmann Institute’s

immunology department under
the supervision of Profs. Michael
Sela and Ruth Amon, had tears in

her eyes when a US Food and
Drug Administration committee
last month recommended the

drug’s approval “We had pre-
parol a bottle of champagne for

the likelihood that the committee
would give the green light, but

we were never sure until the end
of the hearings, when committee
members seemed very positive,”

Teitelbaum recalls. The final OK
is due in the next few weeks and
Teva, which holds the rights, will

then begin marketing it in the US.
There are some 2.6 million peo-

ple worldwide, including 400,000
Americans and 5.000 Israelis,

with the potentially debilitating

autoimmune disease, and a some-
what smaller number with the

relapsing-remitting type of MS
that can be slowed by the drug.

Teitelman, the wife of a busi-

nessman and the mother of two
grown children - none of whom
have gone into science - hasn’t

earned a penny from her pioneer-

ing research, except from the fact

that Teva continues to fund her

Copaxone research at the

Rehovot institute. But worldwide
sales could reach hundreds of
millions of dollars, and soon the

royalties will start to trickle down
to Teitelbaum, Sela and Arnon,
wbo have worked with her on the

drug for nearly three decades.

MS is.a potentially devastating

neurological disease in which the

patient’s immune system mistak-

enly attacks the myelin coating of
the nerves as if it were a foreign

invader. During the attacks, the

messages sent to and from the

brain cannot travel easily over the-

nerve pathways. This leads to a
number of problems, including

blurred vision, poor balance,

impeded muscular movement,
incontinence or paralysis,

depending which nerves are

affected.

Three-quarters of the patients

are women; most of the victims

first show symptoms between the

ages of 20 and 40. About 30 per-

cent ofMS patients have only one
benign attack in their lifetime.

Another 30 percent, with relaps-

ing-renritting MS, suffer attacks

that begin without warning.
These reduce their functioning

and the main way to fight the

attack is with strong doses of
steroids, which weaken the T-
cells that attack the myelin but

cannot be taken over long periods

because of- their serious side

effects. The damage can recede

after- the attack ends, but each one
is likely to lead to accumulating
disability: the more frequent and
more severe the attacks, the

steeper the decline in their neuro-

logical functioning. The remain-

ing 40 percent of patients have
chronic progressive MS, in which
the road is straight downhill.

The Tel Avlv-based Israel

Multiple Sclerosis Society was
founded in 1976 to promote
research, proride information and

offer support for patients. It has

13 support groups around the

countiy, including several for

Russian immigrants in then-

native tongue, for the newly diag-

nosed and for family members.
The society says that many
patients “fall between the chairs"

of the health system: MS victims

are not entitled to long-term
physiotherapy or interdiscipli-

nary treatment combining speech

therapy, occupational therapy and
hydrotherapy. .

Copaxone (Teva’s commercial
name for the generic name
Copolymer One or COP-1), has

been proven to significantly

reduce the number and severity of

attacks, preserving more of the

patients' neurological functions

as they wait for scientists to

develop an all-out cure. Injected

by the patient himself or a family
member every other day, the syn-

thetic polypeptide has been found
safe and with no side effects,

except perhaps irritation at the

injection site.

Recalling her doctoral student

days at Weizmann, Teitelbaum
says she was interested in finding

out whether rhe amino-acid poly-

mer model could be used to trig-

ger the mechanism of EAE, the

form of MS that appears in ani-

mals. “The idea was not to cure it,

but to see if it would mimic the

natural protein. We worked for a
whole year with no results. Then
we thought that if the polymer
couldn’t trigger the disease,

maybe it could suppress it in ani-

mals - and it did. We saw the

potential almost immediately not
only in mice but also in hares,

guinea pigs and then small mon-
keys and baboons.”
Phase I clinical trials on a very

small number of patients at

Hadassah-University Hospital in

Jerusalem's Ein Kerem began in

1973, but these were only severe-

ly ill patients and the aim was to

prove that it was not harmfuL
When the researchers wanted to

prove that it was helpful, they had
to sign a contract in the US, as -

Teva was then a fledgling compa-
ny and the number of Israeli

patients with relapsing-remitting

MS was too small for a signifi-

cant result.

Teva, now a major pharmaceu-
tical company on the world mar-
ket, got involved 10 years ago
and funded a double-blind study
whose impressive results pub-
lished in the New England
Journal of Medicine drew much
attention. Teva has spent some
Si00 million on Copaxone's
development and testing, and
with FDA approval, Israel has
joined the exclusive club ofcoun-
tries whose own scientists have
conceived and developed - an
FDA-approved medication.

'

Hundreds of Israelis have been
getting Copaxone in recent.years,

and Teitelbaum is always moved
to hear personal testimony -
some of it presented to the FDA
panel - on how it has changed
patients’ lives and given then new
hope. She hopes that the Health
Ministry will not delay its

approval -of Copaxone so it will

be listed on the country's official

drug list Then the issue of requir-
ing the tea 1th funds to provide it

to members with remitting-

relapsing MS would have to be
raised.

A handful of other MS drugs
have been put on the market in

recent years, including the Chiron
company's Betaseron (beta inter-

feron). bat these are not specific

to MS and thus can cause side

effects, some serious. Others
being tested are linomide and
immunoglobulins, and a

researcher in Portland, Oregon,
claims to be working on an MS
vaccine made from a molecule

found in white blood cells. It may
be possible, says Teitelbaum, to

give patients several of the drugs
simultaneously and have them
work in a synergistic effect, but

careful tests must first be con-
ducted to ensure safety and effi-

cacy.

Teitelbaum continues to con-
centrate her efforts on
Copaxone. “We're working on
the possibility that it could be
delivered in coated pill form, so
that the polymer is'not destroyed
in the digestive system. This
would be a boon to patients who
are tired of injecting the drug.

We are also working to improve
the drug formulation itself.

There is still a lot to do.”
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Easing the tension

THE decision to ease the closure on the ter-

ritories this morning and permit the
entrance of 35,000 Palestinian workers

into Israel is not risk-free. But since it is neces-
sary to reduce the tensions following last

month’s violence, it is a positive step.

The risks are clear to all. The easier it is for

Palestinians to enter Israel, the greater ,the

chance of terrorists also crossing the Green Line

and renewing the deadly bus bombing cam-
paign of last February and March that led to die

closure being imposed in the first place.

But the closure, while reducing the risk of ter-

ror attacks in Israel, has had a pressure-cooker

effect inside the Palestinian-ruled areas. As the

government’s coordinator of activities in the

territories, Maj.-Gen Oren Shahor, warned
recently, if not addressed, the economic hard-

ships caused by the closure could lead to yet

another explosion of violence, similar to last

month’s riots. A repetition of such scenes, need-

less to say, would end all hopes of maintaining

whatever remains of the mutual trust between
Israel and the Palestinian Authority.

Of course, allowing 35.000 Palestinian labor-

ers into Israel will not bring prosperity to the

territories - that will require a major structural

metamorphosis of the Palestinian economy -

but there can be no doubt that the imposition of

the closure brought the already ailing economy
there to the point of near collapse.

Economic hardship, however, is not the sole

reason for the simmering discontent among the

Palestinians. The decision to end the ’’internal

closure" and permit Palestinians in Judea and
Samaria to freely travel from city to city should

also serve to improve Palestinian morale. This

closure, which die IDF imposes periodically

for valid security reasons, is particularly resent-

ed by Palestinians, as it underlines how can-

tonized and dependent on Israel they are, even

after the implementation of the interim phase of

the Oslo agreements. Indeed, it is one of the

major reasons that large segments of the

Palestinian population are disappointed with

the peace process.

The Netanyahu government will rightly pre-

sent the closure’s lifting as a confidence-build-

ing measure, but ahead there are still negotia-

tions on critical issues that will demand more
than just signs of goodwill on Israel’s part

The attainment of "peace with security"

requires a delicate balancing acL Lack of

progress in the peace process leads to

-Palestinian frustration that can erupt violently.

Signs of progress, on the other hand, may be
viewed by radical Islamic organizations as a

reason to commit terror attacks to derail the

process. The lifting of the closure is one step in

the balancing act. Getting die fullest possible

benefits from it will require vigilance, broad
strategic thinking and sensible statesmanship.

Nobel Political Prize

EACH time the Nobel Peace Prize is

awarded to highly controversial figures

working within some international con-

flict or other, their opponents cry foul and
declare the decision to be a misuse of the pres-

tigious prize.

So it is this year. The Indonesian government
reacted with outrage to Friday’s announcement .

that the Peace Prize Deen awarded to
1

activists,fighting Tor the independence of East -

Timor - Bishop Carlos Felipe Ximenes Beta
and exiled former guerrilla Jose Ramos-Horta.

Yet neither Indonesia nor the rest of the world

should be surprised by the choice. The award of

the prize to universally applauded humanitarian

heroes like Mother Teresa of Calcutta has been

the exception rather than die rule. For most of

its history, the prize has quite intentionally been

awarded to recipients in areas of political strife

the Nobel committee aims to influence.

*‘What is the criteria of- the Nobel Peace

Prize?” asked Murdiono, an Indonesian minister

and close aide to President Suharto, as be admit-

ted being baffled by the award to Bishop Belo

and Ramos-Horta. The answer was given more
clearly than ever by Nobel committee chairman

Francis Sejersted: "This is fundamentally a

political prize, so that is what the whole tiling is

about"

It is worth reminding everyone who has for-

gotten the East Timor conflict - or who never

heard of it - just why the Nobel committee

wants to arouse international awareness. The
Nobel award should impress on the world that

East Timor is not a Chechnya trying to secede

from the mother state. Ft was brutally invaded

and is held under subjugation against its will by

a foreign power. Moslem Indonesia invaded

Roman Catholic East Timor on December 7,

1975, after civil conflict erupted on the island

following the withdrawal of Portugal, which

-

first established a colony there in the 1 6th cen-

Indonesia’s invasion and subsequent repres-

sion of the East Timorese has been one of the

most brutal since Imperial Japan ravaged Asian
countries. One third of die population -
200,000 people - has been wiped out by
Indonesian bmtaiity and famine in the wake of
die invasion. .

' Yet"BiiiKo^;Bel6
, :

afad Ramos-Horta ~arfc the

leaders mainly .responsible for turning the^EaS
Timorese -away from armed resistance to'The
path of peaceful political activity in pursuit of
their dream of independence. Indonesia’s claim

to have successfully integrated East Timor is a
sham. Tension over the conflict remains high,

and the territory is held by a massive force of
Indonesian troops whose frequent human rights

abuses have outraged international opinion -
most notoriously in 1991, when they opened
fire on peaceful protesters in the capital Dili,

killing 200 people.

While Bishop Belo and Ramos-Horta deserve

congratulations for their years of peaceful strug-

gle, it is worth remembering that whatever the

Nobel committee's good intentions in making
the award, its record of seriously aiding conflict

resolution has been patchy, at best. While the

1984 award to Bishop Desmond Tutu undoubt-

edly gave new life to die eventually successful

struggle against apartheid, prizes awarded to

Tibet’s Dalai Lama, Burma’s Aung San Suu Kyi
and Northern Ireland's Women for Peace have
brought the recipients no nearer to achieving

their goals for their people. And the most chari-

table thing to say about the award of the prize to

Yitzhak Rabin, Shimon Peres and Yasser Arafat

is that it was premature.

Nonetheless, it would be churlish to carp at

this year’s award. On the principle that the tri-

umph of evil requires only that good people do
nothing, the good people of the Nobel commit-

tee have done a very good tiling indeed.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

SALUTE TO CLINTON

Sir, - President Clinton has once

again proven his devotion to the

peace process in the Middle East

convening the summit between Isra-

el and the Palestinians despite great

difficulties, especially during these

days so close to the US elections.

Clinton has not only been a suc-

cessful president for the US, but he

has also become the leader of the

world. His involvement in Africa,

South America (war against drugs),

Bosnia, and especially in the Middle
East to secure peace, has shown the

world the importance of America

and the greatness of its presidenL

During his term. President Clin-

ton has brought the world closer to

the US and the US closer to the

world. This is especially evident in

the USf role in the UN and NATO.
In just a few weeks, the American

people wilt be voting for a president.

As President Clinton is so involved

in the affairs of the world, the world

has an interest in who will be re-

sponsible for the well-being of the

world, for the strengthening of

NATO, the European Union, the

fight against poverty and instability,

and many other important matters,

such as terror and international

crime.

This is not a cad against Dole and

the Republican Party, but rather for

international support for Clinton.

YX. FEDERMANN
Tel Aviv.

THE CHRISTIAN
EMBASSY

Sir, - Those Christians who hap-

pen to live in this country and who
-ire not affiliated with the Christian

Embassy don't need it to come and
encourage a “jihad" against them
by its support of rightist politics

here.

Mr. van der Hoeven made an aw-

ful insinuation quoted by you on
September 27 that "churches here

are hotbeds of Palestinian senti-

ment..." Apart from downright li-

bel,, it ignores the reality of being a

minority which is harassed from ail

sides, in the main, churches here are

concerned with the business of reli-

gion and not politics. Support of a
nation-state has little to do with

Christianity, as Jesus and Paul them-
selves were apolitical.

Religious fundamentalists, de-
spite their overt differences, share

the practices of taking a few con-
cepts out of context. United in tun-

nel vision, they become blind to

other mandates such as "Thou shall

not steal" and bow to “treat the

stranger in thy land."

Such active support doesn't allow

the Christian Embassy and the par-

ticipants in the" Feast of Taberna-
cles" to stay innocent bystanders.

They have indeed contributed more

than jusl several million dollars to

the tourist industry.

JANET [NOISE

Jerusalem.

DISMAYED
Sir, - I read with dismay and

anger Herb Keinon's article ofOcto-

ber 4 where he quotes anonymous

settlemen. leaders who declared that

had the IDF "opened fire with live

bullets and killed 1,000 people in

the first days of the intifada, the

Palestinians would have quickly

backed down." Presumably the fig-

ure would include women and
children.

Lei us. not forget that, had the

government acted with appropriate

force against the first illegal settlers

on the West Bank, we might be

living today in peace with our Arab
neighbors and children would not be

losing their lives defending a policy

of occupation and suppression.

EUEZER A’ROLL
Zichron Ya’acov.

ADDING INSULT
TO INJURY

Sir, - Since the PLO attack that

killed IDF soldiers afc 'Joseph's

Tomb in Nablus, we-have a classic

case of adding insult to injury by the

Labor Party. Ignoring the fact that

their former government provided

the PLO whb the weapons, they

now have the hutzpa to criticize the

current Likud administration. The
victims are made into the
perpetrators.

The thinking Israeli public will

look upon these ugly Israelis with
the disgust they deserve.

CHAIM TEPPER
Far Rockaway, N.Y.

OPINION Sunday, October 13, 1996 The Jerusalem Post
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Be your own hero
WHERE have all the

heroes gone? As I look
around, I can't seem to

find any. • .

Who is it that turns our young
people on?Whom do they look up
to, whom do they emulate? Who
are the role models that inspire

them to higher goals, that moti-
vate them to rise above the crowd
and do something extraordinary

with their lives?

The cupboard, alas, seems bare.

Even those celebrities who
achieve stardom seem to project

only die most negative personas
and mores.

One local pop “hero” dodges
the military and exhorts his young
followers to leave the country.

Another pop star from across the

ocean goes on trial for child

molestation, and leads a frighten-

ingly bizarre lifestyle into the bar-

gain.

In politics no one stands out in

untarnished excellence; we seem
to elect our leaders more by vot-

ing against the other guy than by
opting for someone we really

admire.

And in sports, that last bastion

of challenge and courage* Well,

our .recent OLyrapic performance
was hardly Olympian, and no
Nadia-like hero emerged to catch

our fancy and stir our emotions.

Who, then, will be our standard-

bearers? Who will stand at the top

of life’s mountain urging us to

ascend despite the odds and
obstacles? Who will get us to grit

our teeth and push forward just as

we are prepared to give up and
give in. simply by his or her
example of perseverance and
determination?

Who, in shoit. can we elect as

hero for our generation?
There was a time when we did

have larger-than-life figures, peo-

ple to charge our emotions and
stir our passions. A Ben-Gurion. a

Golda, a Begin; and on the world
scene, a Winston Churchill, a

JFK, a Ghandi, a Jesse Owens, a

Lou Gehrig.

And when those weren’t
around, it was Mom and Dad that

most every kid said he most
admired.

But now - except for a small

minority of hassidim who adore
their rebbe - you get blank stares

when you ask for suitable hero-

candidates; or you get names that

make any normal adult cringe in

horror.

What’s happened .over the last

couple of decades? Where did the

great ones disappear to, and why

STEWART WEISS
haven’t they been replaced?

I don’t dunk you can just evade
the question by saying "Great
times bring forth great men,"
because we too live in great times,

with large issues like war and lib-

eration and human suffering in all

too plentiful supply.

And I don’t think we have a
population unready or unwilling

to accept heroes. On the contrary.

I think we have a world Literally

starving for leadership.

We thirst for leaders

and role models; we
get fantasy figures

and transparent

tigers. O unlucky

generation!

THE PROBLEM, it seems, is that

we live- in; ah age pfjjriircdiate

. access' to media-constructed per-

sonalities, men and women who"
are largely a product of hype and
hyperbole.

The household names and faces

that appear on giant screens are

familiar to the masses, and yet

they never touch any one of us in

a real way. The Michael Jordans

and Michael Jacksons and Ronald
McDonalds are more recogniz-

able to your child than the mayor
of your city or any cabinet mem-
ber.

They may catch the fancy, but

they leave no meaningful mark.
We may take a sound bite out of
them, but ultimately they fail to

satisfy our appetite for inspira-

tion. They are fantasy figures,

who. deep down, we know we
cannot become.
But in an age of non-idealism,

when TV and movies grip the

imagination like a vice, it is near-

impossible for a mother, father,

teacher or rabbi to compete with

these transparent tigeis.

Furthermore and very troubling,

we are the ones creating and pro-

moting these tigers for our youth.

Why do we invest huge
amounts of money and hype to

promote the likes of Power
Rangers and Ninja Turtles, make-
believe creatures with whom our
kids can never really identify?

Why not glorify real human

PICTURE POSTSCRIPT
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PAULA FRIEDLAND

TODAY I will enter my
classroom at - Haifa

University, much as I have

done for the past nine years.

Sitting in front of. me will be a

dozen or so young people, all stu-

dents of English language and lit-

erature beginning their first year

of teacher training.

My job will be to turn them

from students into teachers, peo-

ple who will themselves in the .

near future enter classrooms of

their very own.
Standing in front of these dozen

or so young people, 1 will ask

them, much as I do every year. ,

“Why have you chosen this m
class?” and “Why do you want to

teach English?”

And these young people will

begin to answer me, one at a time,

as honestly as they can.

1 will learn that one - maybe

two - really wants to become a

teachei>They have dreamed about

teaching for years. Perhaps one

was inspired by a special teacher

when she was in the seventh or

10th or 12th grade at school.

Perhaps one was a teacher in the

army and loved his work. They
will talk about teaching as a call-

ing. They will say they have never

considered any other job.

Most of my students, though,

will answer quite differently. Four

or five will say they don’t really

want to be teachers at all They a
will tell me that their mothers or^
fathers or boyfriends think that

getting a teaching certificate is a

good idea.

Teaching is something to fall

back on if they ever need a job

and can’t find anything more
interesting to do. These students

have decided to get their teaching

license even though they are quite

sure teaching is not for them.

Then there will be those three or

four students who already have

babies at home or are planning to

have them in the near future.

These women have decided to

become teachers because they
think teaching will allow them to

be home at one o'clock and that

they will have long Succot,

Pessah and summer vacations.

In other words they have cho-

sen to become teachers because
of the -..time they won't have to

• work!

AND I will, listen to my students

and try to explain what being a
teacher is all abouL I wjU tell

them that they shouldn't choose a

This is what I will tell

my students on their <

first day of

teacher training

profession for their parents’ or
boyfriends' or even their babies’
needs.

I will tell diem that they should
choose a profession for die time
they’ll spend working at the job,
and explain how (hat time can be
creative and rewarding for them-
selves and their families.

I will tell them that a teacher’s
work doesn't end when he or she
leaves the classroom, just as a
lawyer’s work doesn’t end when
he or she steps out of the court-
house.

A caring, professional teacher
spends hours at her desk reading
and writing and thinking of inno-
vative ways to approach each ses-
sion. There are lesson plans to

prepare, articles to read, work-
sheets to write and tests to correct.
There are individual pupils to
think about, parents to communi-
cate with and meetings to attend.
None of this takes place before
one o’clock.

I will explain how a good '

teacher works afternoons and ...

evenings, and on days off; how a
;

good teacher approaches teaching
as a professional ready to work a

;

full-time job.

And no, I will tell them, the job
doesn't get easier with the years
because a good teacher is always
looking for new classes to teach,
new material to use and new ways
to approach old material.

Finally I will tell my students
now much they owe to their own
future students, and how these
students will find it easy to pick
our those teachers whose work
bores them, who count the hours
till one o’clock and the days and
months until the summer vaca-
tion. I wifi tell them they owe it to
jcirstudems not to become tired,
aned out and uninteresting; even
more, I will say. they owe it- to
themselves.

Teaching. T will tell them, need-
n t be a calling; if it were we
would never have enough teach-
ers to fill our classrooms. But
teaching should be a profession in
which the teacher constantly
grows and develops white bririg-
mg a new generation of students
to the threshold of adulthood.

7?ie writer is a member of the
Department of Teacher Training
at Haifa University.
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beings - living or dead - who
exemplify the kinds of lives we
would have our young people

live?

Why do we build castles in the

air that our children can visit only

in their imagination but in which

they can never really reside?

Fantasy is fun, but it must ulti-

mately give way to reality, a real-

ity we create for the generation to

come.
Make no mistake; this is a crisis

of the first magnitude, bringing a
host of maladies in its wake.
Why do young Israelis opt out

of the military - especially com-
bat roles - in ever-increasing

numbers? \frhy are so many so

cynical about their elected repre-

sentatives, not to mention the

entire political process?

Why do our kids traverse the

globe, ending up at drugfests in

Nepal or as street salesmen in

Tokyo, seeking some elusive

dream of fulfillment? Is it not

because ibey have no one to lead

them down the paths of pride, no
one to follow to the heights of
accomplishment?
If they doubt their inner worth

and lack a sense of hope, it is

because there is no one to make
them feel good about who and
what they are, and - more impor-
tant - what they can be if they

exercise their potential to its

fullest.

If there is a solution to this cri-

sis - and I’m not sure there’s one
on the horizon - it is to train

youngsters to be their own heroes,

to instill in them, from an early

age. the right values and ideals

and ethics and education so that

maybe - just maybe - they will

become leaders in a leaderless

society.

This was the rationale of
Moses’s sister Miriam when she
exhorted her parents not to stop

having children despite the cruel

world into which they would
emerge. “Perhaps a leader will be
bom in this very family to end the

cruelty," she reasoned, and she
was correct.

"In a place where there are no
men,” says Ethics of the Fathers.

"strive to be a man.” In a world
sorely devoid of heroes, we are in
desperate search of a few good
men - or women.

The writer directs the Jewish
Outreach Center ofRa'anana and
Midreshet Torah V'emunah
Women’s Seminary in Jerusalem.

The landmark statue in
Brussels, the Manneken Pis, is
dressed as Elvis the Pelvis to
mark the 19th anniversary of
the rock star’s death. The 608-
year-old statue of a small boy
urinating usually stands
naked, but city authorities
sometimes dress him in cos-
tume for special occasions.

(AP)

POSTSCRIPT
CARY GRANT, the urbane
British actor who brought a sexy
sophistication to the silver
screen, worked as a spy detecting
wartime Nazi sympathizers in
Hollywood, the Sunday Times
reported.

It said a book to be published
in the autumn -would reveal
Grant worked for British security
services during World War Two.
The revelations were made in

correspondence from Sir William
Stephenson, head of British secu-
rity cooperation with the US dur-
ing the war. They will be pub-
lished in a biography by Graham
McCann.

'Grant was a chameleon who
could change his persona and was
very unruffled,’’ McCann said
‘He knew the US elite, had

friends at the very highest level
and was implicitly misted as a
fecruit for the security services.”
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Bad terms
Liberal Democrat proposes
protest vote against Clinton

By Ronald Steel

Would I prefer Bill Clinton in the White

House to Bob Dole?

Yes.

Does it make much difference?

Not a lot.

Do I intend.to vote for Clinton?

No.

Here’s why. The purpose of an election is

ro express a choice. This presumes two things.

First, that there is a real difference between

the candidates. Second, that the voter feels

strongly enough about the choice to partici-

pate. If you don’t believe that it much matters

— either because the winner seems a bygone

conclusion, or because you find the candi-

dates largely identical — why bother? This is

not merely my problem. Half the electorate

apparently shares it.

For as long as I can remember, I have

heard how shameful it is that so few

Americans vote. The figure, which has been

drifting lowec for years, now hovers around

50 percent for national elections— lower

for state and local ones. The low turnout can

onlv mean that many Americans don’t think

voting makes much difference. The middle

class, to which both parties pander, sees each

as equally beholden to its interests. The

underclass figures it gets screwed either.way

and votes only when one of its own, like Jesse

Jackson, runs. Political scientists assume that

nonvoters don r understand the way our

democracy works. Maybe they understand all

too well.

Celebrationist pundits assure us that mir-

ror-image candidates compering for a fraction

of the electorate reflects the genius of the

American system. On the main points of

American democracy, we are assured,^ there is

consensus. Thus, elections are not primarily the

means for a change of priorities and a transfer

ofpower, but-an inspiring affirmation of citi-

zenship' like the Fourth ofJuly.

Of course the parries do differ at the mar-

gins, on the edges, in their nuan«s.

Republicans are the party of business: they

champion opportunity even when it means

great inequality. Democrats, in their hearts it

not always in their actions, tty to smooth out

capitalisms rougher edges. Because I am a senti-

mental liberal (and. unlike Clinton, not

ashamed of the label), I tend to favor the

Democrats.

But none of these old arguments will

make me pull the lever for Bill Clinton this

time. For one thing, there is little reason co

believe his second term would be any different

than his first. In domestic policy, the past four

years have been filled with equivocation aryl

retreat. Compromise has taken him far. His

willingness to shed inconvenient skins, to pre-

empt the center and even the right rather chan

fight for principle, has brought him back

from the political dead and boxed poor Dole

into a corner.

Clinton apologists assure that in his sec-

Despite his promises to pro-

tect the working class, this

president has consistently

retreated under pressure from

Wall Street, business lobbies

and trade groups.

ond term the president will be what he

promised ro be in his first. If re-elected, we are

told, he will revise the very welfare bill he

signed, raking out its most savage parts. (This

novel pro-Clinton argument might be summa-

rized as: “Support me before I strike again.”) .

But even freed of re-election concerns, Clinton

will still give in rather than suffer through •

bruising battles againsr entrenched inrerests.

Abandonment of principle is a habit he has

internalized-

Bill Clinton came into office pledging co

train American workers co compete in the glob-

al marketplace, to protecr their wages from

being driven down to Third World levels, to

guarantee' health insurance to all, to eliminate

tax incentives for firms char export American

jobs overseas, and to remove foreign trade barrir

- ers co our exports. To achieve these initiatives

would have meant building coalitions to con-

front powerful industrial, financial and foreign-

financed lobbies.

He has not done any of that- Serious

worker retraining was dropped in the first bud-

get because it was deemed too expensive, health

care imploded, NAFTA precipicated a job flight

to Mexico, and Japan and China still have not

opened their markets to American goods.

Despite his promises to protect the working

class, this president has consistently rerreared

under pressure from Wall Street, business lob-

bies and trade groups.

A second reason for standing aside is that,

’ ifwe are to believe the polls, Clinton will gee

re-elected anyway. Why should skeptics like me
make the margin greater? If Clinton thinks the

verdict on his first term is overwhelmingly posi-

tive, he'll use it to rationalize a second term that

is more of the same.

Clinron, more than any president in

memory, responds to pressure. Unlike Reagan,

Carter or Johnson, he has no inner core of

beliefs. He will, as he has demonstrated, take

for granted those he has won over and make
accommodations to chose who oppose him.

The way co influence Clinton is not

through sweetness, but through pressure. The
right wing of the Democratic Party understands

this, and it has been successful in shifting his

priorities (just as among the Republicans the far

right has effectively captured che candidate and

the party).

Those who want to move Clinton away

from the center (there is no effective left in

this country) and toward his vestigial liberal

instincts need to threacen as well as reward.

Liberals have been co-opted by Clinton and

taken for granted by a divided and hapless

Democratic Party. They can hope to regain

influence only if they take a leaffrom the

Christian Coalition in ics winning campaign

to capture the Republican Party. They,must

be willing to organize, to pressure, ro circum-

vent the party leadership, to challenge, to

withhold support and, if ignored, to stay

home on Election Day. Only then are Clinton

and the Democratic leadership likely to listen.

All my life I have accepted the argument

that one should embrace the Lesser Evil.

Instead of again making that dreary choice, this

time I’m going to try to send a message to Bill

Clinton by voting for Ralph Nader.

Ronald Steel is a contributing editor ofThe New

Republic, in which this articlefirst appeared

© 1996, The New Republic.

Who really dealt

the race card?
By Alan Dershowitz

The question ofwho was responsible for injecting race into the

O.J. Simpson case has again been raised, this rime by Jeffrey Toobin
in his new book. The Run ofHis Life. Toobin blames it squarely on

the defense team. The truth, however, is that Toobin himself is more

responsible chan any other person for inflaming racial tensions, as he

himselfhas implicitly acknowledged in an interview that has barely

been noticed by the media.

In a critical review ofToobins book, Wendy Kaminer states the

following in die New York Times Book Review:

“Considering his own role in dealing the race card, some read-

ers may charge Mr. Toobin with protesting too much. Following up

on a tip from the defense team member Alan Dershowitz, he revealed

Toobin was more than a reporter in the

Simpson case. He was a player. It was he

who first dealt the very race card he now
purports to condemn.

in a New Yorker article the questions about Mark Fuhrman’s racism

and the defense plans to charge him with framing Mr. Simpson. Mr.

Toobin deplored the race-based defense as ‘monstrous’ at che same

rime that he helped publicize it.”

The actual facts are far more damning to Toobin. Toobin did

not receive a rip from me, as he now claims in his book. I received a

tip fromToobin. I knew absolutely nothing about Fuhrmans racist

past until Toobin told me about it. Shordy after Toobin published

his explosive piece on race in the New Yorker, he acknowledged to

Parade Magazine that it was he, not the defense team, who first

injected race into the Simpson case. This is what Parade Magazine

reported on Aug. 28, 1994:

“The writer [Jeffrey Toobin] unearthed Fuhrmans employment

records dating to the 1970s, which indicate a troubled psychological

history. And Toobin tells Parade it was he who brought the informa-

tion to the attention of O.J. s lawyers— not the other way around.”

Ir was Toobin who first suggested playing the race card. It was

he who called me and told me about Fuhrmans racist background.

He tried desperately to get me to say that I would use race. I repeat-

edly told him chat I believed race was relevant only insofar as it

demonstrated perjury or frame-up. He described my views accurate-

ly, though without attribution, as follows:

“One Simpson attorney asserts that, while his client does

appear to be the victim of a racist cop, che team will not claim chat

he was framed unless it truly believes he was.”

Then he ended his
-New Yorker article with the following attrib-

uted quotation from my book The Best Defense— written 1 3 years

earlier:

“Once I decide to take a case, 1 have only one agenda: I want ro

win. I will try, by every fair and legal means, to get my client off

—

without regard to the consequences.”

He thus implied that I would use an incendiary racial defense,

whether it was releyanc or not. This was yellow journalism at its

worst. It implied precisely che opposite of wfaar I had rold him;

namely chat I would not use race, unless it was relevant co perjury.

Toobin made it sound that race would be at the center ofour

defense, but it was he who placed it there by falsely putting it in the

mouths of the defense team. He accused the defense team of having

“floated this new and provocative theory,” without disclosing to his

readers his own role in pumping the air into the float. After Toobin’s

inflammatory article was published, the media picked up on it and

placed race at che center of the case. Once the fire was lit, it was hard

to put out.

Toobin was more than a reporter in the Simpson case. He was a

player. It was he who first dealt the very race card he now purports to

condemn. He should now be subjected, by che media, to the same

critical scrutiny to which the defense team was subjected. Defense

attorneys are obliged by the Constitution to provide effective assis-

tance of counsel to a defendant facing life imprisonment. Had we
not challenged Fuhrman s credibility by confronting him with the

racial slurs he denied making, we would have been guilty of violating

Simpson’s constitutional rights by providing him ineffective assis-

tance ofcounsel. Toobin, on the other hand, manufactured the more
general race issue only co create a scoop and sell magazines. What he

did was bad yellow journalism. What we did was good constitutional

law.

Jeffrey Toobin is a smart man and a good reporter. He knows
the difference between reporting what defense lawyers are acnially

planning to do, and providing them with incendiary racial material

and then putting words in their mouths. The defense Toobin
described in his New Yorker article was indeed “incendiary.” But it

was JeffreyToobin who supplied the fuel and the match. He then lit

the fuel, stood back and reported on his own fire.

!Alan M. Dershowitz is aprofessor oflaw atHarvard University. His

newest book is Reasonable Doubts (Simon & Schuster).

© 1 996, United Feature Syndicate Inc.
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. By Michael J. Sandel

This U.S. presidential cam-
.

paign offers a choice between one

big, unworthy idea and many wor-

thy little ones. The big but unwor-

thy idea is at the heart of candidate

Bob Doles proposed tax cut:

People should keep more ofwhat

they earn. It is not clear why they

should. First, given the budget

deficit and unmet public needs, the

government needs the money.

Second, Americans already pay a

smaller share of national income in

taxes than do citizens of any other

industrial democracy. Finally, by

offering no higher purpose than

lower taxes. Dole contradicts the

admirable declaration in his accep-

tance speech that presidents should

place moral considerations above

material ones. Dole tries, on occa-

sion, to elevate the moral status of

tax cuts, arguing chat coo much

taxation encroaches on liberty. But

it is difficult to see how shifting a

few hundred dollars per person to

private consumption will make

Americans more free.

Bill Clintons campaign,

bereft of big ideas, is littered with

small ones— a volunteer literacy

program, vouchers for job training,

a ban en bullets that pierce bullet-

proof vests, new curbs on ciga-

rettes, a law against forcing women

out of maternity wards less chan 48

• hours after giving birth, a plan to

reduce busy signals when people

“T * dia! 9 I J-THese are got^t^’Jjut *

they don’t add up to

vision! Clinton Has decidSf, proba-

bly rightly, that he does not need,

one co win.

This is the.Dole campaigns

most important failure: It has made

life too easy for Clinton. It has

absolved him of the challenge to

rethink progressive politics or to

grapple with the forces that, sooner

or later, will transform American

political debate. Had Pat Buchanan

been the Republican nominee,

Clinton would have been forced to

confront the anxieties produced by

the changing nature of work, the

erosion of traditional communities,

the rise of global markets and the

declining sovereignty of nations.

Faced with a Republican whose

political imagination runs in the

well-worn grooves of tired party

politics, however, Clincon can

cleave to the conventional center

wichouc addressing the larger ques-

tions looming on the horizon. For

all the presidents talk of a bridge to

the 21st century, this election will

be remembered, if it is remembered

at all, not as the beginning of a

new era in American politics, but

as the fading expression of an old

The defining election of the

21 sc century may not come for a

decade or more. The questions chat

animate an age only become clear

when, under pressure of events,

people find ways of explaining the

new circumstances in which they

live. The election that “built the

bridge” to the 20th century did nor

occur until 1912- It was then that

Woodrow Wilson, the Democrat,

and Theodore Roosevelt, running

on the Bull Moose ticket, articulat-

ed the big ideas that gave shape to

the politics of the 20th century.

Their predicament was simi-

lar to ours. Then, as now, there was

an uneasy fit between the scale of

economic life and the terms of

political community. Railroads,

telephones, telegraph wires and

daily newspapers spilled across

local boundaries, bringing people

into contact with events in distant

places. National markets and a

complex industrial system made

workers and consumers interdepen-

dent. But Americans, accustomed

to finding their bearings in small

communities, felt powerless in the

face offerees beyond their control.

A decentralized political system,

invented for a nation of farmers

and shopkeepers, was dwarfed by

[he power of giant corporations.

How could a locally based

democracy govern an economy

national in scope? That question

divided Wilson and Roosevelt.

Wilson argued for breaking up the

' fruits and decentralizing economic

ppwer so it could be held account-

. a&Te by local political units. Big

business had become “vastly more

centralized than the political orga-

nization of the country itself,”

Wilson declared. Corporations had

bigger budgets than states “and

loomed bigger than whole com-

monwealths in their influence over

the lives and fortunes of entire

communities of men.” Simply to

accept and regulate monopoly

power was, according to Wilson, a

kind of capitulation. “Have we

come co a time,” he asked, “when

the President of the United States

must doff his cap in the presence of

this high finance, and say, ‘You are

our inevitable master, buc we will

see how we can make the best of

It?

Teddy Roosevelt considered

big business an inevitable producr

of industrial development and saw

little point in trying to restore the

decentralized economy of che 1 9ch

century. The only way to contend

with national economic power, he

argued, was ro enlarge the capacity

of national democratic institutions.

The solution to big business was

big government. Roosevelt sought

wirhnarKmal political power. But

he insisted that a national democ-

racy required more than the cen-

utilization of gpvernment; ic also

required the nationalization of pol-

itics. The political community had

to be recast on a national scale^.

Roosevelts “New Nationalism
^

sought co inspire in Americans a

genuine and permanent moral

awakening.” a new sense of nation-

al citizenship.

Wilson won the election, but

Roosevelt’s “New Nationalism"

won the future. From the New

Deal through the Great Society,

and even to che age of Reagan and

Gingrich, the nationalizing projeer

gave energy and purpose to

American political debate— to lib-

erals who sought to expand the

.

responsibilities of the federal gov-

ernment and to conservatives who

sought to constrain them.

Buc roday we face a new

predicament similar co the one

Americans confronted early in this

century. Now, as then, new forms

of commerce and communication

spill across political boundaries,

creating networks of interdepen-

dence while disrupting familiar

forms of community. What rail-

roads, telegraph wires and national

markets were to their rime, cyber-

space, CNN and global markets are

to ours— instruments that link

people in distant places without

making them neighbors, or fellow

citizens, or participants in a com-

mon venture. Once again, the scale

ofeconomic life has outgrown the

reach ofexisting democratic insti-

tutions. This explains che sense of

disempowerment that hovers over

our politics, the gnawing doubt

that either party can do much to

allay the anxieties of che age.

That we are not debating

questions analogous to those chat

preoccupied Wilson and Roosevelt

reveals the poverty of our politics.

Is democracy possible within a

true global economy? How can

emerging transnational arrange-

ments from NAFTA ro GATT to

the International Court ofJustice

possibly inspire the loyalty of

neighborhoods and nations? If

civic virtues must be nourished

closer to home— in schools, con-
gregations and workplaces— how
can such communities equip us to

exercise citizenship on the global

scale? The bridge to the 21sr cen-

rury will not be built with a lot of

small answers but by a few big

questions.

Michael /. Sandel is a contributing

editor ofThe New Republic; in

which this articlefirst appeared.
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Sunday
COMICS

Page 3

J)oonesbmy

ACROSS

1

Detective auto
6 Whoopi
GofcJbergAGdrard

Depardieu flkn

IIGokf weight

16 Scottish landowner
21 Degrade
22 Ward off

23 Irregularly notched
24 Kata's friend

25 Brainy group
26 Gore, to Clinton

28 Uke a board?
29 Museum contents

30 Name
32 Chum
33 Coup-
35 Mail beverage
36 Effort

38

Fairgrade
SB-— JohrmyT
41 Sib or bre
42 German river

43 Declare positively

45 Plant pari-

47

lively dance
49Pea behind

52 Actor Glenn—
53Meshed fabric

55Las—.New Mexico
59 Concur
60 Wife of Jupiter

61 Counfry gentleman
64 Grown-up
65 Small bottle

68Attend
67 Papal name
68 Buno .

70 Writer Bombeck

71 inventor WNtney
73 Actor Aub&jonois

73 Greek letter

74 "Lucid

76 Decimal base

77 Leasing

78 Evti

80 Adhesive
QO DrtTO

87 Jai —
88 Root beam
90 Godot war
91 Under the weather

92 Pajamas labnc

95 Goddess of die

dawn
96 Expensive fur

98 Small pm
100Chop—
101 Business exec.

102 Seize

104 Meadow
105 Rescue
106 Sector

107 Mend (socks)

108 Book ot maps
110 Breathe out

112 Precious metal

113 Misrepresent
1 14 Second of two

116 Sweet potato

.

117 Woody's son

118 Comedienne
RhytEs—

I190f the aar

121 East African. -

country

124 Liquid measure
125 ActressAnna— •

128 Cryofi£scovery
130 Astronomer Carl—
131 Dud
132 Foot part

136 CooUdge’s
nickname

137 School group

139 — deplume
140 Incubate eggs
142 Southern

consteflatioo

143 Pedro's friend

145 Prime-time TV
show

148 uve coal

150 Versa rhythm

151 Egret's cousin

152 Evil spirit

153Use the own
154 Drew fussfy

DOWN

1 Actor Fernando—
2 Sisters partner

3 Horse blanket

4 CIA's predecessor
5 Tidy

6 Trade
7 Small egg
8 Trait carrier

9 Ornamental vasa
10 Salary, of a sort

11 Bowler
12 Limb
13 Thoroughfare
14 Fal bloom
15 Seesaw
16 Endure
17 Model Carol—
18 An epic by Homer
IB Shoulder weapon
20 PuloH

27

Ointment
31— tea
34 Actor Baldwin

37 Breakfast rafl

39 Large sandwich
40 Cavity

42 Avoid deueriy

44 Victory sign

45 Musna] sound
46 Rower necklace
48 Pitcher's stat

49Tennis player

Rod—
50Nimble
51 Take wi»i a
—: have angering
doubts

52 Reek
54 Irish port

56 Performer's

reappearance

57Fudd or Gentry

58 Get up

60 Author Erica—
61 Use a chair

G2 Predicament

63Corrs»sspL
68 Essential

72 “The Sui Also
—

"

73 Author Grey
74 Pick over
75 Track-meet event
76 Mata lace

79Drfflahote
81 Lively tune
83PaOd
85Mnky Way, for one
88 Royal

89 Main artery

92 Provide money for

S3 Strange
94 Reduse
97 Wire resident

99-— Marta"
100 Alone

103

Conductor's stick

105 Greek island

106 ‘Nana* author .

107 River section

109 DtehcoOoctton
111 Owns
112 Wide smte
113 Storage

compartment
*115 Iranian money unit

117 Topped with

Ice cream
118 Floppy Rem
120 Latin American

dance
.

122

Tomorrow, in

123 Eager
124 Inventor's

pretaction

.125 Rascal

126 Lion trainer

127Choice group
129 Jacob's son

131 Steam
133 Capttaf of Morocco
134 Coat ot aims
135 Author Brel

—

1 37 Kama! veggie

138 Father

MODomfcfle
141 Seasoning plant

144 Turn rigtt
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Despite proposed tax cut, Dole
qualified to tackle U. S . deficit

By Herbert Stein

Bob Dole has made a big tax cut the

centerpiece of his U.S. presidential campaign.

I am nor in favor of a big tax oil But I am in

favor of Bob Dole.

Two facts explain this apparent paradox.

First, the alternative to Bob Dole’s budget

plan is not mine, but U.S. President Bill

Clintons. Second, even though budget policy

has been my vocation and my hobby for 50

years, I recognize that it is not the only con-

sideration in the choice of a president.

In my opinion our great budget prob-

lem lies ahead, in the next generation, when
providing Social Security and Medicare for

the baby boomers threatens huge budget

deficits. My preferred policy would be to

reach a budget surplus quickly, to reduce the

debt in the window of opportunity we have

before the baby boomers retire, and so

reduce the debt burden the next generation

will face. For that purpose I would make all

the expenditure cuts Bob Dole has proposed

— without cutting taxes. I oppose Doles 15

percent across-the-board cut not because I

want to hold government expenditures up,

but because 1 want to hold government debt

down. To this end, I would reduce entitle-

ment growth by limiting the cost-of-living

adjustments in Social Security and by

means- testing Medicare.

Neither candidate is running on my pro-

gram. Both promise to balance the budget by

the year 2002. President Clin ton
.

came to this

position late, reluctantly and under political

pressure. It is true chat the deficit has declined

on his watch, and he deserves some credit for

thar.

But although Clinton, like many presi-

dents before him, wanted to be seen as reduc-

ing the deficit^ I don’t believe he will do what

it takes to eliminate it, let alone to generate a

surplus. Forced to present a budget balanced

by 2002, Clinton last year relied on suspi-

ciously optimistic assumptions about econom-

ic growth and interest rates. He also submitted

a contingency budget, to take effect if the rosy

forecasts did not come true. But this contin-

gency budget relied heavily on steps to be

taken after Clinton’s retirement in 2000,

including the highly unlikely reversal of a tax-

cut proposed in that very budget.

This performance does not suggest a

president dedicated to balancing the budget.

Whether the plans presented by the congres-

sional Republicans were more sincere and

realistic, I am unable to say. But I don’t

expect as much of them, or of their leader.

Senator Dole. The Congress is a' big commit-

tee of individuals, each with limited knowl-

edge and interests. The president alone has

access to all the information, controls all the

departments and is supposed to take into

account all the different interests in the

nation. .

During the past four years, the president

had a responsibility to alert the nation to the

fiscal and economic crisis that lies ahead and

to suggesc ways of dealing with it. The presi-

dent was aware of the crisis, or at least his

advisers were. But they buried discussion of it

in an appendix to the budget document that

no one but a few economists reads. And in

No one can be sure how a

President Dole would deal

with the budget problem,

but he has a long record of

deep concern over it, as

something to act upon and

not only to talk about when
people are listening. So I’ll

take my chances with Dole.

this appendix they made quite incredible pro-

jections about the way the president's program

would solve the problem, mainly through con-

trolling the cost of Medicare without limiting

benefits.

No one can be sure how a President

Dole would deal with the budget problem,

but he has a long record of deep concern over

it, as something to act upon and not only to

calk about when people are listening. So I’U

take my chances with Dole.

But judging a candidate based solely on

his position on the deficir, or on any other ser

of issues, is shortsighted. The next president

will encounter problems neither he nor any-

one else can now foresee. Our only due as to

how he’ll react is his character.

Bill Clinton is an intelligent and com-
passionate man. 1 would be happy to have him
as a friend or neighbor. But he is prone to

foolish mistakes.

The greatest, of course, was his health-

care plan. He invested most of a year and a

good deal ofpolitical capital in it. But he

should have known it wouldn't be adopted

and, if adopted, wouldn't work. And, while I

cannot easily untangle the mess of
Whitewater, travel office, FBI files and miss-

ing records, there is much that seems clearly

injudicious for a national leader— too much
risk for too little possible gain.

I do not think Senator Dole will make
such mistakes. He is sometimes called a "com-

promiser,” as if that were a term of reproach.

Burthe country needs compromise— not

splitting the difference between right and

wrong, but recognizing the merits ofopposing

positions and reconciling the strongest points

of each.

On a number of issues the country is

deeply divided. It is not just that some peo-

ple believe A and some people believe B. A
great many people, probably a large majori-

ty, believe both A and B. The very people

who believe people should not be discrimi-

nated againsr because rhey are white also

believe we should try to correct the disad-

vantage that still exists for black Americans.

Those revolted by the thought of abortion

are also revolted at the thought of the gov-

ernment controlling a womans most inti-

mate 'decision.

We need a leader who will help us

resolve these conflicts. Bob Dole will try to

accommodate the most vital aspects of each

position, while accepting that he cannot

accommodate all aspects of each position. He
knows that no one, including himself, has a

monopoly ofwisdom or virtue. He knows he

cannot make the world perfect. But he chinks

that he can make it a liede better. I think he

can, coo.

Herbert Stein, Chairman ofthe Council of
Economic Advisers under Presidents Nixon and
Ford, is a Senior Fellow at the American

Enterprise Institute. This articlefirst appeared In

The New Republic.

© 1996, The New Republic.
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Dole may be slated

for Social Security

reform panel
By Robert Novak

Sources close to U.S. President Bill Clinton say he is becoming

committed to the idea ofnaming a post-election bipartisan commis-

sion to remodel the Social Security system, with the possibility he will

ask Republican presidential candidate Bob Dole to serve as its chair-

man.

Treasury Secretary Robert Rubin has told associates he is not yet

certain thar a commission should supplant the tegular congressional

If Dole is defeated in November, he

would be a widely applauded choice to

take on the Social Security burden.

process. But the president is thinking about a successor to President

Ronald Reagans bipartisan Social Seairity commission, which was

headed by current Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan and led

to a rescue of the system in 1983.

Dole, then Senate Republican leader, was a Greenspan

Commission member who pushed for and achieved agreement just

when it seemed deadlocked. If Dole is defeated in November, he would

be a widely applauded choice to take on the Social Security burden.

Newt and California
U.S. House Speaker Newt Gingrich is ready to explode ifthe

Dole-for-president campaign pulls the plug on California and cancels

television advertising in the nation's most populous state.

Doles strategists ate considering writing off California along

with Illinois and Wisconsin as former battleground states that now

are conceded to Clinton. That would concentrateTV commercials in

places where Dole is believed to have a fighting chance, such as Ohio

and New Jersey.

But pulling the Dole campaign out ofCalifornia could lower

Republican turnout there enough to threaten the state’s vulnerable

GOP members ofCongress, especially Representatives Andrea

Seasttand and Frank Riggs- Colleagues say thar Gingrich will erupt

with a public denunciation if Doles strategy undermines his efforts to
*

maintain Republican control of the House.

Jim Wright’s friend
Clinton signaled chat he is really confident ofhis re-election when

he let himself be introduced by former House SpeakerJim Wright at a

Fort Worth, Texas, campaign appearance.

Itwas the first time in Clintons presidency that he even allowed

himselfto be found publicly in the same room with Wright, the former

ForeWorth congressman who was forced ourofthe speakership and-

public lift when Republicans brought ethics charges against him.

What’s more, the joint appearance by Clinton and Wright comes amid

a serious drive by the president to win Republican-dominated Texas.

Abandoning Dole
Republican lobbyists in Washington raised eyebrows when rhey

received a mailing from stare Rep. Al Salvi, die GOP Senare nominee
in Illinois, char appeared to abandon Bob Dole.

The mailing, interpreted by the lobbyists as an appeal for funds,

cited Chicago Sun-Times political columnist Steve Neal as saying

Salvi could benefit from traditional ticket-splitting in Illinois. It quot-
ed from Neal’s column, saying thar Salvi “is competitive’' in his race

againsr front-running Democratic Rep. Dick Durbin even though
“President Clinton has just about locked up Illinois.”

Tacit confirmation of that analysis by the Salvi campaign sent a

message to the party’s financial sources not to give up on the Senate
race just because the presidential contest in Illinois is hopeless. It is

expected to be the first ofmany such signals around the country:

RobertNovak is a nationallysyndicatedcolumnist ofthe Chicago Sun-
Times.

© 1 996, The Creators Syndicate.
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Capturing ‘The Land of Promise
THERE AND THEN
SRAYA SHAPIRO

fc
Land of Promise was the first full-length

m propaganda film the Zionist Organization pro-
du

,

ccd on eve of World War U. ir contained
d“t Ifeded f^turing: aliya, menial

wonc, kibbutz, town, the quest for water, the Hebrew
University. Intercalated was a picture of David Ben-Gunon and the British high commissioner. The filmdrew fill1 houses at the As tor in New York for five
weeks m 1935. It was shown to enthusiastic audi-
©nces being addressed by Zionist speakers all over

r -
became *** main vehicle describing

Jewish Palestine to war refugees on route to their
national homeland.
The story of the film is told by Hillel Tryster in a

recent issue of Kivunim (“Directions"), The Journal°*
er

i°
c
msm andJudaism published by the Department

°*
r
ipforraation of the World Zionist Organization.
The need for a film was pointed out in a memoran-

dum written, it appears, by Elias M. Epstein, of the
c Information Department of the Jewish National Fund

back in 1 929. It would be advisable, wrote Epstein, to
produce the film with The cooperation of the
Government of Palestine, featuring life in the country
generally.

"People should know about the Arabs, too,” he
argued. “We should not be ashamed to compare our
.achievements with theirs.” Epstein, British to the
bone, was a bit of a romantic. He wrote that the
Zionist propaganda films should feature the beauty of
Eretz Yisraet its historical aspect - the romance of
the Jew turning to agriculture and abandoning his
urban life, the romance of the ingathering of exiles,
and of course, the rich archeology of Palestine and
also its industry. Films, Epsjein argued, nowadays
supersede the' power of the printed word.
But almost six years had elapsed before a 57-

minute film on these lines was produced.
Financing was a problem from the outset The

Jewish National Fund and Keren Hayesod, the two
branches of the Zionist Organization normal ly deal-
ing with information, were unable to muster the funds

| needed for the project: Henry Montor, on the
American side, of the Zionist Organization requested
$10,000 from Twentieth Century Fox to produce it.

The Jewish National Fund usually relied on free-
lance photographers to provide occasional pictures —
some were very good and very enterprising, such as
Yaakov Ben-Dov who filmed the entry of General
ADenby to Jerusalem in 1917.
A professional film-maker who had recently immi-

grated from Germany, Ben-Zion Fet, offered to invest
up totwo-thirds of the funds necessary to produce the
Zionist film on condition of obtaining the rights to
screen it outside America. But be bailed out as the
project dragged on. Finally, Margot Klausner and
Yehoshua Bradstatter, who then managed the affairs
of the Habimah Theater, became excited over the
idea. Klausner, always interested in films, was a per-
son ofample means who decided to invest privately
in the enterprise.

The contract with Fox was signed in 1934, and die
picture-taking team — including a single photograph-
er- was dispatched to Palestine in May. Filming was
expected to take six weeks.
The original idea of the sponsors was to build the

picture around a story. Several were suggested. One,
for instance, proposed by a noted German journalist

who had recendy immigrated from Berlin, described a
brother and sister craning to Palestine in quest of an
inheritance left by their father. The girl likes it here,

but the brother intends to go on to the US. However
he gets involved with a beautiful young woman whom
be rescues from certain death and ultimately marries.

The final product, however was devoid ofnarrative.

Land of Promise was a documentary. It opens by
showing Palestine as a biblical land, primitive

because Jews had been exiled from iL Jerusalem is

shown as the center of three major faiths. The
Western Wall is succeeded by a picture of pioneers

dancing on the deck of an immigrant ship. The kind

of work to which the pioneers aspire is naturally

menial work. Also reprated is the laying of the

national electrical grid, (he drilling for water, fanning

on a kibbutz. Happy children sing the glory of the

Einek (Jezreel Valley).

Glimpses of industry indicate the production of

olive oil , and dentures manufacturing. Culture is pre-

sented by Hebrew newspapers, finance by the Anglo-

Palestine Bank, medicine by the Strauss Medical

New York's Astor Theater, where ‘The Land of the Promise’ drew foil houses for five consecutive weeks in 1935; A frame from the film showing the
pioneers embracing the rural lifestyle. CD-R. Gwhne; CemraJ Zionist Aithives; Steven Spielberg Jewish film Archive!

Center in Jerusalem, the Haifa Technion, and the

Sieff Institute in RehovoL Haydn's The Creation is

played in the Mount Scopus amphitheater.

The film concludes with a fiery speech by Bert

Repetur, a pioneer member of the Histadrut, whose
last words are “Together!"

It was “Utopia today." Land of Promise was well

received by Jewish viewers - except in the Zionist

circles in London. It cost nearly $45,000 to produce,

and $15,000 more to provide separate versions in dif-

ferent languages. The figure was kept secret from the

members of (he Zionist Congress.

Pets also

have
allergies
HEADS ‘N’ TAILS

D'VORA BEN SHAUL

S
ometimes we forget our pets-

live in a world that is constantly

bathed in a large number of for-

eign substances and that they may
suffer the effects of these chemical

intruders no less than (heir human
companions. Dogs and cals as weD
may have a variety of allergies dial

affect their health and comfort
In most cases allergies to natural

substances such as ordinary airborne

pollens are not so prevalent, but at

the same time allergies to a variety'

of chemical contaminants in their

environment are not at all rare, and
often cause a lot of problems
because, unfortunately, there are still

a lot of veterinarians who simply are

not property aware of these prob-

lems and their nature. Consequently,

they exhaust their entire repertoire of
ointments, pills and even steroid

compounds trying to cure what may
be a simple allergy.

While a few dogs and cats may
have a type of bay fever brought on
by exposure to grasses and garden

plants, this is rare. What is infinitely

more common is allergies to deter-

gents, insecticides, herbicides and a

host of other chemical pollutants. Of.

special problematic nature are the

skin conditions brought about by
exposure to soaps, detergents, clean-

ing compounds and by weed killers

or suppressants (herbicides).

Many dogs and cats suffer severe

skin eruptions, hair loss and general

poor condition when the area where
they walk or play is sprayed with
herbicides. These conditions range
from skin conditions through severe

symptoms of toxic exposure and it

may be suspected that the animal has

been poisoned, which h has.

Soaps, detergents, carpet shanj-

poos, upholstery cleaners, floor

cleaners and waxes and similar

materials are often toe great offend-

er. One Jerusalem dog suffered from
a severe skin condition until, its

owner decided to wash the bedding
in an extra cycle ofclear water only.

The dog slept on her bed and it

turned out it was foe residual deter-

gent in the sheets that was causing

the problem.

In another case, a cat that repeat-

edly suffered from intestinal upsets,

loss of appetite and general ’debility

recovered completely Mfhp?,tag ip

and denied access to the laym wnerp
a number of herbidd^Wid
cides were regularly in use.

Anothercommon allergic reaction

is foe red-eye syndrome. The dog or
cat has what appears to be some sort

of inflammation in one or both eyes.

There is no exudate, the eye is red,

dry, obviously painful or itching and
foe animal repeatedly paws at it.

This is most often a result ofa block-

age of foe tear duct The animal can-

not produce normal saline tears to

bathe the eye and it becomes
inflamed. This is often caused by an
allergy that produces a slight local

swelling that blocks the duo.
Whatever die symptoms, a veteri-

narian should be consulted and it is

not out of order to ask about foe pos-

sibility of allergies. Our pets, like

ourselves, are exposed to such a

variety ofcontaminants that it ishard
to say just what may be foe cansfc.

NY-based Jewish relief agency helps Cameroon get ahead

*m

SUE F1SHKOFF

ATLANTA consultant Saul

Carliner just spent six

weeks living on an active

volcano in west-central Africa,

halfway up Ml Cameroon - the

second-tallest peak in the conti-

nent - in a small town called

Buea. near Cameroon’s capital

city of Douala.

He took time out from his job

as an industrial designer to vol-

unteer with the American Jewish

World Service, a New York-

based Jewish relief organization

'.that works in developing coun-

tries. The AJWS, founded in

1 992, placed 60 volunteers

around the world this year,

mostly in Africa, South America

and the Tibetan exile community

in India.

Carliner applied for a six-

week posting last summer. “I

wanted to go to Africa, I wanted

to take off time to do something

meaningful, and 1 was able to do

it in a Jewish context, which

meant a lot to me,” he explains.

He was placed with the Pan-

African Institute for

Development, which trains peo-

ple to administer economic

development programs in nrral

Africa. “Its acronym is PAID,

which is easy to remember,

because I wasn’t,” he quips.

PAID runs four regional

offices in snb-Sabaran Africa,

two of which are in Cameroon -

one English and one French-

soeakinf. Carliner was assigned

n the English office in BueiL

ostensibly to help mstall ihe

office’s new computer system.

The computers didn’t arrive in

time, so he spent his summer

working out a marketing plan

for the institute, and teaching *

few marketing seminars, includ-

ing one to help subsistence

farmers sell their produce more

Students arrived for the insti-

tute’s courses from as far afield

as Malawi, Zambia, Swaziland,

even the east African island of
Mauritius. They ran a long
course to train rural develop-

ment officers, and short, three-

week courses in computers,
management, entrepreneurship
and business -for women.
One ‘course, underwritten by

the British Commonwealth,
focused on credit schemes for

rural African women. “Wopen
are a hot development issue

now," Carliner notes. In the

past, most students in PAID
courses were men but since the

Beijing Conference on Women
last year, the courses are becom-

ing predominantly female.

In a region where many men
axe unable to provide 'sufficient

financial support for their large

families, women often overlook

their economic potential,

Carliner continues. “One of our

volunteers went into a village

last year to work with the

women, giving them tips on
things like managing their own
small fruit stands. A year later,

we noticed the women asserting

themselves more in the commu-

nity, their children looking bet-

ter fed and clothed. One of the

women we worked with became

a justice of the peace in her vil-

lage. That’s a great mark of

respect”

At home, Carliner works in the

communication field, helping to

design computer systems that

will interact with people more

effectively, and writing the .

appropriate documentation.

Ironically, the biggest chal-

lenge he faced in Cameroon was

dealing with the country’s rudi-

mentary communication infra-

structure. The two telephone

lines out of the town operated

only intermittently. The jax

parts were unavailable. And
while letters arrived from
America within a week, inter-

African mail service was horren-
dous. The institute's director
received a letter ax the end of
August that was mailed from
neighboring Nigeria in January.
“Students would receive their

acceptance letters a day or two
before the course began, and it

could take them days to travel to

the sebool," he says. .

CARLINER describes bis first

contact with Cameroon, at the

end of June, as a tremendous
culture shock. From the air, the

country looks incredibly green,
he says, but close up, you see

the crushing poverty. The gov-
ernment cut salaries 50% a few
years back. Combined with
devaluation of the Cameroon
franc, that means people's real

pay was cut by an astonishing

75%.
People who used to be rela-

tively well-off are now scram-

bling to make a living. Everyone

grows fruit and vegetables and
raises goats and chickens to sub-

sidize their meager rations,

Carliner reports. “There’s a real,

despair in the air, but people

seem resigned to iL" he says.

Corruption is rife, he says, and

the police are notorious for tak-

ing bribes. One day he topk a

“bush taxi" — a kind of minivan,

into which 16 passengers were

crammed. On a 40-mile voyage,

the driver was stopped six times

at police checkpoints! Each

time, he had to fork over a bribe.

Stealing is also endemic.

During Carliner’s visit, he

noticed the Nigerian Embassy

building had a bareier wall

around its compound. Recalling

that Nigeria and Cameroon are

engaged in a border skirmish

over disputed oil rights, he
iuhar otoc oornc* nn nnn

learned the embassy's entire

stock of computers had been
stolen.

When the institute's own com-
puters finally arrived, soon
before Carliner *s departure, the

director tried to arrange for the

army to provide security guards.
“We were told the array had no
one to spare,” Carliner says.

“Everyone was at the front.”

Most people Carliner met in

Cameroon were devout
Christians. He was the second
volunteer sent by the AJWS to

Buea, and the first Jew most
locals had ever met.
As adherents of a strictly fun-

damentalist brand of
Christianity, they admired him
as a member of the “Chosen
People” although- there was a

tendency to assume that because
he was Jewish, he must live in

Israel.

"People kept asking when I

was going back to Israel, and
couldn't understand what I was
doing in Atlanta," he says. “I

was one of the few white people
in town, except for a small
German community, and they

didn’t mingle," he reports.

“When I'd go to the store, chil-

dren would shouL ‘Hey, white

man!’ it made me understand
how blacks feel in America."
Ceremonies are given great

importance in Cameroon soci-

ety, Carliner reports. At the end
of one three-week course, the

institute held an all-day gradua-
tion ceremony that was adver-

tised on the radio. High-level

government officials and a rep-

resentative of the Nigerian con-

sulate attended, and the feasting

and dancing went on throughout
the night.

“According to my standards,

the ceremony was a waste of

money in a country, where
money is scarce,” he says. “But
then I looked at the students’

faces when they were handed
their diplomas. Graduation was
so important to them. I’m sure

they’ll have a higher retention

rate for what they learned. So
who’s to say it was a waste of
money?
“Sometimes you have to learn

to accept a different culture's

value system. Ritual is impor-
tant to them, as it is in Judaism.
In our quest to cut financial cor-

JERUSALEM

ners, we sometimes cut out
things we can't quantify, whose
effects won’t be felt immediate-
ly but six months down the road.

That’s one of the things I

learned."

After his summer work experi-
ence, Carliner says he’s not sure
whether economic aid to the
region is helpful or harmful. "In
some cases, you see the money
isn’t spent effectively, or even
correctly,” he notes. “On the
other hand, you can’t just turn

off the aid and say, ‘You’re on
your own,’ there’s no hope
they'll ever get ahead."
. In summarizing his trip,

Carliner remarked, “It will take

me a long time to process what I

learned. After seven weeks, I

know how little I knoty.”
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14.11 Thomas Hengelbrock Conductor

Zefaava Gal Mezzo Soprano
* Handel "Water Music"

• * Handel "Lucretia", Cantata

* Haydn Symphony No. 90

13.2 Harry Bicket Conductor

Susan Roberts Soprano
* Handel "Royal Fireworks" .

* Bach Cantata No. 51
‘ * Haydn Symphony No. 83

The Orchestra Box Office
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17.4 Joshua Rifltin Conductor

* Handel Concerto for 2 Orchestras

* Bach Suite No. 5
* Haydn Symphony No. 07
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NFL Individual Leaders
AMERICAN FOOTBALLCONFgflBlCE

140 88 1005 6 2

109 69 919 4 4

152 as 1004 9 4
207 131 1627 9 8
162 97 1169 8 5

H^r Deri 203 128 1386 II 8

HfisJJ. 211 123 1301 9 3

Btetfeoe.CLE 202 ”3 1212 « 3

Bono, K.C. 201 113 1204 B 5

Marino, Mia.

Harfaeugh; Ind.

TomcaaK.Pl
Chandfer. Hou.

Brunei, Jac.

_ nationalfootballcowsience
Quarterbacks An Com Yds TD tm

179 111 1392 20 3
197 113 1410 11

Fwre.&S.
(AcfteLOet

aaf-
K- Graham, Ain
Frerotta, Wax.
Altman, DaL
J- Georae, AH.

87 57
82 48 530 4
121 70 775 6
122 72 901 3
146 86 917 5

99 56 698 3
134 00 992

BrerelLMja 203 115 1258 6

Rushers
Davis, Deo.

Betts, PL
George, Hoi
Murrell. NY-J

Byner.BaL
Ssewsrt, Jaa
Martin, ME

An
129

til

92
103

86
104
110

AbduWettar. M8l 80

Thomas, Buf.

Kaufman. Oak.

Receivers
Sharpe, Dsn.

T. Brown. Oak.

Martin. SO.
McCanfefl. Jan

ChretoeLNY-J

Pickens, On.
Hades, Sea.

Smth, Jac.

Coates, ILE
Jackson, BaL
Graham, NY-J

Fletcher, S.D.

103
40

Yds Avg
823 40
524 4.7

466 5.1

447 4

0

376 4.4

366 30
352 12
317 40
307 3JJ

299 73

LG TD
EBt

431

76
42 1

42 3
25 4

No Yds
39 469

39 413
37 422

30 405
28 295
27 330
26 341

26 310

26 271

25 381

25 346

25 169

Avg LG TD
120 29 5
10.6 25
11.4 411

115 49

105 44

122 46
13.1 601

110 511

IDA 23t

152 28

118 78t

6.8 14

Rushers
Sanders, DeL
Rob.SnAh.Mh.
Aim, Was.
Watters, PhL
Anderson, AO
Barnett. GB.
E. Smith, DaL
Hampton. NY-G
L Johnson, Ariz

a Brooks,m '
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Moore, Del.

RW.S.F.

.Carter, IAl
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Reed. Wn.

Bmce.SU.

Peniman. DaL

Freeman, GfL
Carrier, Car.

Alt Yds An
120 562 4,7

140 560 40
110 519 4.7

102 465 40
67 387 50
88 379 4.3

105 370 as
93 315 14
37 315 80
65 253 19

LG TD
541 3
371

491

561

24
23
17
25 .

701
,

56

No Yds
45 614

36 494

35 447

35 447

35 275

27 508

27 401

26 264

25 410

25 314

Avg LG TD
116 501 5

117 39

120 40

128 561

70 20

180 71

140 491

100 34'

114 501

126 30

PunlBra No Yds LG An PURtefS No Yds LG Avg

L Johnson, On 25 1246 67 490 Sauarbnn, ChL 33 1581 72 470
Bennett. Si). 30 1455 66 480 Landete,SLL 24 1120 63 46.7

Kdd.Ua 2A 1112 63 460 Tork, Was. 27 1228 56 450
Hansen, NY-J 32 1482 69 460 Hentridi, GJ3. 25 1124 63 450
Tub*. Sea 31 1435 B3 460 Royals. DeL 34 1504 60 442
Gordodd, ind. 26 1203 55 460 Thompson, S-F. 2t 923 57 440
Mcrtgomery. Bal 20 684 67 440 BamhardL IB. 23 895 62 403
Agtfr.KC. 33 1448 68 430 Stryzinski, AIL 26 1117 56 430
Tupa. N.L 17 728 55 420 Feagtes, Ariz 28 1199 SB 420
Rouen. Den. 29 1238 57 42.7 Horan. NY-G 33 1411 54 428

Punt Returners No rds Avg LG TD Punt Rettsiws No rds Avg LG TD
Da. Gordon, SJD. 16 312 190 811 1 Kennison, SLL 9 183 200 ea 1

Hudson, Jac. 12 195 160 60 0 Toorner, NY-G 12 193 16.1 871 1

Meggett. N.E. 19 275 140 40 0 her, Car. 17 270 150 641 1

GayTHou. 9 125 130 40 0 Seay.PW. 8 114 140 56 0
Gateway. Sea. 12 142 110 88t 1 Metcalf. AIL 11 147 13.4 33 0

Knchen, Den. 24 281 11.7 40 0 Howard, GLB. 26 344 112 651 1

Hantson,lnd. 12 133 11.1 31 0 OowdeLAriz 11 116 10.7 21 0

Hastings, PI 10 97 9.7 33 0 Cater. SJ. 12 121 10.1 39 0
Copeland, BuL 11 91 80 19 0 MfchsB,VfeS. 9 87 9.7 27. 0

lteOufie.Ua. 8 BS 8.1 15 0 Iffibum. Del 16 151 9.4 33 0

tOduff Returners No
Grey, Hou.

Hebron, Den.

Bafcy, hd.

Meggett, N.E.

Broussard. Sea.

WbodS. K.C.

Jordan, Jac.

A. Coleman. SJD.

Moulds. Bui.
T. Brown, N.E.

Yds Avg
581 264
357 255
248 240
191 219
604 212
486 23.1

251 228
385 220
273 228
222 222

LG TD
0

Kkfcofl Returners No
Witherspoon, PhL 14

Beebe, GLB.

Bates, Car.

Mchd. Kites.

K. wnams. Dal.

Hughes, N-O-

Mtoum,DeL
MetcaB,M.
Wheatley. NY-G
Carter, GF.

Yds Avg
400 28.6

325 27,1

324 Z7.0

317 214
261 211
765 25.5

406 214
541 24.6

262 218
226 226

LG TD
971 1

sot 1

45 0

Touchdowns
Martel. SJ).

T. Brown, Oak
AbduMabbar.M
Sharpe, Den.

Stewart, Jac.

Jackson. BaL

Coates, ME.
Martin. N.E.

Alen.iCC.

Betts. Pit

Davis. Den.

Dave. Hotj.

Miter. Den.

Kicking

Carney, SJ).

Del Greco, Hou.

N. Johnson, PIL

Wnafet N.E
Peteey.Ch.

Stoyanovich, K.C

Christie, BuL
Bam. Den.

Hods, Jac.

Banchard, Ind.

SCORING SCORING
TD RushRec RetPts Touchdowns TD RushRec Ret Pts
r
R

u /

0 6

U

0 38
Alton. Was. 7 7 0 0 42

L 5 5 0 0 30 Jackson, G-B. 6 0 6 0 36

5 0 5 0 30 Freeman. GLB. 5 0 5 0 30
5
A

4 1

n a
0 30

0 28
0 26

Moore, DeL 5 0 5 0 30
H
4

U R

D 4 Waters. PhL 5 5 0 0-30

4 2 2 0 28 R Brooks, 60. 4 0 4 0 24

4 4 0 0 24 Carter. Mil 4 0 4 0 24
4
4

4 0
4 0

D 24
0 24

E. Smith, DaL 4 3
'

1 0 24

4

4
0 4
t 3

0 24
0 24

Mathis. All.

12 tied

3 0 3 D 20

18

PAT FG LG Pts Kicking

Kasayiuar.

PAT FG LG Pts

13-13 16-18 S3 61 67 14-15 53 48
13-13 11-13 49 46 WSdns, SJF. 14-14 11-13 46 47
10-10 11-14 48 43 Jades, GE. 2626 7-10 44 46
8-10 11-18 50 41 Sisson. Mm. 12-12 10-12 44 42

10-10 9-11 47 37 BorrLDaL 9-9 8-12 52 33

13-13

65
8-11 44 37 Hanson, DeL 18-18. 5-7 51 33
10-11 45 38 Anderson. PhL 11-11 7-9 46 32 .

18-18 M 45 36 Brian, N.O. 7-7 80 51 3t

12-12 B-11 53 36 aluiso, NY-G 44 80 34 28

B-8 9-10 52 35 Hustad.TR 80 88 48 27

Team
Statistics

AFC, Offense

Denver
Jacksonvile

Oakland

Pittsburgh

Battnore

New England

Miami

Houston

NY Jets

Beetle

San Diego

BuRata

hdenapob
Kansas City

Chdnrtei

Defense
Denver

PMrixngh
Riiflain

Oakland
Mem
Jacksonvfle

Houston

Kansas City

IndanapoBs

Baltimore

Seattle

Now England

Clncinnafi

NY Jets

San Diego

NFC, Offense

San Francisco

Green I

TOTAL YARDAGE AVERAGE PERGAME

Detroit

Arizona

tfrmescte

Atlanta

Washington

New Orleans

NY(
SL Lous

San Francisco

Green Bay
Arizona

Ptfladelphfa

Mkmesota
Data*

Caiusna

NY Gents
Tampa Bay
NewOrieans
Washington

SL Lous

Yanis Rush Pass AFC, Offense Yanis Rush Pass

2222 943 1279 Denver 3700 1572 2132
2155 609 1546 Jacksonvfle 3592 1010 257.7

2105 851 1254 Oakland 3500 1410 2090
1711 747 964 Pittsburgh 3422.,149.4 1920
1652 503 1089 Batimore 330.4 1120 2170
1823 483 1140 • New England 3240 960 2280
1587 581 1008 Want 317.4 1162 2012
1584 633 951 Houston 3160 126.6 1902
1858 604 1254 NY Jen 309.7 1007 209.0

1815 584 1231 Seattle 9020 970 2052
1780 546 1234 San Diego 296.7 910 2057
1462 564 888

. Buffalo 292.4 1120 178.8

1450 500 950 Indianapolis 2900 1000 1900
1738 624 1114 Kansas Cly 2897 1040 1857
1378 469 009 Ctodnnafl 275.6 030 1610

Yards Rush Pass Defense Yards Rush Pass
1510 492 1018 Denver 251.7 820 169.7

1322 512 810 Ptebwtfi 264.4 102.4 1B20
1347 547 800 Buffalo 2694 1094 1600
1729 611 1118 Qtttand 2882 1010 1860
1445 - 380 1085 Miami 2890 720 2170
1741 632 1109 Jacksonvfle 2902 1050 1840
1523 499 1024 Houston 3040 990 2040
1845 647 1198 Kansas Cky 3070 1070 1997
566 405 1161 Irefaretydb 3132 810 2322
1609 556 10S3 Baltimore 3210 1112 2100
1934 861 1073 Seattle -3220 1430 1780
1628 431 1197 New Errand 32S.6 862 239.4

1643 485 1158 Cincinnati 3280 970 231.6

2104 912 1192 NY Jets 350.7 1520 1987

2216 634 1582 San Diego 3690 105.7 2837

Yards
1775

Rush
639

Pass
1136

NFC, Offense

San Francisco

Yards
3S50

RUSfl

1270
Pass
2272

2078 744 1334 Green Bay 3460 1240 2220

1684 586 1096 PtfladeipJm 3360 1172 2190

2003 680 1323 Detroit 3330 1130 2205

1613 574 1039 Arizona 3220 1140 2070

1920 642 1278 Mimeeota 3200 1070 2130

15B4 480 1114 Atlanta 3180 960 vma
1549 688 861 Washington 3090 1370 1722

1784

1457

578
487

1188

970
CNcaao
CaraSra

2940
291.4

960
97.4

197.7

mo
1350 474 876 Dallas 2700 940 1752

1596 385 1211 • NewOrieans 2660 642 2010

1200
tf14

435
488

765
616

Tampa Bay
NY Gants

2400
2220

970
692

1530
1230

1023 343 680 SL Louis 2040 680 1360

Yards Rush Pass Defense Yards Rush Pass

1213 477 736 Dates 2420 954 1472

1244 400 844 SanFrondsco 2480 800 1680

1499 451 1048 Green Bay 2490 752 1747

1467 501 966 Arizona 2914 1002 IS3L2

1515 506 1009 PWfadelphia 3030 1012 2010

1822 684 1138 Minnesota 3037 1140 1897

1856 B33 1223 Detroit 3090 1050 2030

1902
1585

604
541

1298
1044

Chicago
Carom

3170
317.0

1007
1082

2153
2080

1841 694 947 NY Gants m2 1380 189.4

1686 706 980 Tampa Bay 3372 1412 1950

2039 914 1125 NewOrieans 339.8 1520 1870

1720 B64 1056 Wsshteton 3440 1320 2112

1738 577 1161 SL Lous 3470 1154 2322

1751 596 1155 Attarta 3502 1192 2310

NFL will consider bids
for Browns in 1998

CLEVELAND (AP) - The NFL won’t consider bids for ownership

ofa revived Cleveland Browns team until 1998.

Commissioner Paul Tirgliabue, in Cleveland last week to pitch lux-

ury suites in a new stadium that will become the home ofa restored

Browns team in 1999, said lagging attendance by some NFL dubs
wouldn’t gffprt the issue ofwhether Cleveland gets a relocated team

or a new expansion dob.
“We’re going to look at both alternatives,’’ be said.

Tfrgfinhne said dnbs with declining attendance can blame their

losing records. M „ . ,
"The teams that are Suffering are suffering lor one good, under-

standable reason: not winning,” he said. "That has always had a lot

to do with San support.”

The ft**
1"1 promised to Cleveland by the NFL would replace the

Browns chib that moved to Baltimore and now is known as the

RsycqSm
Under tKe agreement to restore the Browns franchise, theNFL has

agreed to payop to $48 million toward the $220 million to $250 mil-

lion cost ofa new stadium.

Yanks take Game 3 on 8th-inning rally

BALTIMORE (Reuter) - Jimmy
Key pitched a brilliant three-hitter

and Cecil Fielder homered to cap a
four-run rally with two out in the

eighth inning as the New York
Yankees -beat the Baltimore
Orioles 5-2 Friday to grab a two
games to one lead in the American
League Championship Series.

“I think we shocked the

Orioles,” said New York's rookie
sensation Derek Jeter, who started

the two-out rally with a double.
'Today is a big, huge turnaround
game."
Key turned in a masterful per-

formance after a rocky start.

He gave up a first-inning, two-
run homer to Todd Zeile - the sec-

ond Baltimore batter - and little

else in shutting down the powerful
Orioles lineup.

Todd hit a pitch that I didn't
' think was that bad of a pitch. He
hit it out of the park," Key said of
his one errant toss. “I’ve been
pitching a long time, given up a lot

of homers. You’ve just got to for-

get about it and move on.”
And move on he did, putting

away barter after batter. Key
allowed just one hit and one walk
after the first inning - no hits after

‘ the second - to improve to 4-1 in

seven career post-season games.
“He was exceptional,"

Baltimore manager Davey
Johnson said of Key, who allowed
two runs and three hits in eight
innings.

New York’s ace closer John
Wetteland finished up with a per-

fect ninth for the save.

Key had been locked in a classic

pitchers' deul with Baltimore
starter Mike Mussina through the

first seven innings.

Mussina had scattered four hits

and allowed just one run over
seven. But he ended up being
charged with five runs and eight

hits oyer 7M innings.

“A pitch here, a pitch there and it

could have been completely dif-

ferent,” lamented Mussina.
The Yankees were trailing 2-1- in

the eighth and down to their last

four outs when Jeter ripped a dou-
ble into the right field comer to get

the big rally going.

Benue Williams followed with a

single to left that brought Jeter

dashing home with the tying run.

The Yankees had been a frustrated

2-for-27 in the series with runners
in scoring position before
Williams’s single.

Mussina, who had been practi-

cally untouchable early, then sur-

rendered a double to "Thro

Martinez that sent Williams

ing safely into third. ^ '

That’s when Zeile went ffbih

herb to goat. The Orioles third

baseman took the throw from left

fielder BJ. Smboff and appeared

to try to fake a throw to second.

The ball slipped out of his hand,

bouncing away, and Williams
popped up and' raced home with

the go-ahead run.

“It wasn’t a deke," Zeile said of
his error. “I was throwing to sec-

ond base and I tried to stop the

throw.

Fielder followed the shocking

miscue by Zeile with the fourth'

consecutive Yankee hit - a tower-

ing two-run homer that put New
York up 5-2 and sent Mussina to

the showers.

ON THURSDAY
Orioles 5, Yankees 3

Rafael Palmeiro's two-run home

HOME SWEET HOME - Yankees outfielder Bemie Williams scores the go-ahead run on an error by Orioles third baseman Thdd

Zeile. Orioles catcher Chris Hoiles is late with the tag.
(RcuIcrl

rim in the seventh inning pur the

Baltimore Orioles ahead to stay in

a win over -the Yankees that

evened their series at a game
apiece.

After Wednesday night’s bizarre

and dramatic Yankee win that saw
a protested Jeter home run assisted

by a 12-year-old fan and an 11th-

inning Williams homer, the

Orioles' victory built on two
homers and good pitching was
almost routine.

But it sent them home for the

middle three games of the best-of-

seven series with a welcome split

in Yankee Stadium.

Palmeiro smacked a 3-1 pitch

from reliever Jeff Nelson 364 feet'

over the right-field fence with

Roberto Alomar aboard to break a
2-2 tie. The runs marked this

year's first postseason failure by
the Yankee bullpen, which had
four victories and yielded just one
earned run in 23 and % innings.

Zeile also had a two-run homer
for the slugging Orioles.

“We don’t bunt, we don’t play

hit and run, we hit the ball out of

the ball park," said Johnson.

Baltimore starter David Wells

got the win and Nelson the loss.

Armando Benitez, who got Fielder

and Martinez to fly out in the ninth

with two men aboard, got the save.

“I love Yankee Stadium,” said

Wells. “I have an autograph of

Babe Ruth in 1903 on the sweet

spot on a ball. I pitch good here

and 1 love it

“We bounced back from a tough

defeat and didn't let it bother us.

This was a great win.’’

“We struggled at times all year

as far as getting runs is con-

cerned,” said New York manager
Joe Torre. "You have got to give

David Wells credit. We had
chances, but they pitched better

than us.”

The Yanks broke out on top in

Orioles’ protest denied
. BALTIMORE (AP) - The Baltimore Orioles’ protest of Game 1 of

the American League championship series was unanimously denied

. Fridayby baseball’s ruling executive council and AL president Gene
Budig.

The council and Budig made the decision during a telephone con-

ference call that lasted less than an hour, choosing not to overrule

Wednesday’s blown, fan interference call by umpire Rich Garcia.

“It is not relevant that umpire Garcia adieutied or was quoted as

.

‘ admitting that he' called the play incorrectly,” Budig said in a two-

page decision. “In the case of a judgment call, postgame statements

or quotations attributed to die umpires by the press cannot form die

basis for overturning die result of a game and replaying it from a

certain point.

“Apart from the chilling effect it would have on umpires, such a

rule would create havoc for all involved.”

Baltimore had asked that Game 1 be resumed with- the Orioles

ahead 4-3 in tire eighth' hming and Derek Jeter at the plate.

Jeter hit a fly ball to right field at Yankee Stadium, and Orioles

outfielderTony Tarasco appeared to be about to catch it against the

walL
But the ball was pulled over the wall by a 12-year-old fan, and

Garcia failed to call fan interference, awarding a home run that tied

the game; New York woo 5-4 in the 11th on a homeTtm by Bemie
Williams.

the first inning.

Williams hit an RBI line single

to right after Jeter and Tun Raines
pushed nearly identical line sin-

gles to right center. A double play
on a Fielder grounder gave the

Yankees their second run and it

was 2-0.

Yankee starter David Cone had
loaded the bases with three walks
in the first but got out of the jam
when Cal Ripken, after fouling off

a couple with a 3-2 count, flied out
to center field.

But in the third. Cone's shaky
control hurthim when be yielded a
leadoff walk to Brady Anderson -
after getting ahead 0-2 - and Zeile

homered into the left-field stands

on a 3-1 count. That tied the game
at 2-2.

Wells wiggled out of trouble in

the fifth. Joe Giraxdi hit a leadoff

triple but was stranded when Jeter

struck out, Raines walked,
Williams struck out and Fielder

grounded oul
The key to the game was when

we got the triple and couldn’t

score," said Torre.

Cardinal 8, Bravtis'3
• r r ;

Gary Gaetti’s grand slam off

Greg Maddux capped a five-run

seventh inningand gave the St.

Louis Cardinals the win, evening

the series at one game apiece.

The Cardinals ended Atlanta’s

eight-game home winning- streak

in the postseason and stole

homefield advantage in foe best-

of-seven series, which moves to

St. Louis for foe next three

games.
Gaetti’s blast was his 10th career -

grand slam and fifth career post-

season homer.
“Well, it's sweet, you know?"

said Gaetti.

“Gaetti’s the one who hurt us

YANKEES 5, ORIOLES 2
NEW YORK AB R H Bi

Raines tf S 0 10
DJetersn 4 110
BeWilGams cf 3 2 1 1

TrMartlnez lb 4 12 0
Fielder dh 4 113
Strawberry rf 4 0 1 0
Duncan 2b 4 0 0 0
SojoZb 0 0 0 0
Hayes 3b 2 0 0 0
Girard c 4 0 10
Totals 34 5 8 4

tonight. That home run just about
- it did - it locked it up for

them,” said Atlanta manager
Bobby -Cox.

“He is just a dead-game com-
petitor who understands produc-

tive at-bats,” said St Louis man-
ager LaRussa of Gaetti.

Maddux, die four-time Cy
Young Award winner, surrendered

eight runs - but only three earned
- and nine hits in 6# innings in

taking the loss. He has served up
two of the five grand slams hit in

the. NLCS, the other having been

hit by San Franqisco’s Will Clark

in 1989.

Cards starter Todd Stottlemyre

went six innings and gave up three

runs and four hits with three walks

and eight strikeouts to get the win.

Mark Petkovsek, Rick Honeycutt

and Dennis Eckersley combined
for three innings of one-hit relief.

“1 really just try to take ita pitch

at a time,’’ said Stottlemyre. “We
know this is a long series, a seven-

game series. Overall, I guess I felt

pretty good."

The Braves rallied to tie the

game at 3-3 in the bottom of the

sixth, but Stottlemyre retired

Jermaine Dye and pinch-hitter

Teny Pendleton with runners at

second and third to escape further

damage.
Mike Gallego started the sev-

enth by lining a pitch off

Maddux’s glove. Shortstop Jeff

Blauser scrambled to retrieve the

ball on the edge of the outfield

grass, but Galiego beat the throw

for an infield single.

Pinch-hitter Mark Sweeney
bunted to third baseman Chipper

Jones, who trapped foe ball while

trying to make a diving grab. He $
got up and threw high off the ^

glove of second baseman Mark
Lemke, allowing Gallego to take

third and Sweeney second.

“It definitely goes foul ifhe lets

it gp foul, no question,” Maddux
said. “If they do it foe next 10

times. Chipper’ U probably catch
'

iL”

Royce Clayton walked to load

the bases before Ray Lankford

lined a sacrifice fly to center,

bringing home Gallego with the

go-ahead run. A wild pitch proved

the runners up, but Ron Gant
struck out
After Brian Jordan was inten-

tionally walked. Gaetti launched

the next pitch over the fence in

left-center.

.

ALCS
Thursday: Baltimore S, New York 3
Friday: New York 5, Baltimore 2
Last nhhtNew Ybrfc at Baltimore
Today: New. York- (Pettrtte 21-8) at
Baltimore (Erickson 13-12), 4.-07 prrr.

(New York leads series 2-1)

NLCS
Thursday: SL Louis 8, Atlanta 3
Last night Atiarta al SL Louis
Today: Atlanta (Neagle 16-9) at St Louis

(Andy Benes 18-10), 7:30 pm.
Tomorrow:Atlanta at SL Louis, 7:09 pm.
(Series tied 1-1)

(ArIK times EOT, Israel time 6 hours
ahead)

CARDINALS 8, BRAVES 3

ORIOLES 5, YANKEES 3

BALTIMORE
ByAnderson ct

Zeile 3b
RAlomar 2b
RPalmeino lb
BonlUari
CRipkenss
Murray ctti

Surhoff H
Hoflesc
Totals

AB
4
4

4
3
3
3
2
3
3
29

H BI

BALTIMORE
ByAnderson cf

Zeile 3b
RAkxnar 2b
RPafmeto lb
Bonilla rf

Tarasco rf

CRipken ss
Murray (fli

Suitiofl If

Devereaux If

Maltese
Totals

NEW YORK
DJeterss
Raines If

BeWU8ams d
Fteftferdh

TTMartinez 1b
Duncan 2b
OTUeUlrf
Leyrttz rf

Hayes 3b
Gifa/dic
Tbtals

Baltimore
New York

AB
4
4
4
4

4
0
5
4
4
0
3
36

AB
5
4
3

5
4
4
2
1

4
4
36

H
1

2
2
1

0
0
2
1

1

0
0
10

H
2
1

2
r

0
.i

1

0
1

2
11

BI

0
2
1
‘2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5

BI
0
0
1

1

0
0
0
0
0
D
2

002 000 210 -
200 000 100 -

E - Duncan (l). DR - Baltimore 2, New
York 1 . LOB - Baltimore 10. New York 11.
2B - RAJomar 11). Duncan (1). 3B -
Girardl (1). HR - 2eile (I). RPaimeiio (2).
SF - RAkxnar.

ST. LOUIS
Clayton ss
Lankford cf

Gant If

BJordan rf

Gaetti 3b
Mabry 1b
Pagnozzic
GaBego 2b
Stottlemyre p
Sweeney ph
Petkovsek p
DYoung ph
Honeycutt p
Eckersley p
Totals

ATLANTA
Grissom cl

Lemke 2b
CpJonea 3b
Avery p
McGriff 1b
Klesko If

Dye if

EdPerez c
Pendleton ph
JLopezc
Blauser ss
GMaddux p
McMichaelp
Poloniaph
Neagle p
Mordecai 3b
Totals

AB
4
3
5
4
5
4
4
4
2
0
0
1

0
0
36

AB
5
3
4
0
3
4
4
1

1

1

4
2
0
1

0
1

34

BI
0
1

1

1

4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
7

BI

2
0

0
0
1

0
D
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3

SL Louis
Atlanta

New York 000 100 040 - 5
Baltimore 200 000 000 - 2
E - CRipken, Zeile. DP - New York 1.

Baltimore 2. LOB - New York 5. Baltimore
1. 2B - DJeter <1). TTMartinez (1). HR -
Fielder (1). Zeile (2).

New York
Key W,1-0
Wetteland S.1

Baltimore
Mussina LO-i
Orosco
TeMathews

IP

8
1

IP
755

W
1

ER BB SO
2 1 5
0 0 1

ER BS SO
5 2 6
0 0 0
0 1 1

Baltimore
DWeils W.1-0
Mifls-

Orosco
RMyeis
Benitez S,1

New York
Cone
JNeteon L.0-1
Lloyd
Weathers

IP

BX
0
115

A
A

IP
6
115

115

15

ER BB SO
3 3 6
0 0 0
0 0 1
0 1 1ooo

102 .000 500 - a
_ 002 001 000 - 3
E-Claytofi (1) Gallego (1 ), Grissom (1 ).
pP'kras O)- DP - Atlanta 1. LOB - SL
toute 6. Attarta 7 2B - Gant (1), BJordan

• 0). HR - Gaetti (1), Grissom
ri). SB - Dayton (i), Grissom

(1). S -
Sweeney. SF - Lankford.

ER BBSO
2 5 5
3 0 1

0 0 1ooo

T- 2.-50. A - 48,635 (48.262).

MBls pitched to 1 batter in the 7th.

HBP - by DWetts (TiMartinez). WP -
Cone.
T - 4:13. A - 56.432 (57,545).

SL Louts
Stottfe. W.1-0
Petkovsek
Honeycutt
Eckersley

Atlanta
Maddux L.0-1
McMichael
Neagte
Avery

IP

6
1

X
1 15

IP

6«
X
1

1

ER BBSO
3 3 8
0 0 0.

0 0 1

0 0 1

ER BBSO
3 2 3
0 0 1

0
.

0 2
0 .1 1

T- 2:53. A - 52.067 (52.710).

Cowboys welcome return of Irvin
NEW YORK (AP) - Michael Irvin and Bam Moms are

back from NFL-iraposed suspensions. Jim Kelly, is back
from an injury-imposed absence. Dan Marino and Steve
Young, however, are still watching from the sidelines.

Irvin, suspended for five games after pleading no-contest

to drug-related criminal charges this summer, is being wel-

comed back by his Dallas Cowboys teammates, who went
2-3 with their star receiver sitting at home.
The stage indeed is set for a triumphal return as Dallas

plays host today to Arizona and the following week to

Atlanta, two teams that between them have won two of 10

games. »

But Cowboys quarterback Troy AHanan suspects that too

much might lie expected of Irvin too soon.

“I don’t think he'll have any problems, but my concern is

that he hasn’t been going against an NFL comerback,”

Aikman said. “Running routes all day against Doug Switzer

isn’t like going against an NFL corner.”

Irvin worked out with Dallas coach Barry Switzer's son

during foe NFL suspension, which cost him almost

$500,000.
Running back Emmitt Smith, however, said Irvin would

make a huge difference.

“It will help us 100 percent, even if they double-cover

him," Smith said. “Mike’s capable of the big play, even if

he’s being double-covered. We've really missed him.”
Morris, meanwhile, was released by AFC champion

Pittsburgh after his substance abuse conviction and he was
picked up by the Baltimore Ravens (2-3), the former
Cleveland Browns who travel to Indianapolis to meet the
former Baltimore Colts.

The Colts (4-1) remember Moms. The last time they saw
him, he was wearing a Steelers uniform and plowing into
the end zone for the winning touchdown with 1:34 to nlav
in the AFC title game.
Elsewhere today, it’s Chicago at New Orleans

Cincinnati at Pittsburgh, Houston pt Atlanta, Miami at
Buffalo. Minnesota at Tampa Bay. the New York Jets at
Jacksonville, St. Louis at Carolina, Washington at New
England, Detroit at Oakland and Philadelphia at the New
York Giants.

San Francisco is at Green Bay tomorrow, while Denver,
Kansas City, San Diego and Seattle have open dates.
Miami (3-2) winless in (he two games Marino missed,

travels to Buffalo (4-1). where the Bills arc 10-2, including
playoffs, against the Dolphins since Marv Levy’s first full
season as head coach in 1987.
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Ij Hap. PT takes league lead
' Bctar Jerusalem loses ground in 3-3 draw with Mac. TA

Shearer shoots Newcastle
to top of table

DEREK FATTAL and OR! LEWIS

.
. APOEL Petah Tikva ended the

round of National League
:
’«>’* spccer action in splendid isola-

. H' non at the top of the standings
yesicrday, as they registered an

• V.7-^!
impressive 2-0 away victory over
”aP°«J Haifa. They also retain

;
• the division’s only hundred-per-

cent record.
7

.

The Petah Tikvans were strong
in defense and creative in mid-
field and attack. Full credit is due
to coach Nir Levin who has
hJmed the club into a potent

"
.

*• force this season, notwithstand-
ing the departure of some of its
top players during the summer.
Betar Jerusalem which had pre-

viously led the league drew 3-3
with champions Macabbi Tel

; Aviv at Ramat Gan, in the undis-
puted centerpiece of the round.

. The Jerusalemites led twice
*

j-; before the biggest crowd of the
weekend, and on this perfor-
mance there is little doubt that

.
. :-J;

they have the potential to mount
: ‘ a strong bid for the title.

. v Itzik Zohar netted two goals for
Betar in his first encounter

'fP-\
against his former club, while
Avi Nimni struck twice for
Maccabi. An exciting contest
provided six of the 18 goals
scored over the weekend and it

was the only draw in the top
flight

Defeat for Maccabi Haifa at the

.. __ , ^ hands of Maccabi Petah Tikva
•nr pushed the Petah Tikvans up into
. fourth place while Haifa dropped

to sixth position amid increasing
“ friction between coach Giora

^
. Spiegel and the club’s fans.

• At the bottom of the table,
there was no respite for Hapoel
Beit She’an, beaten at home by
Hapoel Kfar Sava, while bottom
side Maccabi Herzliya lost again

•• - * without scoring, in a 1-0 defeat
against Bnei Yehuda.

' :

After the game Heizljya fans
' —- chanted for the dismissal of

: coach GE1 Landau.
In the Second Division Ness

* Ziona rose to the summit thanks
to a 2-0 victory over Maccabi
Kiryat Gat
A bad tempered contest

between Maccabi Jaffa and
— Hakoah Ramat Gan saw the red

card being shown to three play-
ers, and Hakoah came out 2-1

winners to hold on to second
place.

^nianr

.'v.

•»«

Mac. Tel Aviv 3
Bet. Jerusalem^

The fixture between the cham-
pions and the side most fancied

to usurp themturned out to be a

classic, full of thrills and spills

before a lively crowd of 22,000.

The contest pitched midfield

stars Avi Nimni and Itzik Zohar
against each other, and each
played a significant role in shap-

ing the scoreline and the result.

The Tel Avivians had the upper

hand in the first half with Nimni
and Nir Sivilia particularly

impressive.

Betar goalkeeper Itzik

Komfein was called into action

to deny Nimni and then Gadi
Brumer, before finally being
beaten by Sivilia in the 21st

minute.

The goal came from a well-

guided pass to Nimni from Noam
Shoham. Nimni steered himself

around Komfein before being

stopped in his tracks by two
defenders. The ball rolled on to

Sivilia who blasted into the top

of the net to put the champions
ahead.

The scores were levelled from

the penalty spot in the 32nd
minute by Betar’s Zohar, after

Alexander Obarov was adjudged

to have brought down Ronnen

Harazi as he raced through the

area.

Obarov was at fault again just

three minutes later when he was

completely fooled by a wickedly

curved low fine kick that Zohar

directed past a two-man wail

from beyond the right hand cor-

ner of the box to make it 2-1 for

the visitors.

Refusing to be outdone, Nimni

replied just before the interval
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with a fearsome volley to pm
Maccabi back on equal terms.
An injury to Harazi saw him

replaced by Eitan Mizrahi, but
the loss of their main striker did
not prevent the Jerusalemites
causing further discomfort for
Obarov. Another free kick by
Zohar who seemed happy to his
test former teammate's weak-
nesses had the big Russian
sprawling to save at the last pos-
sible moment
In the 66th minute Obarov was

less fortunate as David
Amsalem’s well-pitched cross
was met by a flying backheel into
the net from Stefan Saloi to send
Betar into the lead again.
From that point on the visitors

stifled the Tel Avivians by slow-
ing the pace.

Three substitutions by
Avraham Gram helped fire up his
men, and the final goal came
from another penalty awarded by
referee Danny Koren for hand-
ball by Ehud Kehila in the S4th
minute. Nimni rammed the ball

past Komfein to tie the match.
The Jerusalemites' annoyance

increased with the dismissal of
David Amsalem two minutes
later after exchanging heated
words with the referee.

Hap. Haifa 0
Hap. Petah Tikva 2

Petah Tikva came away from
Kiryat Eliezer with their 100 per-

cent record in tact and subse-

quently find themselves topping
the standings with the full 15
points from five matches.

Haifa failed to impress in this

match and they conceded the first

goal on the stroke of half time
when Manor Hassan flighted a
ball over Raft Cohen into the

back of the net
Petah Tikva made sure of the

result in the second half when
Motti Kakkon converted a' 51st

minute penalty when Cohen had
fouled Alon Maya.
On yesterday’s form. Petah

Tikva could establish themselves

as a force to be reckoned with
this season, while Rubie Shapiro,

will have doubts about his con-
tinued role as President of the

Haifa club.

Hap. Beersheba 2
Hap. Taiba 0

Some 5,000 turned out to see
an important win by Beersheba at

home against newcomers Hapoel
Taiba, who themselves still have
not found a way to accrue points

in an away game.
The match was played in a

friendly atmosphere, somewhat
different to the previous encoun-
ters in which Taiba was involved,

after both clubs’ players and
managements agreed to make a

special effort to keep proceed-

ings on the pitch as sporting as

possible.

Oren Sagron put Beersheba
ahead in the third minute when
he headed home a cross from die

right by Gadi Hazut and
Beersheba dominated throughout

the first half.

Taiba made an effort to be more
enterprising in the second period,

but by doing so, opened up gaps

in tbeir defense which necessitat-

ed some heroics by goalkeeper

Shlomi Dahan.
Beersheba made certain of

keeping the points at home when
Sagron repeated his early goal in

the dying moments, as he again

beaded home four minutes from
time.

Ironi Rishon 0
Hap. Id Aviv 2

The visitors made the best if

the circumstances as they came
home from Rishon with an
important win and kept their high

position in the standings. Rishon .

failed to make any significant

headway in the match and did not

have a shot on goal. Alon Hazan
put Hapoel ahead just before the

break by hitting a penalty in the

41st minute and Sagiv Eliahu

made ir 2-0 soon after the restart

with a goal in the 52nd minute.

Mac. PT 1

Mac. Haifa 0
Petah Tikva made the most of

theirhome advantage' and Haifa's
lack of form in an important win
which justifies their dark-horse
Status.

Haifa failed to impress, while
Petah Tikva put on a gritty per-
formance which was underlined
by Raz Rabinowitz's heroic
effort as he played for most of
the match with a broken arm,
sustained in the early stages of
the match.
The only goal came in the 36th

minute from the feet qf former
Haifa super-sub Ofer Shitrit, who
broke free in the area to slot

home past Bonnie Ginsburg.

Hap. Beit She’an 0
Hap. Kfar Sava 1

Beit She'an's plight looks
worse than ever at the moment, a

situation which reflects the

depressed mood in the Jordan
Valley town after the announce-
ment of the closure of the Kuan
factory there last week.
Beit She’an failed to utilize

their home advantage and had no
luck at all against one of the sides

which they are bound to be fight-

ing in the relegation battle later

in the season.

On the other hand, it was an
important win for Kfar Sava in a
match where taking all the points

was the most important thing,

even if the other side was the

more dominant during the entire

90 minutes.

Josef Chaby, Kfar Sava’s
Hungarian midfielder got the all-

important strike against the run

of play 30th minute as his header
found the back of the net after

traveling across the face of the

goal.

Mac. Herzliya 0
Bnei Yehuda 1

Herzliya continue to prop up
the table, and they will need to

do something drastic soon if the

trend of no goals scored in 450
minutes of play is to be reversed.

It appears as if not even the

most inviting of opportunities is

good enough for Herzliya: Oleg
Neduda failed to convert a ] 7th
minute penalty as Liran Strauber
saved bis shot.

The spot kick was awarded
after Strauber himself fouled
Yaniv Cohen in the area.

Bnei Yehuda seized the oppor-
tunity and scored the winner in

the 59th minute when Motti
Sasson struck a cracking shot
from 17 meters into the back of

the net after the ball was deflect-

ed into his path off a defender.

Hap. Jerusalem 2
Zafririm Holon 1

Jerusalem amassed another
crucial win against weak opposi-
tion in the onlygame played on
Friday.

Motti Menahem put Jerusalem
ahead in the tenth minute after

Holon failed to clear a comer
properly. But Jerusalem’s lead

was canceled out two minutes

later by Holon ’s Ronnen
Feigenabum.
The match never reached a

high standard, although the home
crowd of 1,500 watched as both

sides had several opportunities to.

add to the scoreline.

Jerusalem finally managed to

convert a chance in the 70th

minute when veteran forward
Yair Assayag struck the winning
goal and gave Jerusalem three

crucial points which they will

surely need as ammunition in

their battle to avoid relegation.

NATIONAL LEAGUE

LONDON (Reuter) - Alan
Shearer, England savior last

Wednesday, became Newcastle
hero yesterday by firing his home
town club to the top of the Premier

League.
.

Shearer, the world’s most
expensive soccer player, scored a

76th minute winner as Newcastle
won 1-0 at Derby to go one point

clear of Arsenal.

The goal completed an outstand-

ing four days for England captain

Shearer, who led by example on
Wednesday when he scored both

goals as his team came from
behind to beat Poland 2-1 in their

World Cup qualifier at Wembley.
Shearer, signed by Newcastle

from Blackburn for a world record
£1 5 million just before the start of
the season, struck his decisive

goal at Derby in characteristically

predatory style.

Newcastle defender John
Beresford played in a free kick

from the left which went all the

way. through, with Derby debutant
center-back Paul McGrath, per-

haps anticipating a touch, allow-

ing Shearer to drift off him.
It was all the room Shearer

needed to smash a right-footed

shot into the bottom comer of the

net for Newcastle's sixth consecu-
tive league victory.

Shearer's manager Kevin
Keegan said: “Alan had what
would have only been a half

chance for other people. It was
just a tremendous finish and
showed just what he is all abouL"
While Newcastle was going top,

its Colombian forward Faustinb

AspriUa was making a delayed
return to the club from interna-

tional duty.

The South American flew back
from Bogota via Paris, with
Keegan hinting he had accepted

the player's explanation that he
had simply missed the planned
flight bade that would have made
him available for the Derby game.
“I’m not exactly sure what hap-

w
1 Hapoel Petah TBtva

2 Betar Jerusalem

3 Maccabi TeiAviv

4 Hapoel Beersheba

5 Maccabi Petah TScva

6 Maccabi Haifa

7 Hapoel Tel Aviv

8 Hapoel KfarSava

9 Hapoel Jerusalem

10 Bnei Yehuda

11 Hapoel Taiba

12 Zafririm Holon

13 Hapoel Haifa

14 Ironi Rishon Lezkm

15 Hapoel Beit She'an

16 Maccabi Herafiya

Gf Ga Dff. Pts

pened but I’m sure he'll tell us,”

said Keegan.
11
He’s got his visa for

Hungary now so he’ll be going

12 3 9 15 with us (for the UEFA Cup at

13 5 B 13
Ferencvaros on Tuesday)”,

frenchman Arsene Wenger was
10 e 2 10 given the perfect welcome as

3 9

1 9

2 8

-1 7

-3 7

-3 6

11 -3 4

12 -5 4

-5 1

Arsenal manager when his new
ream beat straggling Blackburn 2-

0 away to move into second place.

Wenger, watching his first game
in charge of the London club fol-

lowing the dismissal of manager
Bruce Rioch, saw Ian Wright
score in the third and 51st min-
utes. r ”
Arsenal is level on 20 points,

and goal difference, with

Liverpool but takes second place

by virtue of having scored one
more goal.

Overnight leader Liverpool,
despite outplaying Manchester
United for most of the morning
televised match at Old Trafford,

was beaten 1-0 and slipped to

third.

England’s new midfielder David
Beckham scored the first-half win-
ner for the defending champions.
Wimbledon, shrugging off a

wretched start to the season in

which it lost its first three league
matches, stayed fifth with a .4-2

home defeat of Sheffield
Wednesday.
Die team was indebted to Neil

Sullivan as it chalked up its sixth

consecutive top-flight win. a club
record. The goalkeeper pulled off

a fine save from David Hirst's

82nd-minute penalty to prevent
Wednesday leveling at 3-3.

Chelsea's Italian imports
Gianluca ViaJIi and Roberto Di
Matteo put its adopted club back
on the winning trail after three
matches without success.

PREMIER LEAGUE: Blackburn 0,

Arsenal 2; Derby 0, Newcastle 1;
Everten 2, . West Ham 1; Leeds 2,

Nottingham Forest 0; Leicester 1,

Chelsea 3; Manchester United 1,

Liverpool 0; Tottenham L, Aston Villa

0; Wimbledon A Sheffield Wednesday
2.

FIRST DIVISION: Barnsley 0,

Crystal Palace 0; Birmingham 3,

Bradford 0; Bolton 3, Oldham 1;
Portsmouth 2, Charlton 0; Queens
Phrfc Rangers 2, Manchester City 2;

Reading 1, Grimsby 1; Sheffield
United 0, TYanmere 0; Swindon I,

Oxford United 0; West Brom 1,
Huddersfield 1.

SECOND DIVISION: Blackpool 2.

Gillingham 0; Bournemouth 2,

Wycombe 1; Crewe 2, Brentford 0;
Millwall 2, Chesterfield I; Notts
County 1, Bristol Rovers 1;
Peterborough I, Bury 2; Rotherham 1.

Burnley 0; Shrewsbury 0, Luton 3;

Stockport 1, Preston 0; Walsall 0,

Plymouth 1; Watford I, Wrexham 1.

THIRD DIVISION: Brighton 1,

Cambridge United 2; Cardiff 1,

Barnet Colchester 3, Wigan fi Exeter

0, Northampton 1; Fulham 3,

Doncaster 1; Hartlepool 1, Darlington

2; Leyton Orient 1, Hull 1; Mansfield

0, Swansea 0; Rochdale 2, Carlisle 2;

Scarborough 0, Chester 0; Scunthorpe
2, Lincoln 0; Torquay 2, Hereford ].

SCOTTISH PREMIER: Aberdeen
3, Dunfermline 0; Celtic 1, Motherwell

0; Dundee United 0, Kilmarnock 0;

Hibernian 2, Rangers 1; Raith 1,

Hearts L

PflEMER LEAGUE

Newcastle

Arsenal
Livwpooi

Man. United

Wimbledon

Chelsea
Shell. WM.
Aston V3a
Everton
Mddeshro.
Tottenham

GP W
9 7

Derby

Sunderland
West Han
Nott. Forest

Southanpton
Coventry

Blackburn

8 1

8 I

9 0

OF
15
IB
18
10

16
14

11

11

ID
14

7
7
a

B
6
8
9

ID
3

5

GA PIS
ID 21

8 20
7 20
6 19

9 18
11 18
15 13

10 12
11 12

13 11

8 11

12 11

11 10

13 10

8 *
14 8
16 7

12 5
13 5
13 3

tXVBfON ONE
GP W D L GF GA Pts

Bolton 11 6 2 1 27 14 26
Norwich 11 7 3 1 17 7 24
Barnsley 10 6 2 2 17 10 20
Tranmere 12 5 4 3 16 13 19
Crystal PiL 11 4 6 1 23 10 18

Huddersfield 10 5 2 3 17 12 17

Wbbertiafflp. 11 5 2 4 15 12 17

Stoke 9 4 3 2 14 15 15
Ipswich

Shell. United

11

9

3

4

5
2

3

3

17

16
16 14

12 14

Wes Brom 10 3 5 2 14 13 14

OPR 12 3 5 A 14 16 14

Oxford IM 11 4 2 5 13 9 14
Portsmouth 12 4 2 6 13 17 14

Swindon It 4 2 5 12 13 14

Man. City 10 4 1 5 11 13 13
Grimsby

Birmingham
12

9
3

3
3
3

6
3

15

11

24 12

10 12

Port Vde 11 2 6 3 9 f3 12

Raxing 11 3 2 6 12 22 11

Bradford 12 3 2 7 9 19 fl

Southend 11 2 4 5 11 22 10
Chariton 9 3 1 5 7 10 10
OWtem 12 1

3‘ 8 12 20 8

DIVISION TWO
GP W D L GF GAPts

Brentford 12 8 3 1 25 14 27
Bury 12 7 3 2 17 10 24

Watford 12 7 2 3 13 10 23
Crewe 12 7 1 4 18 13 22
MflfwaB 12 6 3 3 22 16 21

Wrexham 11 5 5 1 15 11 20
Chesterfield 12 6 2 4 ID 10 25
Luton 11 8 1 4 14 13 19
Bristol Rovers; 12 5 4 3 13 10 19

Bristol City 12 5 2 5 22 18 17

Stockport 12 5 2 5 15 17 17

Burnley 12 5 1 6 17 16 16

Plymouth

SnrawBbuy
12

12

4
4

4

4

4
4

15

12

17 16
15 16

Peterborough 12. 3 6 3 23 22 15

Blackpool 12 4 3 5 11 12 15

GBngham 12 4 2 6 12 15 14
‘

Bournemouth 12 4 1 7 11 14 13

Notts County 12 3 4 5 10 11 13

Waksal 12 3 2 7 12 IB 11

York 12 2 4 6 15 20 10
Wycombe 12 2 4 6 14 19 10

Preston 12 3 1 8 11 16 10
Rotherham 12 2 2 8 13 23 8

DIVISION THREE
GP W D L GF GA Pts

Fulham 12 9 0 3 19 10 27
Camb.lM 12 8 2 2 20 13 26
Carfcde 12 7 4 1 18 8 25
Wigan 12 7 2 3 20 14 23
Torquay 12 5 4 3 15 11 19
Hul 12 4 7 1 10 8 19 •

Scarborough 12 4 6 2 IB 14 18

Chester

Barnet

Scunthorpe

12 4

11 18

9 17

13 15 16

10 8 16

SCOTTISH PREMIER
GP W
6 7

6
4

4
3

2

Duitenuflne 8 2
Dundee Uid 8 1

KJmamock 8 1

Raith 8 1

Aberdeen

Hbeman
Hearts

Mothawel

L GFGA Pts

1 18 5 21

t 22 8 19

2 18 8 14

8 11 13

10 14 11

9 7 10

11 18 9

5 9 5
8 17 5
7 19 4

Darfnglon 12 4 3 5 18 19 15

LJncoki 12 4 2 6 14 17 14

Hartlepool 12 4 2 6 13 14 14
Cafdrfl 10 4 2 4 9 lf-14
Northampton 12 3 4 •5 15 13 13

Colchester. 12 2 7 3 .13 16 TJ.

Mansfield 12 2 7 3 9 12 13

Doncaster 12 3 3 6 13 17 12

Swansea 12 3 3 6 12 17 12

Hereford 12 3 2 7 12 IS 11

Exeter 12 3 2 7 ID 18 11

Rochdale 11 2 5 4 9 13 11

Brighton 12 2 2 8 11 23 8

India’s Kumble spins towards Test victory

Hapoel Jerusalem —
Motti Menahem, 10
Yair Assayag, 70
Iron! Rishon Lezlon _

Hapoel Belt She'an -

Maccabi Petah Tikva
Ofer Shitrit, 38
Hapoel Haifa

.(1) 2 Zafririm Holon
Ronnen Feigenbaum, 12

.(0)0

.(OO

.(1) 1

.(0)0

Hapoel Tel Aviv—

-

Akin Hazan, 41 (pen.)
Sagiv Eliahu, 52
Hapoel Kfar Sava —
Josef Chaby, 30
Maccabi Haifa

.(1)1

.0)2

0)1

(0)0

Hapoel Beersheba
Oren Sagron. 3. 84
Maccabi Herzliya -

Hapoel Petah Tikva —
Manor Hassan. 45
Motti Kakkon, 51 (pen.)

0)2

.(1)2 Hapoel Tatba IP)0

Maccabi Tel Aviv —
Nir Sivilia, 21

Avi Nimni, 44. 84 (pen.)

.(0)0

(2)3

Bnei Yehuda —
Motti Sasson, 59
Betar Jerusalem —
Itzik Zohar, 32 (pen.), 35

Stefan Saloi, 66

m 1

(2)3

Maccabi Acre
Maccabi Netanya «
Maccabi Kafr Kana
Maccabi Jaffa

SECOND DIVISION
Hapoel Kiryat Shmona

Hapoel Ashdod
Hapoel Ramat Gan
Ness Ziona —.

Maccabi Yaivna

Hapoel Ashkelon
Hapoel Bat Yam —
Hakoah Ramat Gan
Ironi Ashdod —,

—

Betar Tel Aviv
Maccabi Kiryat Gat
Hapoel Hadera

This week's winning Sportoto line:—

This week's Winning Toto Plus line:.

Winning Tototako numbers: ...

1A2.1A1^XX,1,1AX,1,1.
. XA2.1A1^WC,1^C,1A1.

8, 9, 13, 18, 20, 24, 29.

CLASSIFIEDS
DWELLINGS

General

WHERE TO STAY

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD. , Short and

tong term rentals. Bed aito breakfed,

P.O, Box 4233. Jerusalem 91044. Tel.

02-

5811745. Fax: 02-561-8541-

DWELLINGS

GERMAN COLONY, 2, quiet, central. 20
sq.m. basement, garden, underground
parking- Immediate. 'ISRABUILD* Tel

02-5668571

GERMAN COLONY, 3, quiet, central,

new building, parking, balconies. Imme-

diate. ISRABUILD. Tel 02-566-6571.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5, 11th floor, view of Knesset, stor-

-
g, S495,000. ISRABUILD, Tel

Jerusalem

HOLIDAY RENTALS

FOB TOURISTS, PLEASANT
in Tel Aviv or Jerusatem. for

8915.

GREAT OPPORTUNITY, WOLF-
SON, 5. 11th .floor, view of Vessel stoi^

ageyraritino, $495,000. ISRABUILD, TeL

WHERE TO STAY
~

THE JERUSALEM INN at the City Cen-
ter - Double or targe family rooms, wtv.

bathroom, T.V/Tel. quality lurrrished. Tet

09-359-757, Fax 02-251-297.

DWELLINGS
Tel Aviv

8915,

RENTALS

SAVION, LARGE VILLA, very luxurious g.

+ pool, suitable for tfRjomaL

to DE BUTON REALTORS. TeL 03-

5343356.

RAMAT AVW G1MMEL, 4 elegant quiet

air conditioned, underground parking.

SI300. YAEL REALTOR (MALDAnJ. TeL
03-642-6253.

WANTED
CENTRAL, 3, MCE, quiet street, recent

building, reasonable price. Tel. 03-
5215555, apt 608.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

HOUSEHOLD HELP

SEEKING CARE GIVER FOR elderly

woman physically healthy with Alz-

heimera. Endish/Gemian.speaklng. Not

five-in. TeL 02-641-6468 i

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

household help

FORGET THE REST!! Wears the bestjl

The biggest and oldest agency In Israel-

NEW DELHI (Reuter) - Leg-spin-

ner Anil Kumble snapped up three

wickets to thrust India towards vic-

tory in the one-off Test against

Australia yesterday.

Kumble removed Mark Waugh,
Michapl Bevan and Ian Healy as

Australia, 179 behind on first

innings, slumped to 168 for six at

the close on the third day.

The wrist-spinner, who captured

four for 63 in the first innings on a
pitch that turned from the opening

day, took his second innings wick-

ets at a cost of 42 runs in 23 overs.

Only Steve Waugh, unbeaten cm •

32, remains ofAustralia’s specialist

batsmen.

India earlier extended its

overnight 3 19 for six to 361 all out,

with wicketkeeper and opener
Nayan Moagia finishing on 152,

the highest score in any Test

between India and Australia atNew
Delhi.

Mongiawas eighth out after beat-

ing former Australian captain Ian

Chappell ’s record for New Delhi of

138 in the 1969 series.

Chappell was watching from the

television commentary box as bis

score was passed .by Mongia, who
was bowled through the gate by
Paul Reifiel after facing 365 balls

during his 497-minute innings
which contained 18 fours and one
six.

IMMEDIATE JOBS AVAILABLE,
friendliest families, best conditions, the

’ with a heart for the Au Pairs. Gall

TeL D34659937.

WARM FAMILY SEEKS South African

au - pair. UveJn, central Tel Aviv, $750 +
200 NIS. Immediate bonus. TeL 03-
6201195. 052-452002.

HIGH SALARY. GOOD candHfons for

su-pa!r, nice, responsible, permanent
vronc. Tel.

SITUATIONS WANTED

Reifiel claimed three for 35 and
was the most successful Australian

bowler
The louring side suffered an

immediate setback in its second
innings when Michael Slater was
dismissed for naught by debutant

medium-pacer David Johnson.

When Ricky Pooling was bowled
by an in-cutter from Venkatesh
Prasad for 13, Australia was 25 for

two.

Captain Mark Taylor, batting

with confidence, and Mark Waugh
repaired the damage to add 47 runs

for the third wicket before Waugh
was adjudged caught behind off

Kumble as he shaped for a square

CUL
Waugh, who was unhappy at the

verdict of English umpire Peter

Willey, made 23 in 80 minutes.

Six runs later Taylor also per-

ished, pushing forward against off-

spinner Aashish Kapoor and pop-

ping up a simple bat-pad catch to

VDcram Rathore at forward short-

leg: 78 for fouL

. Steve Waugh and Michael Bevan
that produced the highest stand of
the innings, 67 for the fifth wickeL
Bevan made 33 in 93 minutes,

including five fours, before he
failed to get on top of a vicious

delivery from Kumble which went
off his glove and thigh pad to

Mohammad Azbaruddin at first

slip.

HeaJy hit three boundaries for his

12 runs before being beaten by a
slower Kumble delivery and was
-neatly stumped by Mongia.

Australia 182
(M.Sfater 44, M.Ta/tor 27. M.Bevan 20.

M.Waugh 26, A.Kumbte 4-63, A.Kapoor 2-

30. SJosh! 2-36).

India
V.Rathbre c Porting b Reffiel .5

N.Mongta b ReHfel 152
S.GanguJy c WLWaugh b Hogg . . .66
S-Tenoukar c M.Waugh b wlntyre .10
MAzharuddin b McGrath 17
R.Dravid c Healy b S.Waugh 40
SJoshi c Porting b McIntyre J23
A.Kapoorc Porting bM.Waugh ..22
AJCumble Ibw b Relftel 2
DJohnson not out
V.Prasad b McIntyre 3
Extras (b-10 to-1 nb-10) J21

Total fofl out) .361
Fan oTwictets: 1-13 2-144 3-169 4-198

5-

260 6-303 7-341 8-353 9-354
Bowling: McGrath 29-10-56-1 (8nb).

Reifiel 17-7-35-3, S.W&ugh 13-5-25-1
(Inb), McIntyre 37.4-7-103-3, Hogg 17-3-

69-1 (Inb). M.Wteugh 190-62-1.

Australia second innings
M.Taytor c Rsfoore b Kapoor 37
M .Slater c Azbaruddin b Johnson . . .0
R. Porting b Prasad 13
M.Waugh c Mongia b Kumbte ...23
S.Waugn not out 32.
M.Bevan c Azhaxuddfn b Kumble . .33
U-fealy st Mongia b Kumble 12
BJHogg not out 3
Extras (b-5 B>-5 nb-4 w-1) 15
Total (for six wickets) 168
Fall of wickets: 1-4 2-25 3-72 4-78 5-145

6-

159
Bowling (to date): Prasad 10-5-15-1.

Johnson 12-2-40-1 (1w), Kumble 23-542-
3 (3nb), Joshi 13-5-32-0. Kapoor 14-3-29-

1 (Inb).

Jerusalem

• TEACHERS
EXPERIENCED VIOLIN TEACHER
offers lessons in English, will traveL TeL
02-6510289 (eves.). • -

VEHICLES
General

Bevington signs l/iiitti Chisox
i Texxy Bevington is coming bask, although he wasn’t the first

r<&^rftheQiicagqWluteSox. /
I'Lfess.iiiflii twd wedfcs'afterthe team' aggressively pursued Jim ;

'
•

Leyland, Bevingtoa signed & two-year contract yesterday to return

- -“They had the opportunity to try and get who a
is tibe best manager in basebalL” Bevington said-

‘

l and get who a lot of teams fed
'

“That does not-

•

reaQy reflect-ou-me: 1 was never upset. 1 was always aware of
what was,happening. The organization keptme abreast ofwhat -

.was going on." . . # AP

.

Bussell sticks with Dodgers
Bill Russell, who succeeded Trim Lasosda as the Los Angelas
Dodgers manager at midseason, will hold, the job for at least two
more years. '

• .

• RnsseU. who played for the Dodgers from 1970-86 andwas their

.starting shortstop for most of thai time, becomes only the third :

managerof theteamin43 years. • ‘ AP

RENTALS

hone Au Pair

1190423.

RENT A CAR: From U.S. $699 per
Insurance + 3000 km.month inel_

Also ask for

Tel. 03-6888888-

. 3000
abort form rates.

SCOREBOARD
NHL- Friday’s results: Ottawa 3. Pittsburgh 2,' Washington 6, Tampa Bay 2i

Calgary 2, Detroit 1; Colorado 2, Chicago 0; SL Louis 3, Edmonton 1.

TiRSday's results: Dallas 2, N.Y- Rangers 1; Philadelphia 5, Los-Angeles 4
(OT); Anaheim 6, Colorado 6; Phoenix 4, San Jose L
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Foreign financial data courtesy of

CommStock Trading Ltd.

Futures. Options,

Stocks, Bonds
Kim and Mutual Funds

34 Ben Yehuda St..

Jerusalem,

Tel. 02-244963, 03-5758826
Fax. 02-244876

US commodities
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BUSINESS & FINANCE

Dow uj) on stable

inflation data

European bourses

up on US data
S3 ; i

NEW YORK (AP) — Stocks
rose Friday as the latest economic
data indicated a continuing com-
bination of growth with stable in-

flation, sending interest rates
lower in the bond market.

The Dow Jones industrial aver-

age rose 47.71 points and dosed
at 5,96938, polling back within

31 points of 6,000. The Dow
made its first ever moves above
6,000 on Monday and. Tuesday,
but quickly backed away.

Broader measures were higher

too, recapturing ground lost in

several days of profit-taking.

Bellwether technology shares

were among the session's biggest

gainers, led by Intel, which
jumped after Morgan Stanley up-

graded its opinion on the chip-

maker’s stock.

The advance in computer-re-
lated shares helped lift the Nas-

daq market back toward record

levels. On Monday, the Nasdaq
composite index closed at a re-

cord high for the first time in four

months, having lagged the broad

market's rebound from July's

sclloff.

Bonds rallied after the govern-

ment reported that inflation at

the wholesale level rose just 03
percent in September while retail

sales turned in a better-than-ex-

pected performance.

As bond prices rose Friday, the

yield on the 30-year Treasury

bond— a key determinant of cor-

porate and consumer borrowing

costs — fell to 6&4% from late

Thursday’s 638%.
Advancing issues outnum-

bered declines by nearly a 7-to-4

margin on the New York Stock

Exchange, with 1,480 up, 856
down and 8% unchanged.

NYSE volume totaled 395.92
million shares as of 4 pjn., vs.

394.95m. in the previous session.

The Standard and Poor’s 500-

stock index rose 6.05 to 700.66,

and the NYSE’s composite index

rose 234 to 372.89.

The Nasdaq composite index

rose 1130 to 1.248.17, and the

American Stock Exchange’s mar-

ket value index rose 0.42 to

580.41.

WORLD MARKET ROUNDUP

LONDON (Reuter) - European

bourses ended the week in buoy-

ant mood on Friday, rising on

figures showing restrained infla-

tion in the US.
London, Frankfurt, and Parts

drew strength from the US Labor

department data saying moderate

increases in food and energy

prices helped to subdue the over-

all rate of wholesale inflation.

London, Europe’s biggest

bourse, closed up nearly one per-

cent on the the strength of the US
data which traders said confirmed

a benign US inflation scenario

with the prospects of subdued in-

terest rates.

“When the data came out.. it

was sell, sell, sell. Then as people

worked out the figures were basi-

cally in line, it was buy,. buy, buy.
We were pulled up by futures," a

dealer said.

Frankfurt and Paris also

showed gains after most Europe-

an bourses registered losses on

Thursday.

The poor performance fol-

lowed a record-breaking pace by

European bourses earlier this

week which largely mirrored the

bull market on Wall Street, driv-

en by rapid growth and low
inflation.

European investors took their

direction from Friday’s US data

because the state of the Ameri-

can economy largely sets the pace

for global markets and any down-

turn there would quickly be fell

on this side of the Atlantic.

Dollar lower vs. pound

The FTSE 100 share index,

which edged up slightly in ner-

vous trading earlier, ended up
33.4 at 4028.1 points after the US
figures drove the Wall Street up

0.5%.

In Frankfurt, floor trading end-

ed jn modest gains before the

American inflation figures were

issued, but transaction on the

computerized IBIS DAX index

ended up 034% after their re-

lease. In Paris, French shares reg-

istered a healthy 03% gain on

the day after on the US figures.

But turnover was slow as many

traders had remained on the side-

lines awaiting the data.

CURRENCY REPORT

NEW YORK (AP) — The pound

hit an 11-monlh high against the

dollar Friday and rallied versus

other currencies on optimism of

higher British interest rates and

new hope that the Conservative

government might win the 1997

election.

The dollar finished mostly
higher against other currencies,

the indirect result of the pound’s

strength and remarks from senior
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Japanese officials who indicated

interest rales in Japan will remain

low, which depressed the yen.

Tlie main theme in currency

dealings was the appetite for the

pound, which- came a day after

the British government reported

higher-than-expected inflation

data for September, suggesting

the Bank of England will raise

rates soon. Higher rates make a

currency more attractive.

The prospect of higher rates in

Britain, combined with steady or

falling rates in Europe and Japan

and the uncertain prospect for

raies in the United States, com-,

bined to create a big demand for

the pound.

In late New York trading the

pound rose to $13750, up from
$13665 Thursday and the highest

level against the dollar since early

November 1995. The pound aim
hit highs for the- year against the

mark.

The- dollar?rose to 11 L6© yen
from 111.15 yen. The dollar end-
ed lower against the mark, at

13307 marks from 13382.

Putah (foreign currency deposit rates) (11.9.96)
*

Currency (deposit for.) 3 MONTHS 6 MONTHS 12 MONTHS
US. dol* 0250000) 4.750 5.000 5-375
Pound sfcriiB ffnOO.ODOJ 3.875 4.000 4^50
German mailt (DM 200,000) 1.625 1.625 2.125
Swiss tanc (SF 200 ,

000) 0.625 0.750 1.000
Yen (lOmWonywi) — — —

(Re*—vwy Wgher or towerthan Indicated ecoordhig to deport)

Shokef Foreign Exchange Rates* (1 1.1096)

CHECKS AND
TRANSFERS BANKNOTES Rep.

Currency bi

U.S. dotter

German mart
Anjnd staring
Flench franc
Japan— yen (100)
Dutch Serin
Svrtn franc
Swedish krona
Norwegian krona
Danish krone
Ffrmtah marie

Canadian dder -

AusfrBSandcflar

S. African rand
Belgian francflO)

Jordanian dtar
Egyptian pound

bjaftpunt

Spanish peseta (100)

Buy SM Buy StU n ,is aii

3.5275 3J844 ,

—

— 3J638
3.1596 3^105 3.10 3-26 21910
2.0647 20981 202 213 20861
4J778? 5.0585 4.89 5.13 5XE226
0.6102 . 0.6201 059 0.63 0.6189
2.8336 28794 278 292 28859
1.8413 1:8710 1.80 1.90 . 13602
25212 25619 247 260 2546S
0.4792 0.4870 0.47 0.50 0.4841

0.4869 0L49S8 0.47 0.51 0.4907
0.5386 0.5475 n no 056 03438
0.6912 0.7024 0.67 0.72 0.6979
2^367 23744 229 241 23599
2.4993 25397 245 258 25230
0.6947 0.7060 0.63 0.71 0.7017

1.0020 1.0182 0^8 1.04 1.0124
29356 29830 288 3.03 29652
20765 21100 204 214 20980
4.3900 4.6900 . <39 4.69 4.5312
0JX»O 0.9800 030 098 13052
35562 40201 *— • • — 33956
5.0878 5.1699 5.00 &2S 5.1319

24541 ' 24937 ' 241 ~ 263 1 24794

*mese rata* v«y according to hank. “Bank of ieraeL

SOURCE: BANKLEUM
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CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Order unit to cut military
supplies (9)

9 A bit of a speechifier,
censorious and ruthless (6)

10 Allowing real distress (9) .

11 Suites constructed of
paper! (6)

12 Despondent newspaper-
men going into action (9)

13 Speculate about the judge
being destitute (6)

17 Returned material put by
(3)

19 “Cheer?” most of the
players scoffed (7)

20 Knock the lot down (7)

21 Magistrates must make
some effort (31

23 He’s well able to carry his

drink! (6)

27 Foreigners in- need of
street-guides (9) ,

28 Argue about a boy’s
appearance (6)

29 Irish fruitarians? (9)

SO New gadget that’s to be
given a name (6)

31 Lovely flowers—the
raisers sold heaps (91

DOWN
2 Pole accepting- employe

3 Advise on trendy fashion

(6 )
•

4 A bad-tempered over (6)

5 Grant some eccentric once
declined (71

ft AnnHratinn for a marfi

7 Royalty seen in a club’s

restaurant (9)

8 Tom about cribbed article,

showing contrition (9)

14 Critical peers got agitated
in time (9)

15 Give a new set back—

a

variety ofitems (9)

16 Possibly letMO care for the
laggard (9)

17 After exercising a casual
shirt is favoured (3)

18 Skate when it's light (3)

22 Checks starred accom-
modation (7)

24 Got feeling about a large

joint (6)

25 Old Mkkwithoot a note got
on (6)

26 The writer's otherwise
sound (6)

SOLUTIONS

a a a s Qasasaana
0 0 a s OHsanns
sanas s n aana saaciaaBaB
Qsaaaasa s san m sansQo

asa nan n
ejqeibi] h a
a n EBaBnaaa

BQ3BE3nEI] QOS
B 3 -a 03330

asaoQoa anas.
q 3 BQaaasaa

sasazQ 3 a 0 a

Qofcfc Solution

ACROSS: 1 S*m, a Tanglier, 9
Organ, 10 Manr eat,

1

XI Tea, IS
.

Education, 14 Finite, IS Serene, 18
Aspersion. 20 Sad, £2 Foppish. 23
Appal. 23 Lm-gmu. 28 Stay.

DOWN: 1 Ebony, 2 8**, 4 Armour, 5

Gunwale, s Itrhiiw— . 7 Retinue, 8
Once, 12 Sandpiper, 14 Fearful, IS
Termite, 17 Riche*. 19 Near, 21

Delay, 24 Pet.

QUICK CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Ingested (5)

4 Art form (7)

8Thrown out(7)
9Play(5)
10 Thadier (51

IX Magnanimous (71

13 Yemeni port (4)

15 Oppugn (6)

17 More expensive (6)

20 Bird’s home (41

22 Maize dish (7)

24 Rowing new (51

26 Expunge (5)

27 Monk's hairstyle

(71

28 English poet (7)

29 Minimum (5)

DOWN
1 Builder (7)

2 Twitter (5)

3 Inborn (7)

4 Pamper (6)

5 Loaded (5)

6Non-professional
(7)

7 Precise (5)

12 Tennmates (41

14 Push in (4)

16 Hamlet (71

18 Timeless (7)

19 Fallback (7)

21 Spring festival (6)

22 Newspapers (5)

23 Requires (5)

25 Dutch cheese (5)

CLASSICAL
MUSIC -i-

Michael
Ajzenstadt ^ 1

THE Haifa Symphony
Orchestra opens its sea-
son under the baton of
music director Stanley
Sperber performing -
for the first time in the
orchestra's history -
Mahler’s First
Symphony. Also on the
program is Oded
Zehavi's song cycle
Longing with Mira
Zakai as soloist.
Tonight. tomorrow,
Wednesday and
Thursday at the Haifa

Gary Bertini leads the Animation, computer imagery and live action come together in
Israel Philharmonic J®®68 the Giant Peach.’
Orchestra tonight (8:30)

Auditorium in Tel Aviv in the final piece of fruit, accompanied by a group of over-
tag of the competition for original symphonic grown garden bugs - but the careful attention that
woncs. worn the 16 anonymous works submitted director Henry SeUck, conceptual designer Lane
to tbe competition the three which have reached Smith and a talented team of animators have paid

sjage will be played live after which the to maintaining the book’s textures. By using both
jury will decide who the winner is. The public is live-action sequences and the method of stop-
invited. Admission free. action animation they first adopted for a full-

SEMINAR the filmmakers are able to create a richly tactile

Helen Kaye. And far from being a soulless bit of technical wiz-
ardry. James is a wonderfully balanced work, one
that uses mechanical sophistication to articulate

complex feelings, and not just because it can. With
the voices of Susan Sarandon, Richard Dreyfuss,
Simon Callow, David Thewlis and others.

(English dialogue. Hebrew subtitles. General
audiences: parental guidance recommended for

very young children.)

TEL Aviv University's Moshe Dayan Center is

presenting a seminar of eight English-language
lectures and panels called Israel in the Middle
East, with experts in the chair such as Prof. Asher
Susser, Ambassador Uri Lubrani and Dr. EKe
Rekhess covering subjects such as Iran, Iraq and
die Gulf, Israeli Arabs, and the Syrian-Lebanese
axis. The seminar starts November 7 and costs
NIS 520. Hours are 6:30-8 pjn. weekly. Info: 03-

TELEVISION

|

6409646.
Helen Kaye

FILM

Adina Hoffman first episode of Mr. Manx, a five-pan series based

JAMES AND THE GIANT PEACH -
At once dynamic and delicate, the first-ever movie
version of Roald Dahl’s 1961 children’s book tri-

umphs where other recent Walt Disney animations
have merely sufficed. What makes the film so
deeply satisfying isn’t just the faithful transfer to
the screen of Dahl’s story - about a lonely boy
who sets off on an adventure inside an enormous

on A3. Yehoshua s best-seller of the same name
which tells the story of a Sephardi Jewish family

from the point of view of five people who met
them at different rimes over ISO years from 1848
to 1982. The narrators, each of whom speaks his

own language, include the patriarch Abraham
Mani (Yehoram Gaon - Ladino), the British Army
Advocate General (Max Digby - English) and
Hagar, a student (Yarden Bar-Kochva - Hebrew).
Tonight at 8:45.

WHAT’S ON

TELEVISION

CHANNEL 1

6:31 News in Arabic 6:45 Exercise
Hour 7:00 Good Morning Israel

EDUCATIONAL TV

8:00 Man and his World 8:30 Family
Relations 9:00 Geography 9:20 Nature
9:30 English 9:45 Programs for young
children 10:10 The Toddler Said No
10:15 Stories from Life 10:35 It's Not
Me 10:45 Looking at Anthmetic 11:10
English - Calling AH Stations 11:35
Seven in Heaven 12:00 Mathematics
12:15 Mathematics in Daily Life 12:30
Social Studies 13:00 The Onetfin Line
14:00 Surprise Train 14:25 Krtly Cat
and Tommy 14:45 Gaya, Gal and GUi
15:00 Pretty Butterfly

CHANNEL 1

15:30 Zap to i 15:32 video Force
15:50 The Adventures of Dodo 16:00 A
Decade of Hoppa Hey 16:30 The
Genie from Down Under 16:50 The
Adventures of Dodo 16:59 A New
Evening 17:34 Liberty Street 18:00
Droopy 18:10 Musical Notes 18:15
News in English
ARABIC PROGRAMS
18:30 Amai and KamaJ's Studio 19:00
News
HEBREW PROGRAMS
19:30 News flash 19:31 Partners 20:00
News 20:45 Mr. Man! - eframa series
21:50 Pride and Prejudice - Jane
Austen classic (rpt) 22:45 World
.Soccer 23:30 News 00:00 Time for

Language

CHANNEL 2

13:00 Genie and the Captain 13:30 itz

and Mitz 14:00.Echo Point 14:30 Street

Wise - drama 1 5:00 Yogi's Gang 1 5:30
Dave's World 16:00 The Bold and the
Beautiful 17:00 News magazine with
Rafi Reshef 17:30 Sister Sister 18:00
Senora 18:35 The Magician 19:25 The
Woes of Ephraim 20:00 News 20:30
Wonderful World 22:00 Chicago Hope
22:50 Murder One 00:00 News 00:05
Short documentaries 00:35 Moonlight
1:35 American Dreamer - a woman
married to an accountant dreams of

traveling to romantic Paris. Her dream

WHERE TO GO
Notices in this feature are
charged at NIS 28.08 per line!

including VAT. Insertion every
day of the month costs
NIS520J55 per (inef including
VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours of the
Mount Scopus campus, in English,

daily Sun.-Thur., 11 a.m. from
Bronfman Reception Centre,
Sherman Administration Bldg. Buses
4a, 9. 23, 26, 2B. For info, call

8B2B19.HADASSAH. Visit the
Hadassah installations, Chagall
Windows. Tel. 02-416333, 02-
776271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Susan and
Anton Roland-Rosenbera Collection
24 masterpieces by modem artists.

Fauvism Wild Beasts. Josef Beuys
Drawings and Objects. Prints’ new
acquisitions. New Horizons:
Sculpture. Face to Face. The
Museum Collections. HELENA
RUBINSTEIN PAVILION FOR CON-
TEMPORARY ART. Summer
Exhibition for Children-. Celebration
of Colour games and workshop. IAm
You Artists Against Violence: 20
posters. Hours: Weekdays 10 a.m.-6
p.m. Tue. 10 a.m.-10 p.m. Fri. 10
a_m.-2 p.m. Sat 103 p.m. Meyerhoff
Art Education Center, Tel.
6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHAT'S ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-
374253.

GENERAL
ASSISTANCE

comes true when she wins a writing
contest. But she is quite unprepared for

the suspenseful comedy of errors that

ensures. Starring JoBeth Williams.
3:22 On the Edge of the Shell

JORDAN TV

14:05 Fievel’s American Tails 14:30
You Bet Your Life 15:00 French
Programs 16:00 World Echo 16:30 The
Famous Five 17:00 News flash 17:01
Search and Rescue 18:00 French
Programs 19:30 News Headlines
19:35 The Fresh Prince of Bei Air

20:01 Auto Classics '20:30 Album
Show 21:10 Black's Magic 22:00 News
in English 22:30 Madsen 23:15 Miami
Vice 00:00 Yes Minister

MIDDLE EAST TV

10:30 Changed Lives 11:00
Lighthouse 11:30 Hour of Power 12:30
Central Message 13:00 Love Worth
Finding 14:00 this Is Your Day 14:30
John Osteen 15:00 in Touch 16:00
Adventures of Dry Gulch 16:30
Sandokan 16:55 Richard Scany 17:20
Gerbert 17:45 Dennis the Menace
18:30 Mask 19:00 Bob Newhart 19:30
Rhode 20:00 Cats' Eyes 21:00
Remington Steele 22:00 Hill Street
Blues 23:00 Lou Grant 00:00 Love
Connection

where he meets a strange woman who

CABLE
(TV 3 (33}

16:00 News flash 16:15 Things Which
Can’t Be Sold 17:00 Weekly Column
18:00 Amores 19:00 News in Arabic
19:30 News In Russian 20:00 News
20:45 Teiekessef 21:15 Blah Blah
22:30 The Fortunes of War 23:25 The
Russian War

ETV 2(23)

15:30 Wonder Years 16:00 Cflmate
and Its Effect on Man 16:30 A Possible
World 17:00 Zombit 17:35 Wild Life in

Russia 18:00 Cybemews 18:30 Media
File 19:00 Jerusalem in Art 19:30 Point
Of View 28:00 A New Evening 2030
Destines 21:00 Star Trek: The Next
Generation 21:45 Sin Compasion —
Peruvian version of Crime -and
Punishment 23:40 The European
Miracle

FAMILY CHANNEL (3)

8:00 Sisters (rpt) 9:00 One Lite to Live

{rpg 9:45 The Young and the Restless
(rpt) 10:30 Days of Our Lives (rpt)

11:20 Perta Negra (rpt)* 12:10
Neighbors (rpt) 12:35 Dallas (rpt)

13:30 Starting at 1:30 14:05 Robin'S
Hoods 14:55 Sisters 15:50 Days ot Our
Lives 16:40 Neighbors 17:10 Dallas
18:00 One Life to Live 18:45 The
Young and the Restless 19:30 Local
broadcast 20riX) Peria Negra TfkSO
Third Rock from the Sun 21:15 The
Single Guy 21:40 Jag 22:30 Law and
Oder 23:20 The Larry Sanders Show
23:45 Melrose Place 00:30 Models Inc.

1:20 The Fortune Hunter

MOVIE CHANNEL (4)

11:30 The Three Musketeers (1974)
(rpt) 13:20 Lady of Burlesque (1043)
(rpt) 14:45 What's New at the Movies
15:05 Victim or Innocence (199Q) - a
Vietnam War veteran decides to brfog

his “daughter" to America. With Cheryl
Ladd 16:40 Captive in the Land (1991)
- an American meteorologist is forced

to spend the Arctic winter with a
Russian, colleague. With

.
Sam

waterston. (92 nuns.) 18:15 Thicker
Than Blood (1993) (rpt) 19:50 Feature

dew movie Mritiptitity 2020 The
Awakening (1995) - thrafer about the
pursuit of an escaped criminal 21:45
What's New at the Movies 22:00
Trouble Bound (1993) - a gambler
wins a car with a body In it With
Michael Madsen and Patricia Arquette.
23:36 Stranded (1994) - a couple gets
mixed up with a psychopath (87 mins.)

1:05 Arizona Dreams (1992) - a
dreamy New Yorker finds himself run-
ning a Cadillac dealership in Arizona,

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUERestoration 4:45,
830 * Daniel in the Lions' Den 7 *
Roma, Ota Aperta 9:30 * To Die For
10:45 G.GL GIL Jerusalem Mall

(Malba) * 788448 The Nutty
ProfessorteThe Eighth DayOSi.
CtarateLawnmowerman H 4:45, 7:15,
9:45 * A Time to KDI 4:30. 7:15, 10 *
TWiater 4:45. 7:15, 9:45 * TWo Bits

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Kupat Hotfm ClaWt. Straus A.

3 Avudori. 870-6880; Balsam, Saleh e~
Din. 827-2315;. Shuafat, Shuafat Road,
581-0108; Dar AJdawa. Herod’s Gate.
628-2058.
Tel Avtv: SNomo Hametech, 78 Sfttomo
Hametech, 524-8461; Superpharm. 50
DizerigoS. 620-0975. Tin 3 ajn. Monday;
Pharma Dal Jabotinsky, 125 Ibn QviroL
546-2040. Till midnight: Superpharm
Ramat Aviv, 40 Einstein, 841-3730;
London Ministore Superpharm, 4 Shaul
Hametech. 8960115.
Ra'anana-Kfar Sava: Kupat Holim

Maccabi. 49 Hahayti, Ra’anana. 907736.
Netanya: HanassJ, 36 Weizmann.

Krayot area: Harman. 4 Simtat Modftn,
Kvyat MotzJdn. 87D-777W3.
Haifa: Balfour. 1 Massada, 882-2289.
Herzfiya: Cta! Pharm, Beit Mokazlm. S
Masktt (err. Sderot Hagafim), Herzifya

Pituah, 558472, 558407. Open 9 a.m. to

midnighL
Upper Nazareth: Ctal Pharm, Lav Hair
Max, 570468. Open 9 am. to 10 pm.
DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Shaare Zedek (internal,

orthopecfics. obstetrics, ENT); BBcur Holim

(surgery]; Hadassah Ein Kerem (pedi-

atrics, ophthalmology).

Tel Avtv: Tel Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Avfv
Medical Center (Internal, surgery1

).

Netanya: Laniado.
POLICE 100
FIRE 102
FIRST AID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dal 101 (Hebrew) or 011
(English) in most parts of the country. In

Summer In La Goutette 7, 930 * La
Alfinlta Elettfve 7. 9:30 LEV
SMADAR Trainspottfnq 10 * Cold
Comfort Farm 8 Hr Mon. Homme 6
+ Antonia's Line RAV CHEN 1-7 «
792799 Credit Card Reservations™
794477 Rav-Mocher Building, 19
Ha'oman St.,

Blind
GirisOPhenomen
Flanders 5,7:15,945 * Spy Hard 5,

7:30, 9:45 * Independence Day 4. 7,
9:45 * The Hunehtracfc of Notre
Dame(Hebrew dialog) •James and the
Giant PeacMISwan PrincessfHebmw
dialog) Wt Takes TWo 4:45,7:15,9:45
TEL AVIV
CINEMATHEQUE A Summer In La
Goufette 5. 7:45, 9:45 * Swedish
Animation 5 * I Even Met Happy

7 * Blackjack 9-.30 DtZEN-
* 5172923 Lawnmowerman n*

The Brothers Me Mullen 11 ajn., 1,3,
5,7:45,10*
a.m. t 3, 7:45 * The ...

5, 10 COLONY Tht
DenverBDqgs Are Color I

10 DRIVEIN Eraser
2* midnight GANHA’IR
on Gabhol SL Priscilla

11

1.

to Do In

llnd 5.7m
10 Sex FDm

1

Ibn
9:45

5279215 71

. . 2m, 5, 7:30,

GAT “696788 MoH Flanders 5.

Ashdod* 8551333 War SavaT 802Z22
AsHteton 6S5133Z NaharyS* 9912333
Baershsbe’ 6274787 Netawa' 604444
Beit Shemesh 6523133 PatahTlwa- 8311111

Dan Region' 5793333 Rehowr 9451333

ERaT 6332444 RWwn" 9642333
Hate* 8512233 Safed 920333

Jerusalem* 523133 TfelAvIv- 54Snil
Kanwet* 9385444 TSMrias* 782444

-Motato Intensive Care Unit (MiCU) service in

the area, around the dock.

Medical help lor tourists (tin English)

177-022-9110
The National Poison Control Center at

Rarnbam Hospital 04-852-9205. 24 hours

a day. for information in case of poisoning.

Eran - Ernottonal First Aid. 1201, also:

Jerusalem 561-0303. Taf Avfv 548-1

m

(children/youth 698-1113). Haifa 867-

2222/3, Beeraheba 6494333. Netanya

625110, Karmiel 988-8770, Kfar Sava
7674556. Hadera 348789.
Wteo hotlines for battered women 02-

651-4111, 03-546-1133 (also in Russian),

07-637-6310, 08-8554)506 (also in

RapaCrisis Canter (24 hours), Tel Avfv

5234819, 544-9191 (men). Jerusalem

625-5558, Haifa 853*633, Bla! 633-

1977.
Hytfgaoh Werflcal Organization - Israel

Cancar Association ajiport service 02-

6247676). .

7:15.9:45 GORDON Eat Frink, Mark
Woman 5:30.7-45,10 G.G.HOD1-4
w 5226226 Hod Passage, 101 Dfcengoff

SL The Nutty PrafessorGSL CtaraGihe
Eighth Day 5,7:30,10 + To Die For
5/730, 10 LEV A Time to Km 11
a.m., 1:45. 4:30, 7:30. 10 *
Thrinspotting 1:15, 5:15. 7:45. 10 *
Cold Comfort Farm 11 am.. 3, 7:45 *
Antonia's Line 11:15 am., 3:15 *
Mon. Homme 1. 3, 5. 10 La
ATftnha Etettive 11 am.. 1. 5. 8. 10
G.G. PE'ER TwteterteThe Eighth
DayteSL Clara 5. 7:30, 10 * A Time to
Kill 43Q. 7:15, 19 * TWo Bits 5, 7:30,

10 * Two Bits (Hebrew dialog) 5. 7:30.

9:45 Dogs Are Color BHnd 5. 730.
9:45 * Independence Day 4:15, 7,

9:45 Cable Guy 1150 ajn.2^0,
7:30, 9:45 * MuItipBcity 1130 am.,
230, 5. 730, 9-^5 * The Rock 1130
am, 2, 430. 7:15. 9:45 * James and
the Giant Peach • 5 * Swan
Princess(Hebrew dialog) •The
Hunchback of Notre DamefHebrew cSa-

log) tett Takes Two 5.730.9:45 G.G.
TEL AVIV w 5281181 65 Pteskw SL
TWtsterteThe Nutty Professor 5, 730.
10 TEL AVIV MUSEUM FKrt 10 *
Nelly and Mr. Amaud 5,

8

CINEMA CAFE AMAM1 v 8325755
•Gold Comfort Farm 7:15, 9:15
Tralnspottinq 9:15 * Antonia'S Une
7:15 CINEMATHEQUE The Brothers

Uonheart 7 * The Kalians Are Coming
9:30 GLOBECITY The Nutty

Professor*Escape _
L-A-»TVriater#St Clara 4^5,7:15.9:45
* A Time to KlU 430. *15. 10

BabefHebrew tSatog) J-AS. «ao* La

Afflntta Qettive 7:15, ORIYy
8381868 Phenomenon 7. 9:15 RAV-
GAT 1-2 W 867431 1 Independence

Are Color Blind 4:45. 7, 9^0 +
4:45, 7, MO *

PlMnomenon 430, 7, 930 *

Emir Kusturica (134 mins.) 335 The
Lover (French. 1995) (rpt),

CHILDREN (8)

6:30 Cartoons 9:05 The Milky Way
9:30 VR Troopers 9:55 Little University
- Special (rpt) 10:30 The Ren and
Stlmpy Show 10:55 Real Monsters
12:00 Chiqultttas 12:40 The
Chipmunks 13:00 Surprise Garden
13:20 Berenstain Bears 13:40 Make-
Believe Closet 14:05 Utile Mouse on
the Prairie 14:35 Heathcfdf 15:00 VR
Troopers 1530 Little University - Life
1535 Writ 1630 Saved by the Bell
16:45 Rocko’s Modern Life 17:00
Animal Park 17:30 Chiquititas 18:15
The Muddies 18:40 Make-Believe
Closet 19:00 Robinson Sucroe 19:30
Three’s Company 20:00 Married With
Children 20:25 Roseanne 20:50 The
Ren and Stimpy Show 21:10 Step by
Step 21:00 Family Ties

SECOND SHOWING (6)

22:00 La Rile cTArtagnan (French.
1995) - cfArtagnan's daughter arrives
in Paris to tight the evil duke. With
Sophie Marceau and Philippe NoireL
(129 mins.) 00:15 Diary of a
Chambermaid (French, 1964) - a
refined Parisian girt goes to work as a
chambermaid at a chateau in
Normandy, where she meets the per-
verted owner of the estate, his frigid
daughter, and her lecherous husband.
With Jeanne Moreau and Michel
Ptecoii. (93 mins.)

DISCOVERY (8)

6:00 Open University 12:00 Rites de
Passage (rpt) 1335 Amazing America
13:30 The Next Step (rpf) 14:00 Open
University 16:00 Rites de Passage (rpt)

17:05 Amazing America (rpt) 17:30
The Next 'Step (rpt) 18:00 Open
University 20:00 Mustang: The Hidden
Kingdom 21:00 Human Nature 22:00
Beyond 2000 22:30 Uitnasclence 23:00
Mustang: The Hidden Kingdom (rpt)

2330 Open University

SUPER CHANNEL

6:00 Europe 2000 6:30 The Key ot
David 7:00 Joyce Meyer Ministries
7:30 Cottonwood Christian Center 8:00
The Hour of Power 9:00 Ushuaia 10:00
Executive Lifestyles 10:30 Travel
Express 11:00 Supershop 12:00
Gillette World Sport 12£0 Sailing: The
Commodores Cup 13:00 Inside the
PGA Tour 13:30 Inside the SPGATour
14.-00 Golf; JAL tournament 16:00 The
McLaughlin Group 16:30 Meet the
Press 17:30 How to Succeed in

Business 18:00 Scan 18:30 The First

and the Best 19:00 Executive
Lifestyles 19:30 Europe 2000 20:00
Ushuaia 21:00 Golf 22:00 The Tonight
Show with Jay Leno 23:00 Profiler

00:00 Talkin' Jazz 00:30 Travel
Express 1:00 The Tonight Show with
Jay Leno 2:00 MSNBC

STAR PLUS

&30 The Road Show 7:00 Amu! India

Show 7:30 The Extraordinary 8:30 Hie
Fall Guy 9:30 Vegas 10:30 Seventh
Avenue - mini-series. Part 3 12:30
Swiss Family Robinson 13:00
Mysterious Places 14:00 The Road
Snow 14:30 Amul India Show 15:00
WWF Action Zone 18:00 Third Rock
from the Sun 16:30 Beverly Hite 90210
17:30 Picket Fences 18:30 Burke's

,
Law 19:30 21 Jump Street 20:30
Chicago Hope 21:30 India Business
-Week 22i30 Amul India Show 23:00
Oprah Winfrey 00:00 Hooperman
00:30 Home and Away 1:00 The
Sullivans 1:30 The Hying Doctors

CHANNEL5

6:30 Body in Motion 7:30 Basic
Training 1&00 Body in Motion 16:30
Dangerous Games 17:00 Touchdown
96 - NFL football 18:00 English
League Soccer. Liverpool vs Man U
19rT5 Spanish League Soccer 20:30

CINEMA
•4.6:45,930 * Moll

Flanders 4:30, 7, *30 * Beautiful Girls
7, 9-30 * Spy Hard 5. 7, 9.30 * James
and the Giant Peach 5 * It Takas

. TWoWThe Hunchback of Notre Dame
(Hebrew dialog

)

BSwan Princess
(Hebrew (Balog) 4:30. 7, 930 * Dogs
Are Color Blind 4:45, 7. 9:3D * WSpy
Hard 4:45, 7. 9:30 * James and the
Giant PeachWThe Hunchback of Notre
Dune (Hebrew dialog) 7, 9:30
ARAD
STAR MultfplicltyWPhenomefion 7:30.
10 * SL Clara 7:30, 10 ASHDOD
G.G. GIL « 8647202 A Time to
KBHNndapendence Day 4:30. 7:15, 10
* Spy Hard#St Clara 5, 7:30, 10 *
Phenomenon 10 * Cable Guy 5, 730
G.G. OR1 1-3» 711223 ItotsterWNutty
Professor#Escape From L-A. 5, 7:30.
10
ASHKELON
G.G. GIL tr 729977 TWislarWEscape
From L.A.GSL CfaraWNutty Professor
4:30, 7:15, 10 * A Time to Kill 4:30.
7:15. 10 * Babysitters 1 slitl, f:30
RAV CHEN w 711223 Spy HardWSpy
HardWMuIttplicIty 5. 7:30. 0:45 * Moll

Flanders 5. 7:15, 9:45 *
Independence Day 7. 9:45 * Janies
and the Giant Peach weekdays 5
BAT YAM
RAV CHEN Spy Hard 5, 7:30, 9:45 *
Moll Flanders 5, 7:15. 9:45 *
Independence Day 4, 7, 9:45 * IMster
5.7:30.0:45 * MuItlplldtyWThe Nutty
Professor 5, 7^30, 9:45 * Dogs Are
Color Blind 5, 7:30. 9:45 W It Takes
TWo•James and the Giant PaactriPThe
Hunchback of Notre Dame(Hebrew (Ba-

ku) 5,7:30.10 * A Time to Kin 7:15,

10 * SL Clara weekdays 5
BEERSHEBA
RAV-NEGEV 1-4 « 235278 Moll
Flanders 5. 7:15, 9:45 * Independence
Day 4. 7, 9:45 * Phenomenon 9:45
Dogs Are Color BDnd 5. 7:30, 9:45 *
James and teh Giant PeabhGSwan
Princess(Hebrew dialog) •The
Hunchback of Notre Dame (Hebrew da-

HECHAL HATARBUT Striptease 8

EILAT TWister 750, 10 * Multiplicity
750, 10 * Babe * Moll Flanders 7:30,
10
HADERA
LEV TWtster 7:30. 10 * James and the
Giant Peach 5 * SL daia 5 7:45, 10 *
Moll Flanders 7:15, 930 * Swan
Princess 5 * The Nutty Professor 5,

7:3010
HEtaLJYA
DANIEL HOTEL The Eighth Day 7:30.

10 STAR* 589068 Twister 7^0. 10 +
The Nutty Professor 7:45. 10 * A Time
to KOI 7:15, 10 * It Ihkes Two 5. 7:30,

10 * A Time to Km 4:30, 7:15, 10 *
Jamas and the Giant Peach Dr

Independence Day 4:30, 7:15,

KfflYAT BIALIK
G.G. GIL The Nutty
ProfessorWEscape From
LA.WSt-CteraWTWlster 4:45, 7. 930 *
The Hunchback of Notre DamefHebrew
dialog) 4:45 * Independence Day 7,

930 A Time to raiMTtafnspottlng 7,

930 * Babe (Hebrew dialog) •Swan
Prfcicess 4:45 * It TNres TWo 4:45
KIRYAT SHEMONA
G.G. GIL « 6805080 Escape From
1_A.*SL CJaraWlWIstar 430, 7.

930
LOO

7:30. 10 w SpyHard 1

UPf*ER NAZARETH
G.G GIL SL Clara*Escape From
LA.•The Nutty Professor*TWfster
430, 7, 930 * Independence Day*A

Basketball: Coca-Cola Cup, Maccabi

Rishon Lezion vs Hapoel Galil Elyon -
live 22:30 Israeli National League
Soccer 23:15 To be announced

EUROSPORT

6:00 Car Racing: Formula 1 Japanese
Grand Prix (rpt) 9:30 Cycling: World
Championships, Switzerland 11:30
Japanese Grand Prix (rpt) 13:00
Cycling: World Championships - live

14:00 Tennis: CA Cup, Austria, final -
live 16:30 Cycling: World
Championships 18:30 Car Racing:

Formula 1 Japanese Grand Prix (rpt)

20:00 Sumo wrestling 22:00 Japanrse
Grand Prix (rpt) 23:00 Golf: PGA
European Tour 00:00 CycRng: World
Championships (rpt)

PRIME SPORTS

6:00 Formula 1 Grand Prix - live 8:00
Futbol Mondial 8:30 Tennis: Beijing

Open, final - live 10:30 Golf: Omega
loumamBnt, Singapore 11:30 PGA Golf

12:00 Chinese League Soccer 14:00
Asia Soccer Show 15:00 NBA
Fantastics
World
Golt: Dunhill Cup
1 Grand Prix 21:00 Polo 22:00 Tennis:
Beijing Open - final 00:00 Water
Sports Magazine 1:00 PGA Golf 1:30
Boxing

BBC WORLD

News on the hour 6:20 The Last Days
of the Wail (rpt) 7:25 India Business
Report 8:20 This Week (rpt) 9:05
Correspondent 10:30 Film *96 (rpt)

11:30 Floyd's American Pie 12:05
Everyman (rpt) 13:20 Britain in View
(rpt) 14:05 Earth Report 15:05
Breakfast with Frost 16:30 The Travel
Show (rpt) 17:05 Horizons (rpt) 18:20
Earth Report 18:30 Fat Man in France
19:20 The Last Days of the Wall (rpt)

20^0 Window on Europe (rpt) 21:05
Tlmewatch 22:30 Tomorrow's World
23:00 World Business Report

CNN INTERNATIONAL

News throughout the day 6:30 World
News 7:30 science and Technology
8:30 World Sport 9:30 Style with Elsa
Kiensch 10:30 CNN Computer
Connection 11:00 World Report 12:30
World Business Week 13:30 World
Sport 14:30 This Week Tn Pro Golf
15:00 Larry King Weekend 16:30
World Sport (rpt) 17:30 Science and
Technology 18:00 CNN's Late Edition

19:30 Moneyweek 20:00 World Report
22:30 Investigative Reports 23:00
Style with Elsa Kiensch 23:30 World
Sport 00:00 The World Today 00:30
Future Walch 1:00 Diplomatic License
1:30 Earth Report 2:00 Headline News

RADIO
VOICE OF MUSIC

6:06 Morning Concert 9:05 Telemann:
Trio Sonata in F lor recorder, oboe and
continuo (Cologne Cameraia); Haydn;
String quartet in B flat op 71/1 (Tatrai);

Mozart Symphony no 40; Beethoven:
Triple Concerto In C op 56;
Tchaikovsky: The Tempest fantasy
overture (Chicago SO/Abbado); Villa-

Lobos: Guitar concerto; Chausson:
Symphony op 2012:00 Light Classical

by Elgar,
~
Grainger, Coleridge-- works

Taylor. Co!Fins, Benjamin and others
13:00 Artist of the Week - Trufs Work.

‘

cello. Elgar: Cello concerto in E minor;
.Brahms: Sonata.no 1 in E..minor for

cdla and piano op 38 (with lagerspetz)
14:05Encore 15:00 Works by Charles
Schwartz 16:00 Music- fof^SuftcBy -:

Bach: Cantata no 96; Schubert
Offertorium in B flat for tenor, choir and
orch; Verdi: Requiem 18:00 New CDs -
Mendelssohn: Vioin concerto in E
minor; Berfloz: Harold in Italy; Alban
Berg: 7 Early Songs; Poulenc: Sonata
for violin and piano 29:05 Live broad-
cast from Tel Aviv Performing Arts
Center - Consort of Music, London.
Madrigals by Monteverdi 23:00 Sounds
to End the r

Tima to tCUl 430. 7:15, 10 * Spy Hard
4:30.7 * Tfc*lnsportfng 9:30
NESS ZIONA
G.G. GIL 1-4 « 404729 Escape From
LA.«TVvfster«The Nutty Professor 5.

7:30. 10 A Time to Kill 4^0. 7:15, 10

* Jjja
tejWebrew dialog)

G.G. GIL 1-5 v 628452 Escape From
LA.•The Nutty Professor*SL
ClaraVTMstar 5, 7-30, 10 * A Time to

Kill 4:30, 7:15, 10 RAV CHEN MoR
Flanders BBBFri. 10, 12:15 ajn.; SaL.
7:15, '9:45; we^tdays 5, 7:15, 9:45 *
Dogs Are Color BtlncMSSpy Hard 5,

7^0, 9:45 * Independence Day 4, 7,

9:45 * James and the Giant
PeachVThe Hunchback of Notre Dame
(Hebrew dtetog) 7:15, 9:30 Twteter
7:15, 9^0 OH
YEHUD
A G.a GIL 1-4
From LA.*The Nutty Professor 5, 7:3

10 * A Time to Kill 4:30, 7:75. 10
PETAH T1KVA
G.G. HECHAL Escape From
LA.*The Nutty Professor•Twister
5, 7:30, 10 G.G. RAM 1-3 *
9340818 A Time to
KUl*lndependence Day 4:30, 7:15,
10 * St. Clara 5, 7:30, 10
RA’ANANA
CIN-MOFET Trainspotting Sun.,
Tue. 8:30 PARK Twister 5, 7:30, 10 *

Are Color Blind 7:30, 10
Cable Guy 5. 7:30 * Multiplicity 5.

7:30, 10 * Independence Day 4:30.
7:15. 10 Swan Princess 5 * Spy
Hard 10 * James and the Giant
Peach 5, 7:15, 9:45 * Spy Hard 5.

7:30, 9:45 * Phenomenon 7:30. 9:45
* Twisters, 7:30, 9:45 * The Nutty,
Prolessor 5 * Swan
Princesslkiames end the Giant Peach
5, 7:30, 9:45 * Independence Day 4. 7,
9:45
RAMAT HASHARON
KOKHAV Cold Comfort Farm 7:30.
9:30 * The Hunchback of Notre
Dame(Hebrew cSalog) Tue. 5
REHOVOT
CHEN » 9382868 A Time to Kill 7, 9:45
* The Nutty Professor 7:15, 9:45 * SL
Clara 7:30, 9:45 * Nelly et M. Amaud
7:30, 10 RAV MOR 08-9493595

Are’SoI^^^idwiscape From LA.
730. 9:45 * Moll Flanders 5, 7:15, 9:45
* Spy HanWTnfster 5, 7:15. 9*5 *
The Hunchback of Notre Damefffebrew
dialog) •James and the Giant
Peach*Swan Princess (Hebrew dialog)
73D, 10
RtsHON LEZION
GIL1-3 The Nutty ProfessorGltirfster
5. 730. 10 * A Tune to Kill 430. 7:15.
10 HAZAHAV Escape From LA.*Spy
Hard*1Wtster*The Nutty Professor 5,
730,10 * A Tima to KIU 4:30. 7:15. 10* James and the Glam Peach 5. 7:15,
0:45 * Spy Hard 5. 730, 9:45 *
Independence Day 4, 7, 9:45 *
MuMpltdty 730. 8:45 * Jamesand tin
Giant Peach 5 STAR® 9619985 Dogs
Are Color Blind 7:45. 10 * TWo Bits 10
* Cable Guy 7:30 * Independence
Day 7:15. 9:45 * Multiplicity 7:30,

YEHUD
RAV CHEN Mall Flanders 5. 7:15.
9:45 * Dogk Are Cololr Blind 5,
7:30, 9:45 * Phenomenon 9:45 *
independence Day 7. 9:45 * James
and the Giant Peach 5 * Spy Hard
5, 730 * The Hunchback of Notre
Dame(Hebrew dialog) GSwan
Princess(Hebrew dialog) BBBSaL. 1

1

a.m.

Phone reservations: Ttel Avtv 5252244
Phone reservations: Malta 728878 All

tithes are pm. unless otherwise indi-
cated.



NEWS

Kitan
workers block

highway
DAVID RUDGE

ANGRY workers at the Kitan tex-

tile factory in Beit She ’an blocked

the Afula-Tiberias highway with

burning tires on Friday to protest

over the firm’s decision to close
' most of the plant and sack 110

employees.
Police at first let the demonstra-

tors vent their anger and rerouted

traffic. The demonstrators were
finally persuaded to disperse

peacefully after two hours.

Pinni Kabalo, head of the

Histadrut’s Beit She’an branch,

said the workers were in a bitter

and angry mood after high-level

talks in the town on Thursday

failed to persuade management to

rescind its decision.

The negotiations with manage-

ment were, led by Foreign

Minister David Levy, flanked by
Avigdor Leiberman. director-gen-

eral of the Prime Minister's office

and other high-ranking civil ser-

vants.

The government has threatened

to take sanctions against Kitan,

including re-examining permits

for foreign workers, if it goes

ahead with its decision to close the

finishing plant - in which it

recently invested N1S 20 million

in new equipment - at the Beit

She’an Factory.

But management, which said its

decision was due to the govern-

ment's fiscal policies, said the

decision to close the plant is final.

Several ofthe skilled workers who

were offered the opportunity to
move to Dimona said they had
accepted the offer and planned to
move.
According to the firm, the high

rate of the shekel against the dol-
lar and European currencies has
drastically cut into its export prof-
its. The company said the situa-
tion was exacerbated by the
Defense Ministry’s decision to

give most orders for IDF uniforms
to a US supplier, taking work from
Kitan.

Kabalo said that members of the
Knesset Finance Committee are

coming today to visit the workers,
who are staging a sit-in at the

plant
“On Monday we plan to stage a

demonstration opposite the

Knesset to coincide with a

planned meeting of the Knesset
Labor and Social Affairs

Committee, which is due to dis-

cuss the situation at Beit She’an,”

said Kabalo.
The Histadrut is fully supporting

the workers, who received no
prior notification of manage-
ment's plans. Histadrut officials

met with them at the factory over
the weekend.
Kabalo said he would call for a

law to be passed that would
require firms to give at least six

months’ notice of any plans to

dose plants and fire large num-
bers of workers.

Itim contributed to this report.

NEWS IN BRIEF

Hundreds of haredim protest on Rehov Bar-1lan
Hundreds of haredim were out on Rehov Bar-Data last night to

protest against Shabbat traffic on the road. One demonstrator was
arrested.

During the afternoon, the protesters shouted
“Shabbes” at

passing cars and threw trash into foe street, though police

prevented them from blocking traffic.

On Friday night, dozens of haredim gathered on the sidewalks,

shouting
“
Shabbes" and throwing stones at passing cars.

The demonstration, after two months of quiet at foe site, may have

been prompted by rumors that the Zameret Committee is to release its

conclusions on the issue of Shabbar traffic in the coining weeks. Itim

Motttedhai travels Id QS tonight
-

Defense Minister Yitzhak Mordechai is leaving tonight for an

official visit to the US. at the invitation ofUS Defense Secretary

William Perry.

He will spend two days in Washington meeting with members of

the US defense establishment and then go toNewYork for several

meetings before traveling back to Israel on Wednesday evening. Itim

Herzliya pupils still striking
The strike by Herzliya pupils enters its seventh day today, as their

parents continue to protest against the municipality, which they believe

is not budgeting enough for education compared to other locaKties-On

Friday, hundreds of parents and pupils held a demonstration opposite

Herzliya Mayor Eli Landau’s house, demanding he meet with them to

discuss a report issued on foe matter. Itim

Norway to reach restitution agreement
Norway is likely to conclude an agreement by die end of

November for the recovery of plundered Jewish property, Jewish

Agency Chairman Avraham Burg said Thursday in New York. The

.

agreement would be a “model” "for the World Jewish Restitution

Organization to recoup property elsewhere in Europe, said Burg,

who serves as an official of foe restitution group.

The property of 1,053 Norwegian Jewish families and at least 70

businesses were seized by the pro-Nazi Quisling government,

according to published reports. Manlyn Henry

Bill would make assassination anniversary a*

memorial day
Meretz leader Yossi Sarid has submitted a bill which would declare

foe Hebrew date of Yitzhak Rabin's assassination, 11 Heshvan, as a

national memorial day.

“The assassination of Rabin was foe assassination of a prime

minister who fell in the line of duty. The murder of Rabin was an

attempt to murder foe entire democratic system, and therefore in

addition to remembering Yitzhak Rabin, the man, each in his own
way, we must determine that the date of his death will be a

memorial day to defend democracy against those who would make

it fall” Sarid said. Liat Collins
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MK EHUD Barak yesterday denounced the

Likud, Executive’s decision calling on Prime
Minister Binyamin Netanyahu and his minis-
ters to replace civil servants and other

appointees who are “loyal to the previous gov-
ernment” with people who support this govern-

ment’s positions and will carry out its policy.

Last Thursday night, Likud Executive
Chairman MK Uzi Landau urged the dismissal

of employees in the Prime Minister's Office,

Foreign Ministry. Government Press Office,

Israel’s embassy in Washington and in foe New
York consulate “who believe in the previous
government's policy and are committed to it.”

The decision is arousing anger and resent-

ment in Labor and the opposition.

M1CHAL YUDELMAN

Barak blasted Landau and the other Likud
leaders behind the executive's decision, and
attacked Netanyahu for failing to reject what
he called “an extremely grave decision, remi-
niscent of dark, dictatorial regimes. It's an
attempt to cause division in the people, and to

damage the democratic, pluralistic character of
Israeli society"

Labor's Central Committee is ro convene
today for foe first time since the election defeat,

under foe shadow of foe growing tension in foe

party between those who want to postpone the

leadership showdown and those who want to

elect a new leadership as soon as possible.

Labor Chairman MK Shimon Peres, who
wants to put off the showdown, said at Labor’s

Executive meeting on Thursday, “We have four

and a half years until the elections. What’s the

huny? The state affairs are more urgent than

the party’s agenda."

This angeted foe supporters of Barak, who is

contending for the leadership and opposes
delaying the showdown. Barak remarked in

response that “a delay will not spare us any

internal struggles, and will only prolong them,

tearing foe party apart.”
* Referring to the possibility of forming a
' national unity government. Peres said, “It’s

' like that business with Princess Diana: a fake

movie which does not merit comment”

Naomi Ziv released,

placed under house arrest
NAOMI Ziv _of Savyon,. who allegedly tried, to. .kill her. husband by
planting two fragmentation grenades under bisjeep, was.released Friday

on NIS 100,000 bail by Tef Aviv Magistrate’s Court and placed under
house arrest in her mother’s home.
The release followed the rejection of appeals by the police to have

Ziv’s remand extended.

During the hearing Friday, police claimed that Ziv and Ofer Cohen, a

gardener who worked for the Zivs and who was Naomi’s lover, bad
given conflicting versions of the events that led up to the discovery of

foe grenades under Moshe Ziv’s jeep.

In particular there are discrepancies regarding why and how the two
met only 15 minutes before foe grenades were discovered, after the Zivs
had earlier returned, in separate cars, from a session with a psychologist
Judge Renia Keret-Meir. in her decision, said that until there was a

credible explanation for that meeting, it gives credence to suspicions that

Ziv was involved in foe planting of the grenades. She ordered police to

immediately stage another confrontation between Ziv and Cohen, in an

attempt to get more information.

Nevertheless, Keret-Meir did not see any reason to hold Ziv in cus-

tody, and ordered her released Friday afternoon. (Itim)

Soldiers suspected of accepting
bribes from inductees

SOLDIERS at-foe IDF. induction

base who were responistble for

assigning new soldiers to their units,

are suspected of accepting bribes to

assign inductees to serve dose to

their homes, even if they had already

been assigned to distant units, Israel

Radio reported on Friday.

The DDF Spokesman said the

Military Police are investigating

foe matter and a report wfll be sub-

mitted shortly to foe judge advo-

cate-generai

The soldiers working at foe induc-

tion base reportedly received tickets

to spons events and cellular phones.

Incoming soldiers who had
requested to serve in the rear ech-

elons often went to the induction

center or sent a representative

there before they actually had to

report for service, so that when
they did report, they already were

set up. When they arrived at the

induction base, they often were

exempted from ‘guard duty and
given passes to go home.
In other cases, foe assignment

officers sent foe soldiers to mental

health officers with a .recommen-

dation that they serve close to their

homes.
“This was really a marketplace;

the assignment "officers at the

induction center received sub-

scriptions to football games, free

entrance to discos for themselves

and their friends, meals at restau-

rants, and other good things," one
soldier told Israel Radio. (Itim)

US to launch 2nd inquiry into fate of gold stolen from Jews
THE US has not decided whether to

ask its wartime Allies to distribute

“residual gold" to Jewish organiza-

tions, according to foe key American

restitution official, although a sec-

ond Clinton administration inquiry

may review the matter:

The pace of.inquiries into the fate

of Nazi loot rose at a dizzying rate

at week’s end, with word that foe

Clinton administration is undertak-

ing a second review; the Senate

Banking Committee is bolding new
hearings; and the Volcker

Committee, which is examining
dormant Holocaust-era assets in

Swiss banks, is scheduled to meet

Friday in Zurich.

And unexpected claimants may
be coming forward. The

MARILYN HENRY
NEW YORK

Netherlands may press the Swiss

for restitution of gold stolen from

the Dutch by the Nazis and sent on

to Switzerland, according to Reuter.

Jewish organizations have asked

for the "residual gold." which refers

to foe balance in foe "gold pool”

amassed after the war by foe Allies.

That money, which included Nazi

loot turned over by the Swiss, was

distributed in the last 50 years to

compensate nations that had been
plundered by foe Nazis.

However, under the Allied agree-

ment that established the restitution

program, foe funds must be distrib-

uted to governments, not to organi-

zations. “We have made no decision

at this point whether not to seek

an amendment to that,” said Stuart

Eizenstat, the Clinton administra-

tion’s special envoy on property

restitution in Europe.

Eizenstat. who also is foe US
undersecretary of commerce, told

The Jerusalem Post on Thursday

that the US is forming an inter-

agency committee “to look more
broadly at the US role" regarding

Holocaust-era assets.

This committee, which has not

been formally announced, is dis-

tinct from foe State Department
inquiry, announced a week earlier,

into US diplomatic efforts in the

immediate posr-Nazi era.

“What we are flying to do is to

separate fact from fiction,"

Eizenstat said of his new commit-
tee. “The most important thing we
can do is expose the past. We can’t

have any policy about what we do
in foe future until we know what the

actual circumstances were.”
Although the Swiss are planning

a review of their war-time activities,

the government has maintained
that its obligations to return Nazi
loot were settled by the 1946
Washington Agreement with the
Allies. Under that pact, Switzerland
gave the Allies 250 million Swiss
francs, which formed the basis for
the gold pool. .

That agreement, although widely
reported at the tune, is now being
challenged as inadequate, and there
have been suggestions from Jewish
quarters that it be renegotiated.

Eizenstat said it was too soon to
say if foe US was willing to revisit
50-year-old agreements.

ForacsA Drop h temperatures

North: Showers. South: Party cloudy.

AROUND THE WORLD

A partial solar eclipse creates a spectacular sunset over the Dormition Abbey on Jerusalem’s ML Zion yesterday. About 30% of the

sun was covered by the moon during the eclipse, the last one that will be seen in the region until the year 2000. (Reuter)'

Barak denounces Likud leaders’ call

to fire left-leaning civil servants
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Call

to reconsider

ban on MKs’
moonlighting

UAT COLLINS

MK Amnon Rubinstein (Meretz) is

calling for another public body to

examine the question of outside

work for parliamentarians.

Rubinstein, a law professor, will

ask Knesset Speaker Dan Tichon to

consider foe matter today when MK
David Liba’i (Labor), also a profes-

sor of law, is expected to submit his

resignation from foe Knesset in

order to continue his career as a uni-

versity lecturer.

liba’i. a former justice minister;

decided to resign when a new law
came into force severely restricting

moonlighting for MKs and banning
them from giving paid university

lectures and even unpaid legal

advice.

Rubinstein praised Liba'i and said

his resignation would be a loss to

foe Knesset. He said despite foe

good intentions of the new law,

which is unprecedented, it would
result in deterring foe most talented

people from entering government
The law banning outside paid jobs

was one of the conditions of the

committee headed by the late Prat
Ariel Rosen-Zvi which gave MKs a

33 percent salary rise in return.

Local, UK cancer
patients play
via Internet

FOUR children — two Israelis god
two British— who are being treated

for cancer played games last night
over the Internet in an unusual pro-
ject aimed at promoting communi-
cation among sick children around
the world.

The event, which will be broadcast
on the computer channe l of SkyTV
and various European news stations,

linked foe Schneider Children’s
Medical Center of Israel (SCMO) in

Petah Tikva and foe Landdough
Children’s Hospital in Cardiff.

It was made possible by the
Starlight Express that aims at linking

,

up children in hospitals around the
worid

- JudySiegel
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David Makovsky, the diplomatic correspondent ofThe Jerusalem

Post, provides a clear, detailed and fascinating account of how,

and equally important, why the Oslo agreement came about. “...foe

best insight into foe Israeli side offoe negotiations.”
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